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ABSTRACT 

The teaching and learning process attains its purpose when the IMs that facilitate the 

student learning are avai lable in the schools and when teachers use them appropriately. 

In view of this, the purpose of this study was to assess the availability of Mathematics 

IMs and their utilization for Mathematics instruction; as they contribute a lot in making 

difference in students Mathematics achievement. In the same vein, the study was also 

to investigate the support made to improve the availabil ity of the IMs in the sample 

schools and the factors that affected utilization of IMs by Mathematics teachers. 

To this effect, ten Primary and Jun ior Secondary Schools were selected as sources of 

information from the three Weredas of Sidama Zone in SNNP Region. Within these 

schools, a total of twenty teachers (two Mathematics teachers from each school, i.e., 

one from Grade 7 and one from Grade 8), the principals, the SPC-coordinators and a 

total of 100 students (ten from each school) were taken as actual sources of information . 

Moreover, the educational Support Section officials at the Zone and Wereda levels were 

also the sources of information. Questionnaire, observation and document analysis were 

the data collection instruments used to obtain data from the sources. 

The results of the study, then, revealed that there was a critical shortage of Mathematics 

curricular materials and non-textbook IMs in the schools / SPCs. The government 

provided to schools on ly insufficient curricular materials and blackboards. 

Moreover, there was very little support made by other organ izations to SPCs/Libraries . 

In th is regard at the school level, the effort made by teachers, SPC-coordinators, and 

students to prepare IMs were also less. Due to lack of budget and skilled manpower 

SPCs contributed less in supporting Mathematics instruction. The Utilization of IMs by 

Mathematics teachers were affected by all the material , financial and human factors as it 

were observed and witnessed by the respondents. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Back ground of the study. 

To varying degrees, all nations must update their education systems by charging 

them with developing the skills needed to solve the problems of the society. In line 

with this statement Demisu (1995:6) said that education in general, and Mathematics 

education in particular in developing countries must be seen as an input to rural 

development. He believed that rural development means rural transformation. It 

requires increased productivity, equitable distribution of income, better health, 

expanded educational opportunities promotion of social justice and the like. Indeed, 

meeting this challenge wi ll be difficult for all countries but especia lly for developing 

ones (Lockheed et ai, 1991 :8). 

Likewise, quality education becomes the talk of the day in both developed and 

developing countries. They are discussing learning outcomes and are profoundly 

concerned with the quality of teaching. Good teaching and good learning means 

using varied means and instructional materials. In professional literature, instructional 

materials are defined as media of commun ication used by the teacher and the 

student to advance teaching and learning processes. 

In many countries, evidence suggested that student's achievement have 

declined (Amare and Tasew, 1996: 1). Many scholars described the students failure 

can be ascribed to many factors; shortage of educational inputs, learning 

environment, teachers' attitude, and the way students taught are some of the 

problems. 

Lockheed and his associates (1991 :40) pointed out that learning is determined 

by many factors including school inputs and their utilization. Improving educational 

inputs (IMs) appears to increase student achievement and reduce grade repeating. 

Scholars agreed that the availability of educational materials has received increasing 

evidence that it is an important correlate and a probable determination of classroom 

achievement (Amare & Tasew, 1996:1). 

Most developing countries seem less to exploit this importance of using 

instructional materials in classrooms. For instance, in Sub-Saharan African countries, 
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the correlation between the annual expenditure per learner on educational materials 

and the time required for student to complete the primary cycle is significantly 

negative (Lockheed et ai, 1991: 41). 

Stones (1994: 21) pointed out that the greatest pedagogical problem would 

arise when insufficient time is allocated to provide the basic experience essential for 

the learners to learn the critical attributes of the concepts they are intended to learn. 

In the review made by Hammond and Snyder (1992:63) teachers' va lues, 

classroom behaviors, and the resulting social learning climate in classrooms were 

strongly related to students' achievement and attitudes. 

The body of mathematical knowledge needed for everyday life would include 

much of what is now called arithmetic, algebra, geometry, statistics, and logic. But the 

way any body of knowledge is transmitted is an integral part of the knowledge. To this 

end , Demisu (1995: 8) pointed out that the way the mathematical skills are acquired 

can influence a learner's way of thinking about the social, economic and political 

issues that swirl around him at all stages of day-to-day living. However, there is a 

general feeling that mathematics is taught in schools and materials used for teaching 

it have tended to remove mathematics from the context in which the subject occurs in 

real life. 

Supporting this idea, Kogelman and Heller (1994:xi) believed that student's 

dislike of mathematics stemmed largely from the way it had been taught to them and 

from the fact that it dealt with seemingly irrelevant problems. Mostly, because of 

inadequate teacher training and preparation , mathematics is taught by means of rules 

and regulations that are neither correct nor helpful to the student. 

As history of mankind tell us, before teaching has started in organized schools, 

people were teaching their children by means of actual experiences that involve the 

children senses. Devereaux (cited in Berhane , 1999: 1) said that since early time, 

mathematicians or philosophers were tracing diagrams with sticks, which created the 

need for illustrating the development of ideas with diagrams and drawings. 

Success in achieving the goals of mathematics (includes social , technical , 

cultural, and personal-Aesthetic) depends greatly upon the way teachers teach 

mathematics to their students and upon the availability of instructional materials to 
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support instruction. So teachers' training and improving support to school inputs are 

critical. 

To this end, no field makes more use of instructional materials than does 

mathematics (Kinney, 1952: 290). Mostly, the junior high school mathematics is 

concerned with the knowledge useful in life; the question of how best to communicate 

quantitative data becomes significant to the learners. Wittich and Schuller(1979: 11) 

said that the greater the abstractness or remoteness of the subject the less similarity 

there is likely to be between the teachers' meaning and the learners' understanding of 

it. To overcome this kind of communication problem is to deliver messages that are 

highly graphic, visual and participatory. The two authors pointed out that awareness 

of learning tenets together with a systematic integration of instructional materials into 

an overall instructional plan could bring about a higher level of learning. Learning 

takes place to the degree that the individual sees and feels the significance to his Iher 

own felt needs of what he/she does. Proper motivation of learning is one of the basic 

essentials of any set of educational experiences, which can be achieved by using 

proper instructional materials in classrooms. In classroom instruction, it is important 

that mathematical principles and processes should first be studied in the situations in 

which they have been used or will be used. Geometry should be presented as a 

concrete study of the shape, size, and position of objects in the physical environment 

before it is presented as an abstract study of logic. 

Presentday viewpoints in psychology agree in considering learning as an 

active process of acquiring meanings and abstract concepts through exploration, 

discovery and generalization. Abstract ideas of number develop out of a great amount 

of concrete, meaningful experiences. It is not sufficient to have the concept explained 

in words . The developmental natures of the learning sequence have been amply 

demonstrated by experience in all fields of common learning. The situations should 

be initially concrete and then increasingly abstract. A set of experiences may be 

provided to the learners, and they should be planned at levels in a concrete-abstract 

continuum: 

Object ~ Picture ~ semi symbolic --. symbolic 

3 



Besides their importance in simplifying learning abstract concepts, instructional 

materials also play a role in the development of desirable attitudes towards 

mathematics and its appl ications. The degree to which the development of learners' 

abilities has been accompanied by the development of desirable attitudes towards 

mathematics and its appl ications is confirmed by some researchers (Larcombe 1985, 

Kinney, 1952). They argue that the nature of learner's attitude toward the activity 

itself, toward the personal ities connected with the situation, and toward the school as 

a whole is determined in large part by: the degree to which he/she recognizes the 

significance of the activity; evidence of his/her progress or lack of progress toward the 

goal; the extent to which the lea rner feels that he/she is capable of overcoming 

his/her difficulties; and the degree to wh ich motivation is intrinsic rather than extrinsic. 

So these determinant factors could be highly improved if the teacher uses appropriate 

instructional materials in the teaching learning process. 

The impact of the changing conditions in the world also calls for using 

instructional materials in mathematics teaching-learn ing process. Regarding this, 

Romberg (1996:773) pointed out that the extensive use of graphical, financial , and 

statistical data in daily news papers and in public policy discussions requires a higher 

standard of quantitative literacy for the necessary duties of citizenship. 

Lockheed and his associates (1991 :8) found that official curricu lar objectives, 

composition, and content are fairly uniform among countries. But the conditions under 

which education takes place in many developing countries effectively keep students 

from learning higher-order thinking skills. They suggest (1991 : 9) that at all levels, 

students must relate to what is being learned and connect it with their own 

experience. The more that student connect with the learning materials, the more rapid 

their progress will be; and reducing grade repetition or fai lure. 

To improve the instructional process, learn ing resources must be distributed 

wisely and managed well. Priority must be given to the educational inputs (IMs) that 

make a difference in learning. The availability of these educational inputs does not 

show its impact on learning unless they are used effectively in the teaching and 

learning process. In the same vein, Lockheed and others (1991: 41) pointed out that 

the impact of enhanced inputs ultimately depends on how well schools use the 
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available resources. In Phil ipins (cited in Lockheed et ai, 1991 : 52) 32 percent of Fifth 

- Grade science teachers used textbooks frequently, while 127 primary classes in 

Botswana teachers used textbooks only 12 percent of the time. 

In spite of the barren conditions of many schools in the developing world a few 

are able to teach students the knowledge and skills called for in the curriculum. The 

result of such situation is the high number of student grade repetition or failure. 

To improve the leamer achievement, the contribution of using instructional 

materials in classrooms is very great. Shortage of instructional materials or 

underutilization of them has an impact on the quality of education in general and 

mathematics education in particular. 

In Ethiopia, the Education and Training Policy document (TGE, 1994:2-3) has 

listed a number of educational problems of the "Dergue" regime . Among the problems 

listed were: poor methods of teaching, insufficient training of teachers, shortage of 

textbooks and other instructional materials. All these are indicators of the low quality 

of education provided at that time. Having identified these critical problems of the 

educational system in the past, the new Policy Document listed many actions to be 

taken by the new govemment. To reduce and overcome the stated problems and 

improve the quality of education, an overall strategy developed which is divided in to 

nine sections was developed. Educational support input (TGE, 1994: 27-29) is one of 

the nine stated strategies . It has seven articles, which are directly related to the 

supply, distribution, and utilization of instructional materials . Moreover, manpower 

training, production and distribution and calling support of various organizations and 

individuals in production of instructional materials included in the document. 

There is no doubt that improving quality and relevance of education is directly 

related to the inputs supplied to schools and the process in using these inputs 

effectively at the classroom level . Indeed as it was explained earlier, this is the 

responsibility of education management at all levels. 

Regarding to the status of availability of instructional materials and their 

utilization in the teaching-learning process in Ethiopia, some recent studies are made 

by educators in different places (Amare & Tasew, 1996; Abebe, 1997;Amare, 1998; 

Bernane, 1999;Amare, 1999; Sommers, 1996). These studies revealed that one of 

5 
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the major problems in the teach ing-learn ing process was shortage of instructional 

materials. 

A survey made by Amare (1998: 289-298) revealed that unavailability of 

instructional materials was the most serious problem in the regions: Tigray, Amhara, 

Oromia, and SNNP regions . Non-textbook instructional materials were found to be 

more serious than shortage of textbooks. 

At school level, SPCs could play valuable role in improving the availability and 

use of instructional materials. But, a survey study made by Berhane (1999) in Mekele 

Zone and Amare (1999:59) in Tigray found that SPCs are not giving the expected 

services to the teaching-learning process. According to Amare, the problems of SPCs 

revolved around shortages of materials , personnel and space; lack of clear school 

level policy and direction , and problems of training. In addition to this, Berhane found 

SPCs problems such as: no qualified personnel ; SPCs are closed in some sh ift; SPC

coordinators have normal teaching load; shortage of budget; no incentives to 

teachers who use instructional materials ; no written guide materials on how to 

prepare and use instructional materials; and SPC rooms were very small. 

Many studies have also demonstrated that teachers do not often take 

advantage of instructional materials including books when they are available 

(Sommers, 1996: 100). Similarly, Amare & Tasew (1996: 37-38) found out that in the 

elementary schools of Addis Ababa , teachers were making little use of instructional 

materials in their classrooms. SPCs have been constrained by lack of trained 

manpower and shortage of resources. In Region 13 Abebe (1997: 48) reported that 

teachers use limited items of instructional materials. 

In a summary, all reviewed studies revealed that inavailability of instructional 

materials and little use of the available ones by teachers. This suggests that the 

quality of education in Ethiopia, leaves much to be worked. 

To the researcher's best knowledge , there is no study about the availability and 

utilization of instructional materials in the field of Mathematics instruction in SNNP 

Region in general, and in Sidama Zone in particular. Based on this background and 

the existing problem of high number of failures in examinations, the researcher is 
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initiated to carry out a research undertaking which focuses on inputs made to 

instruction and utilization of the inputs at school level for Mathematics. 

1.2 Statement of the problem 

As stated in the background of the study, the role of instructional materials in 

narrowing the gap between theory and practice is very great. In this regard, their role 

is very high in making learning more concrete, simplify learning of abstract concepts 

and develop a desirable attitudes towards mathematics and its applications. 

Availability and utilization of instructional materials is an important correlate and a 

probable determinant of classroom achievement. Utilization of instructional materials 

and the resulting social learning climate in classrooms were strongly related to 

students' achievement and attitudes. 

As it is known, there is a growing feeling in students that mathematics is a 

difficult subject to learn. This feeling and the resulting low achievement in 

examinations made them to loose interest towards learning the subject. Unqualified 

teachers and shortage of instructional materials play great role in exacerbating the 

problem. In SNNP there is a large (greater than 50 percent) number of failures in 8th 

Grade national examinations in general , and very low achievement in Mathematics in 

particular. 

In this regard, the researcher believes that the problem could be minimized if 

the chalk-and-talk approach to teach mathematics is combined with student-centered 

approach. The latter approach gives better chance to student involvement in the 

teaching learning process. This makes learning more effective, increase interest, and 

as a consequence improves achievement, but, student-centered approach cannot be 

realized without making use of instructional materials. 

The purpose of this study is, therefore, to assess the availability and utilization 

of instructional materials for mathematics instruction in selected primary schools 

found in Sidama Zone with special emphasis on grades 7 and 8. For this purpose, the 

study assesses the administrative support made to schools in the provision of 

instructional materials which help mathematics instruction; the status of availabi lity of 

instructional materials in spes for Mathematics instruction and their quantity and 
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quantity and sources; the extent to which mathematics teachers prepare and use 

materials for classroom instruction; and the major factors that affect utilization of 

materials by mathematics teachers. 

In order to achieve the above stated objectives the following research 

questions were raised: 

1- Are the curricular materials (of Grade7& 8 Mathematics and instructional 

materials suggested in them) available in schools / SPCs? 

2- Do Educational support sections at the Zone and Wereda levels provide the 

schools instructional materials, which help Mathematics instruction? 

3- What are the sources of instructional materials (found in schools/SPCs that 

help mathematics instruction)? 

4- Do SPCs have skilled manpower, adequate budget, and facilities to produce 

and display Mathematics instructional materials? 

5- Do classrooms have adequate facilities, such as, blackboards , bulletin boards, 

adequate seats and a table for the teacher? 

6- Do Mathematics teachers (in the level have the necessary training to) prepare 

and use instructional materials for their classroom instruction? 

7 - Do Mathematics teachers have favorable attitude toward preparing and using 

instructional materials for classroom instruction? 

8- Do Mathematics teachers use the available instructional materials in 

classrooms? 

9- What major factors hinder the utilization of instructional materials by 

mathematics teachers in grades 7& 8? 

1.3 Significance of the Study. 

As indicated in the background of the study no research undertakings were made 

pertaining to the avai lability and utilization of instructional materials for mathematics 

instruction. In the years 1990 E.C and 1991 E.C., 46% and 53% of the students failed 

in 8th grade national examination respectively (SNNP R.E.B, 1991 E.C.). The situation 

becomes serious when it comes to mathematics achievement. For instance, from the 

national examination rosters of 1991 E.C., and 1992 E.C. it was found that in the 
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selected three "Weredas" (government schools only) 2% and 1.6% of students scored 

50% and above in the respective years. 

Thus, it is timely and worthwhile to study this problem in the teaching-learning 

process and practices at school level. It helps to investigate the problems that hinder 

effective communication. 

• The study may provide up-to date picture of the availability of instructional materials 

for improving the quality of mathematics instruction in the primary second cycle 

grades. Hence the findings of the study may help the zone to take action on the 

identified problems. 

• The Region could benefit from the findings of the study to improve and facilitate the 

quality of mathematics education. 

• Since the study is limited to one zone of the region, the findings could serve as a 

reference for further detailed study on the problem in the Region . 

• The recommendations of this study may help all the concerned bodies, government 

and non-government, to take some measures to bring about change on quality of 

primary education in the Region . 

• The items in the research instruments and discussions made with the researcher 

may help principals, teachers and SPC-coordinators to improve their knowledge 

about the role of instructional materials in instruction and the guides that help to 

select and prepare them. As a consequence they may make their respective 

contribution to improve the availability and utilization of instructional materials in 

their schools. 

1.4 Delimitation of the study 

This is a case study of ten primary schools (second cycle) found in selected 

three Weredas of Sidama Zone in SNNP Region. 

To carry out a study that encompasses all primary schools in Sidama Zone is 

beyond the scope of this study. The researcher believes that it would have been 

better to conduct the study in a wider scale. But shortage of time, money, manpower, 

and other resources made the research to focus on ten government schools so as to 

make the study manageable. The study is limited into second cycle primary school 
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grades with special emphasis on grades, 7 & 8. It deals with a specific subject, 

Mathematics. This is due to the fact that the nature of the subject makes more use of 

instructional materials than do other fields . In addition to this, the existing serious 

problem in achievement in Mathematics and the researcher's background has also 

played some roles in choosing the subject. The scope of the study also limited in 

assessing the availability of curricular materials and instructional materials suggested 

in them for classroom use. It also assesses the support made by educational 

administrators at Zone, Wereda and school levels to improve avai lability of inputs. 

The contribution of SPCs and teacher participation in production to improve the 

shortage of instructional materials was also assessed . Moreover, the way teachers 

plan to use instructional materials and implementation of that plan were assessed. 

1.5 Limitation of the Study. 

Shortage of time, money, manpower, transport and other resources highly 

affected the depth and scope of the study. 

Due to the mentioned problems, sources of data are limited. But the 

researcher believes that the inclusion of a larger population size in the study could 

have promoted the elicitation of more reliable information. 

Even though interview is believed to be the appropriate way of gathering 

information when the number of informants are few, the shortage of time & the 

difficulty of getting officials in their offices on schedule forced the researcher to use 

the questionnaire, which limits the study. 

Besides, the complexity of classroom phenomena also limits the information 

obtained. As described by Shulman (cited in Anderson and Burns: 41), no single 

research program could include the entire classroom phenomena. Classrooms do 

have physical, social and instructional features that operate concurrently. 

Studies of instruction search for reasonably stable patterns of teacher activity, 

teacher-student, student-student, and teacher-IMs & student-IMs interaction over 

some specified time period. It requires longitudinal investigation. But, observing 

util ization of IMs in classrooms for two or th ree periods does not give the true picture 

of the phenomena under study. 
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1.6 Operational Definitions 

1- Instructional materials: refers to all forms of materials or devices with which 

students and teachers interact for the purpose of learning and teaching. These 

include graphs, pictures, charts, solid models, textbooks, Teacher's Guide, 

syllabuses, compasses, set squares, color chalk, blackboard, bulletin board, 

TVs, etc. 

2- Utilization: refers to teacher's activity in planning, selecting, preparing and 

using instructional materials in classrooms. 

3- Curricular materials: refers to student text, teacher guide and syllabuse 

4- Attitude: refers to the opinion of teachers towards statements, which denote 

the role of instructional materials in teaching & learning, and teachers view in 

using them . 

1.7 Acronyms 

1- IMs: Instructional Materials. 

2- SPCs: School pedagogical centers 

3- SNNP: Southern Nations, Nationalities and Peoples 

4- R.E.B: Regional Education Bereau 

5- Z.E.D: Zone Education Department 

6- W.E.O: Wereda Education Office. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

2. RELATED LITERATURE 

2.1. Definition of Instructional Materials 

The term instructional materials have been defined in a variety of ways. It 

refers to all materials that are used by the teacher and the student for the purpose of 

teaching and learning as described by the following educators . 

Media refers to any thing that carries information between a source and a 

receiver. These are considered instructional media when they carry messages with 

an instructional purpose (Heinich et ai, 1999:8). 

Instructional materials relate to all forms of materials with which students and 

teachers interact for the purpose of teaching and learning (Amare, 1999: 53). 

Instructional materials are all devices and materials used in the teaching and learning 

process (Nkuune, 1995: 224). 

Instructional media are materials or devices which present a body of 

information and largely self-supporting rather than supplementary in teaching and 

learning process (Brown, 1969). 

According to Romiszowski (Cited in Nkuuhe, 1995: 224) instructional materials 

include not only electronic communication media but also such devices as slides, 

photographs, teacher-made diagrams, charts, real objects and handouts that we use 

in the process of planned instruction. 

Instructional materials have different names such as instructional technology 

(Brown and others, 1985), instructional media (Heinich and others, 1999) audiovisual 

materials (Dale, 1969). According to Aggarwal (1996: 152), the terms audiovisual 

aids, audiovisual materials, audiovisual media, and learning resources mean the 

same thing . 

2.2. Relationships Between Media, Learning and Instruction 

Too frequently , teachers use instructional materials without any reference to 

the guiding principles of how the experiences contained in those media will be used 

by the learners. Without a good conceptual rationale, use of a specific materials may 
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become simply mechanical, with the hope that what is presented to the learners will 

eventually become meaningful to them. 

Teachers can develop conceptual and theoretical bases on which to choose 

specific materials and methods by knowing the relationships between med ia, learning 

and instruction . Topics covered in this section include classification of instructional 

materials, instruction and learning, and instructiona l communication. 

Classification of Instructional Materials 

A diversity of media are used for instruction. There are large varieties of 

instructional materials range from simple and concrete to complex and abstract ones. 

Classification has been made by different authors, such as, Dale (1969), 

Culkin (1978), McLuhan (1964) Dale has attempted to classify media on the basis of 

the degree of experiential concreteness through the Cone of Experience. In the same 

vien Amare (1999) said that materials can be concrete or abstract. Concrete 

instructional materials allow physical involvement of learners and abstract ones allow 

imaginative involvement of learners with a minimum effect of physical involvement or 

sensory involvement. For instance, concrete instructional materials include rea l 

objects , models, specimens, simulators, etc; and abstract instructional materials 

include written or spoken words (Amare, 1999: 54). 

Mcluhan classify media into hot and cold. As to him cool media are 

participatory or have high student involvement; hot media, on the contrary, are so full 

of data that they give no chance to students to add any data and consequently 

rendering the student a passive role . According to Amare's interpretation, photograph 

is hot medium and cartoon is cool medium. 

Culkin classify instructional materials as audio, visual and audiovisual. Audio 

media are those materials mainly designed to communicate message via hearing . 

Visual media are known to communicate message via sight. Audiovisual media are 

those materials , which involve both sight and hearing senses. 

Learning is attained through direct and maximum physical involvement of the 

learner. In terms of relative effectiveness for instruction , direct experience is most 

effective than the indirect experience. Instruction , however, should proceed from 
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direct experience to iconic representation of experience (such as use of pictures and 

fi lms) to symbolic representation (such as use of words) according to Bruner (cited in 

Heinich et ai, 1999: 14). 

Instruction and Learning 

According to Heinch and his associates (1999: 6), instruction is the 

arrangement of information and environment to facilitate learning. Environment 

includes, where the instruction takes place, the method and media needed to convey 

information and guide the learner's study. They said that lea rning is the development 

of new knowledge, ski lls or attitudes as an individual interacts with information and 

environment. 

So, learning takes place all the time but as educators we are concerned with 

the learning that takes place in response to our instructional efforts . 

Instructional Communication. 

Effective instruction cannot take place unless communication takes place. If 

the teacher knows someth ing about the communication process instructional 

materials can be used effectively. A simplified description was given by Heinich and 

others (1999: 12-13) about how instructional communication works. A message, such 

as, definition of "polygon", is selected by the information source, the teacher or 

student. That message is sent through a channel or medium (e.g. spoken works, a 

drawing on a blackboard, printed material , or a model). The learners or teacher, 

evoking in each of their minds their own interpretations of the message, then receives 

the message. Feedback helps the teacher ascertain whether instruction has been 

successful. 

Bruner (cited in Heinich et ai, 1999: 14) stated that the sequence in which a 

learner encounters materials has a direct effect on achieving mastery of the task. 

When a learning task is presented to adults who have no relevant experiences on 

which to draw, it is facilitated when instruction follows a sequence from actual 

experience to iconic representation to symbolic or abstract representations. Different 

methods such as demonstration, drill-and practice, tutorial , discovery and problem 
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solving are applicable to learners of all ages. Virtually all of media (concrete or 

abstract) can be used to implement any of the methods. 

2.3 The Contribution of Instructional Materials Within the Teaching and 

Learning Process 

Throughout history of mankind instructional materials have influenced 

education. They provided the teacher with tools to engage students powerfully in the 

learning process and thereby bring about quality education. 

As Heinich and others (1989:24) stated, one of the most important roles of 

instructional materials is to serve as a catalyst for change in the whole instructional 

environment. As to them, instructional materials can be used to facilitate, and in some 

cases provide for, intellectual development. Instructional materials can help provide a 

learning atmosphere in which students actively participate in the learning process. 

Supporting the same idea, Callanhn and Clark (1988: 412) stated that 

instructional materials facilitate student learning by eliminating the re liance upon 

spoken word . They increase the number of senses through which the message is 

communicated to the student. Similarly, Dalc (1956) said that instructional materials 

reduce verbal ism, increase student involvement and interest. They enable the teacher 

to use the time effectively and efficientl y to attain the intended objectives. Moreover, 

various authors give rationale on the contribution of instructional materials that they 

provide students with rich and real experience that facilitate their understanding and 

there by bring about quality education (Heinich et ai, 1999; Amare, 1999; Aggarwal, 

1996; Clark & Starr, 1986; Unwin & Aleese, 1978; Dale, 1956). Accord ing to them, 

instructional materials increase interest, comprehension, retention and correctness of 

the learning process. 

Thus, instructional materials help the student to re late the classroom instruction 

with the outside world. In addition to these, Amare (1999: 54) pointed out that 

instructional materials provide the learner with many experiences such as doing, 

drawing, reading, observing , sketching, computing, discussing and speaking. This 

indicates that instructional materials make the students to be actively involved in 

learning rather than being passive learners. 
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Hany and Ullmer(1980:8) stated that using different instructional materials can 

help the students analyze different phenomena. They provide multisensory stimu li 

and multiimage stimuli , thus making possible the comparing and constructing of visual 

phenomena. In addition to these they said that instructional materials could serve as 

storage bank of educational content that can be used and reused when they are 

needed. ICDR (1995) describes instructional materials as an integral components of 

curriculum development that help students to be mentally alert, supplement and 

broaden experience. It also enhance clarity of message, simplify concepts, and 

principles. It not on ly helps to make learning concrete, but also help students to learn 

how to learn. 

Teachers should use instructional rnaterials to rn inimize the communication 

gap between the students and them . Nkuuhe (1995: 225) said that whenever 

teachers talk, the words they use are arbitrary symbols that represent whatever they 

are saying. With instructional materials, words acquire a more concrete meaning. 

According to Lockheed and his associates (1991 :47), instructional materials 

are critical ingredients in learning, and the intended curriculum cannot be easily 

implemented without them. They provide information, organize the scope and 

sequence of information presented, and provide opportunities for students to use 

what they have learned. 

Aggarwal (1996: 154) states that instructional materials provide significant 

gains in inforrnational learning, retention and reca ll , thinking and reasoning, activity, 

interest, imagination, better assimilation and personal growth and development. 

Different authors provide instructional functions of various instructional 

materials. In this section review was made in the contribution of visuals, print, display 

boards, and instructional television . 

The contribution of Non-Print Visuals 

The major roles of visual instructional materials are provided by Heinich and 

his collogues (1999:64) . According to them visual instructional materials provide a 

concrete referent for ideas: can motivate learners by attracting and holding their 

attention and generating emotional response; can sirnplify information 'that is difficult 
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to understand; and provide a redundant channel giving some learners a chance to 

comprehend visually what they might miss verba lly. 

Koumbi (1994: 47) has stated that the inclusion of visuals widens the teaching 

scope of audio. As to him, there are many learning tasks for which the ephemerical 

nature of audio is a handicap (e.g. , comparing numerical data). 

Williams (1963: 5-16) has provided a list of instructional purposes served by 

pictures. Among them pictures recall experiences, compare and contrast, build new 

experiences, give meaning to word symbols, demonstrate a process, raise questions 

and present problems, provide reference, invite participation, review and summarize a 

topic. 

Graphics are instructional materials that summarize information and ideas 

through drawings, graphs, charts, diagrams, symbols, cartoons, etc. They are a 

valuable means of communicating certain kinds of information (Wittich & Schuller, 

1979; Brown et ai, 1977). 

Brown and his associates (1977: 126) stated that through the production of 

various types of graphics, students learn to think in visual terms and gain skill in 

organizing and editing their ideas into capsulated, clear, forceful statements. 

They added that students may apply graphic ski lls to almost every aspect of 

commun ication and to the use of many visual instructional materials. Students are 

involved in learning by doing. Stil l pictures allow instruction to move down from the 

level of verbal symbols in Dale's cone of Experience to the more concrete level of 

pictures (Heinich et al 1989: 103). They said that drawings can be used in all phases 

of instruction , from introduction of the topic through evaluation. Particularly effective 

visuals may provide for learner interaction with the visual. For instance, answer cards 

to mathematics facts may be moved into the correct position by the student. To all 

forms of instructional materials students can be asked to respond to materials by 

actual ly getting involved with them. The interaction should be for the purpose of 

increasing learning or enhancing awareness. 

Heinich and others (1989: 100) suggested that use of year things as part of 

concept learning give meaning to abstract words. They added that besides their 

obvious virtues as means of presenting information, raising questions , and giving 
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hands on learning experiences, realia also could playa valuable role in the evaluation 

phase of instruction. For example, rea l objects can be displayed in a central location 

with learners directed to identify them, classify them, define them, compare and 

contrast them. 

Models are effective teaching devices for several reasons. Much of the 

effecti veness of direct and concrete learning experiences comes from the fact that 

such experiences involve the use of the intellect and physical senses (Wittich & 

Schuller, 1979: 68-72). 

According to Aggarwal (1996: 182), models are important because they 

provide reality, concretize abstract concepts, and enable us to reduce or enlarge 

objects to an observable size. Classroom construction of models appeals to learners 

of all ages and can stimulate inquiry and discovery (Heinich et al 1989: 101). 

The Contribution of Print 

Print is the most widely used instructional material in education . Accord ing to 

Heinich and others (1999: 102), print materials include textbooks, reference books, 

booklets, study guides, manuals, worksheets and word-processed documents 

prepared by students and teachers. Knirk & Gustafson (1986: 142) stated that in the 

form of text it remains the primary information storage and delivery tool. As to them 

print instructional materials are used for presenting information related to most types 

of objectives including factual information, principles, concepts and rules, some 

procedures, and to some extent, the development of attitudes and opinions. The most 

common contribution of printed materials stated by Heinich et al (1999: 102) is the 

presentation of content information. Teacher made handouts can complement a 

teacher's presentation, or students may also use them as they study independently. 

Students may also use printed materials to augment the information teachers present. 

Students frequently refer to supplementary printed materials to locate information on 

a specific topic not covered in their textbook. 

As to Gagn'e (cited in Romiszwski , 1974: 68) print material is often very good 

at achieving cognitive objectives. Brown and his associates (1985: 384) pointed out 

that textbooks provide convenient and random access to the message it contains; 
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users control the process by which they gain information they seek, often contain 

excellent visualizations of concepts and information with accompanying verbal 

elaborations and explanations. 

Lockheed and others (199 1: 49) stated that textbooks are the single most 

important instructional material because they deliver the curriculum. They added, 

when textbooks are available, instructional time is not wasted while teachers and 

students copy text on and off the blackboard. As to their review, over the past 

decade, researchers have found that the availability of textbook and other 

instructional materials have a consistently positive effect on student achievement in 

developing countries. Heinich and his associates (1999: 102) pointed out that 

textbooks have long been the foundation of classroom instruction. Teacher guides 

that are well integrated with the textbook or other instructional materials can have a 

positive impact on student achievement. Lockheed et al (1999: 49) pointed out that 

effective guides include information on what to teach and on now to teach it, 

diagnostic tests that help teachers monitor student learning and modify the daily 

lessons accordingly, suggestions on how to manage the classroom, and activities for 

classroom use. 

The contribution of Display Materials 

Classroom materials commonly used for display of instructional materials 

include blackboard and bulletin board. The most common ly display material in 

classroom is the blackboard. Although the blackboard is most commonly used as a 

medium of verbal communication , it can be used as a surface upon which to draw 

visuals to help illustrate instructional units and serve as adjuncts to verbal 

communication . Graphics, such as sketches and diagrams, or charts and graphs, 

may be drawn on the blackboard for display to the class. 

Bulletin board displays tend to serve three broad purposes (Heinich et ai, 

1989: 118). These are decorative, motivational, or instructional. Displaying student 

work exemplifies the motivational use of bulletin board . It fosters pride in 

achievement, reinforcing students' efforts to do a good job. 
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Knirk & Gustafson (1986: 151) state that bulletin boards have the following 

contributions and functions : 

To stimulate student interest. Student may display thei r work or other 

assignment works on bulletin board for other students, other teachers, 

administrators, and parents to see. 

To present a single copy of visua l. 

To make a classroom attractive and lively, but they must be changed 

constantly. 

The contribution of Instructional Television 

Instructional televis ion has a lot of contributions to the classroom teaching

learning process. Schramm (1977:81) pointed out that television made it possible to 

assist elementary school teachers in the fie lds where they were least well prepared, 

for inexperienced teachers to watch expert teaching in their own fields , and for step to 

be taken toward equalizing opportunities between large and small, Urban and Rural 

schools. 

He reviewed students' response to the question, what they thought of 

television verses non-television classes. Students identified the chief advantages of 

television teaching , they thought, were that without it they would not have the visuals 

and other materials presented by the television teacher; further more, the television 

classes were better prepared and the television teachers, in general, more expert in 

their subjects . According to Knirk & Gustafson (1986: 155) review teachers use 

instructional television for four reasons : First, it brings new resources to the 

classroom; second, it provides different approaches to presenting materials; third, it 

presents new material; and fourth, it reinforces material taught in other lessons. 

Lockheed and his associates (1991: 51) reviewed the contributions of other 

instructional materials. They said, other instructional materials cou ld also faci litate the 

teaching lea rn ing process. Some materials, such as fil mstri ps, posters, and 

audiotapes, help the teacher to communicate knowledge. Some such as penci ls and 

paper enable the student to practice what has been taught. Some such as chalk and 

chalkboards, for example do both . 
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2.4 Instructional Materials and Mathematics Instruction 

Mathematics should be taught so that learners experience its usefulness in 

interpreting statements in books, pictures, and graphs. For years mathematics 

educators have advocated using a variety of forms to represent mathematical ideas 

for students. 

Hiebert & Carpenter (1992: 70) stated that physical three-dimensional objects 

are often suggested to be especially useful. The simple rationale usually provided is 

that children understand better when ideas are presented with concrete materials. 

In most instruction programs they argue, written symbols are the 

representation of choice, but are contextually more distant from quantities or 

relationships than many concrete materials. It may be helpful for students to fill this 

gap between quantities and written symbols with physical materials, beginning with 

contextually close materials that make contact in salient ways with the quantitative 

re lationships of interest and, then, moving to contextually more distant materials that, 

in turn , make contact with written symbols. 

In mathematics, Skemp (cited in Larcombe, 1985: 41) contends, most lower 

order concepts, from which the learner may seek to build do not have single, clear, 

properties but rather many properties. Some of the many properties may be relevant 

to the concept being bu ilt up wh ilst some may not (he ca lled noise) . 

For the pupi l who is finding mathematical concepts hard to develop, skemp 

pointed out, the noise factor may well be absolutely critical. He argues that in the 

earlier stages of the formation of concept low noise with little distracting detail is 

desirable, but as the concept becomes more strongly established, increasing noise 

teaches the recipient to abstract the conceptual properties from more difficult 

examples. 

The contribution of Instructional Materials in Mathematics Teaching Learning 

Process 

Instructional materials support mathematics learning not only at an earl y age 

but right through lea rning at an early stage in concept formation , Larcombe (1985: 42) 

said that when confronted with a si tuation requiring recall it may well be the case that 
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reverting to concrete materials will provide the necessary trigger for a learner who 

seems to be well past the stage of needing concrete materials 

Instructional materials provide a public representation to which attention can 

be drawn and a focus for discussion. Because the materials are public, said Hiebert & 

Carpenter (1992: 72), they can be shard by all the students in the class. They argue 

that the students perceive the same mathematical features; the language in the 

classroom can be about the same things. Communication among the students and 

teachers is enhanced because all the participants can focus their attention on the 

same entities and relationships between entities. Concrete materials, by providing a 

comparatively un ambiguous target, thus make such shared discussions possible. By 

interacting with the materials and with others about those materials, students are 

likely to construct the relationships that the teacher intends. 

The use of instructional materials seemed to allow students to try out their 

ideas, examine and reflect on them, and modify them (Clements & Battista, 1992: 

494). They added, this physical approach seemed to maintain students interest, to 

assist students in creating definitions and new conjectures, and to aid them in gaining 

insight into new relationships. Over all, the benefits of instructional materials hold 

across grade level , ability level , and topic given that the use of instructional materials 

make sense for that topic. 

Instructional materials promote the quality of teaching and help the learner to 

acquire behavioral changes (cogn ition, convocation, and practice), MOE, 1991 . 

Furthermore, many contributions of instructional materials to the teaching learning 

process were given by educators (Williams, 1963; Clements & Bottista, 1992, Kieran, 

1992) and some of the contributions are: 

promote the quality of teaching ; 

make computation tasks on practical value; 

broaden the base of students understanding; 

give students an immediate, intuitive grasp of certain geometric ideas; 

gives feedback; 

help to initial introduction of mathematical concept; 

help to increase special visualization abil ity; 
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faci litate the construction of sound representations of geometric concepts; 

in courage the use of more senses; 

allow students to tryout their ideas, examine and reflect on them; 

maintain students interest; 

assist students in creating definitions and new conjectures; 

As Hiebert and Carpenter (1992: 71-72) explained, the effectiveness of using 

concrete materials in classroom is a potential interaction between the materials and 

the social situation in which the materials used. Cobb and Lampert (cited in Hiebert & 

Carpenter, 1992: 72) pointed out that social interaction in classroom provides a 

powerful way of collecting students' attention and focusing it on shared experiences. 

Through, class discussions, teachers and students can talk about possible 

relationships , drawing attention to the relationships of interest. 

Students should manipulate concrete geometric shapes and materials so that 

they can "workout" geometric shapes on their own. 

Pictures are an aid in the study of geometric shapes. When students are 

learning to identify common shapes (circles, square, rectangle, triangle, prism, 

cylinder, pyramid, cone, etc.) they can collect pictures of objects to be mounted on 

charts or display on bul letin boards. A student can use information in pictures to build 

a pyramid. Pictures can give students an immediate, intuitive grasp of certain 

geometric ideas. 

According to Clements & Battista (1992: 448), students use a diagram to 

interpret a theorem; they must alter the corresponding mental image by distinguishing 

its essential aspects during the abstraction process. The image becomes a guide for 

thinking about and applying the theorem. The Soviet researcher Kabanova - Meller 

(Cited in Clements & Battista, 1992: 48) states that mastery of geometric theorems is 

characteristically accomplished through the perception of diagrams and is intimately 

connected with the development of spatial images. To be successful with proof 

problems in which a diagram is used, students must establish semantic connections 

in the diagram. 

Much of the effectiveness of direct, concrete learning experiences comes from 

the fact that such experiences involve the use of the intellect and the physical senses. 
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Wittich states that in order fo r three- dimensional teaching materials to be effective, 

students must be able to see them clearly and examine them from various angles. 

Research Implications on the Contribution of Using Instructional Materials in 

the Teaching and Learning Process 

The majority of studies verify that the use of instructional materials facilitate the 

construction of sound representations of geometric concepts . The stud ies made by 

different researchers reviewed by Clements & Battista (1992: 443-449). Some of the 

reports revealed that: 

Positive Correlations have been found between spatial ability and 

mathematics achievement at al l grade levels. 

A three-week instructional training program sign ificantly increased the 

spatial visualization ability for all students in grades 5-8, with no sex 

differences in the gains. Students taught in primary schools where the 

use of manipulative materials was prevalent preformed better on tests of 

spatial ability than students who were in schools lacking use of such 

materials. 

Exposure to a greater variety of stimuli positively affects achievement in 

geometry. 

Learners for better with solid cutouts than printed forms, the former 

encouraging the use of more senses. 

Students respond favorably to initial introduction of concepts in real 

world settings and that manipulative are important and helpful, 

especially at lower levels . 

Manipulating geometric solids help students learn geometric concepts. 

Similarly recent evidence, reviewed by Fuson (1992: 268), indicates that the 

superiority of mathematical Performance of elementary school children in Japan and 

Taiwan over U.S. children is not limited to computation but extends to applications in 

real world and word problems and to mathematics as an abstract system and ranges 

over all topics in the mathematics curriculum. Classroom observations in the three 

countries indicated that most U.S. class time was spent on individual seatwork, 
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teacher talk was focused on rote procedures, and explanations or discussions were 

infrequent. In contrast, Japanese and Taiwanese teachers used real world problems 

and concrete, manipulabel objects much more than did U.S. teachers. Every chi ld in 

Japan and every classroom in Taiwan had a mathematics set of colorfu l, interesting 

materials used extensively to illustrate and model mathematical concepts. Elementary 

school mathematics education in Japan has also been described as helping children 

master a multiplicity of conceptual structures for mathematical ideas by using 

concrete objects and situations from which such conceptual structures can be 

constructed. 

Everston and his associates (cited in Rosenshine & Steven, 1986:383) stated 

the importance of a high frequency of questions in mathematics of grade six to eight. 

Moreover, this study have revealed that, in Junior high school mathematics 

instruction, the most effective teachers asked an average of 24 questions during the 

50 minutes mathematics period, where as the least effective teachers asked an 

average of only 8.6 questions. 

In the study reviewed by Schramm (1977: 180), in Junior high school 

mathematics, the average achievement level of Urban and Rural pupils on a 

standardized test of concepts rose after four years of television teaching . 

Stud ies, on the contribution of instructional materials to improve student 

learning made in different countries (both developed and developing) by different 

scholars. Lockheed et al (1991: 49-51) reviewed some of the studies made in 

developing countries. 

Necaraguan students in classes randomly assigned to receive textbooks 

scored significantly higher on a test of mathematics ach ievement than students in 

classes with no textbook . In Philippines it was found that students who received 

textbooks scored higher than the comparison group on tests of science and 

mathematics. 

In Brazil the effect on student learning of add ing basic instructional elements to 

poor rural schools was studied from 1981 to 1985. One of these elements was a 

textbook. Students in schools receiving textbooks scored significantly higher on tests 

of mathematics than did students in schools without textbooks. 
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Another study made in Brazil and a package of writing materials (including 

chalk, notebooks, pencils, erasers, and crayons) boosted fourth-g rade mathematics 

achievement. Undoubtedly, the children then had an opportunity to practice in 

mathematics. 

2.5. Mathematical Learning Difficulties in Schools 

How teachers design and arrange instruction have a great deal to do not only 

in what is learned but also with how the learner uses what is learned. The 

mathematics teachers need to be self-reliant is the same mathematics they were 

taught, and supposedly learned, in primary school. But, most of the teachers were not 

taught how to apply mathematics concepts to practica l, adu lt life situations. 

Kogelrnan and Heller (1994: xvi) pointed out that because of inadequate 

teacher tra ining and preparation mathematics is taught by means of rules and 

regulations that are neither correct nor helpful to the student. And it continues to be 

taught by insecure professionals who, unfortunately, introduce guilt, dislike, and 

anxiety into the subject. The report released in 1991 by the National Academy of 

Sciences, reviewed by Kogelman and Heller, conclude, "Ignorance in mathematics 

teachers begets ignorance in students". It is hardly surprising, then that majorities of 

young people grow up with poor skills and uneasy feelings about mathematics. 

So, in this section review was made on the conditions that make mathematics 

learning difficult in schools and their solutions accordingly. These include learners' 

feelings and attitudes, and teaching practices in schools. 

Pupils Feelings and Att itudes 

Larcombe (1985:5) bel ieve that any discussion about mathematics learn ing 

with pupils who display difficulty in the subject must commence with a very deliberate 

look at what might be going on in the mind of the learner. Laurie Buxbon (cited in 

Larcombe, 1985: 5) and others have high lighted connections between feelings and 

mathematics in such a way that teachers can not escape the fact that there must be 

great implications for those who seek to teach the subject. 
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According to Larcombe (1985: 6) evidence of negative feelings and attitudes to 

mathematics learning is so common factor amongst the least able students in 

schools. Teachers are in great danger of assuming that it wi ll inevitably be present 

and planning our work against the assumption. 

A look at the case of mathematics teaching , Dossey (1992: 42) described his 

view by saying that the conception of Mathematics held by the teachers may have a 

great deal to do with the way in which Mathematics is characterized in classroom 

teaching . The subtle message communicated by children about Mathematics and its 

nature may, in turn, affect the way they grow to view Mathematics and its role in their 

world. 

Rutter (Cited in Larcombe, 1985: 6) pointed out that disaffected behavior is 

more common ly the outcome of educational failure than cause of it. That is the 

development of the learners dislike for Mathematics is greatly bound up with 

knowledge of, and fear of failure. Larcombe said that part of a syndrome of reinforced 

failure whose most marked effect is upon the learners' motivation towards 

Mathematics learning . As it was described earl ier, using IMs in the teaching and 

learning process contribute a lot in improving feelings and attitudes towards learning 

Mathematics. 

Practices in Schools 

Among the conditions that affect student mathematics learning are practices in 

schools. Teachers should know that concepts formed through experience with the 

material world. Dunne and Wragg (1994: 8) stated the formation of a concept needs a 

range of experiences that include associated facts, skil ls and strategies as well as 

examples of the concepts in use. Even in the1 yth century, educators have understood 

the dangers of plunging into abstract concepts and principles without building a 

foundation in concrete experience (Heinich , et ai, 1999:96). For instance, the greatest 

amount of information can be presented in the least amount of time through printed or 

spoken words, which are the top of concrete-abstract continuum. But if the student 

does not have a prerequisite background experien ce and knowledge to handle these 

verbal symbols the time saved in presentation wi ll be time lost in learning. 
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Research on teaching and learning Mathematics conducted in U.S.A reviewed 

by Carpenter and Romberg (1986: 851) revealed that mathematics teachers are 

essentially teaching the same way they were taught in school. Almost none of the 

concepts, methods, or big ideas of modern Mathematics programs has appeared in 

the studied classrooms. Similarly a synthesis of another three studies which was 

prepared by the National Councle of Teachers of Mathematics in 1979, revealed that 

the predominant pattern in teaching Mathematics is extensive teacher directed 

explanation and questioning followed by student seat work on paper and pencil 

assignment. 

Likewise, Adedoton (1990: 1-2) reported the weakness in Nigerian primary 

school Mathematics education. He suggested that students at this level should not be 

treated as a piece of registering apparatus, wh ich store up information isolated from 

action and purpose. The focus of Mathematics teaching should not be in teaching 

children mathematics, but in teaching children to learn mathematics. 

According to Larcombe (1985: 14-22), each school does need to identify 

aspects of its organizations and practices, which might be considered its own "weak 

points". Regarding this he has listed six weak points to be considered. 

First, choice of work does not match Mathematical level of the learner. As to 

him, the Mathematical development of each learner is highly individual. There is a 

great need to recognize it in practice as teachers plan work for learners who will be 

critical ly affected if what is given to them is of quite the wrong order of difficu lty. 

Second, the teaching style does not match individual needs of the learner. 

Cockcroft (Cited in Larcombe, 1985: 16) suggested that the teaching of Mathematics 

to all learners should include opportunities for; exposition by the teacher, discussion 

between teacher and learner and between learners themselves , appropriate practical 

work, consolidation and practice of fundamenta l skills and routines, Problem solving 

including the application of mathematics to everyday situations, and investigational 

work. But, a program of mathematics work that depends upon the use of only one 

style of working is bound to be reaching fewer learners than a program, which can 

ca ll on a range of styles and approaches. 
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Third, incorrect assumptions, about the strength and weakness, of individual 

learner. For instance, Yerushalmy (cited in Kieran, 1992: 408) stated that students' 

lack of prior experience with Cartesian graphs prevented them from interpreting the 

information that was contained in the graphs. 

Fourth , choice of current and subsequent pieces of work does not relate to 

past success or failure . 

Fifth, teaching materials are not suited to the needs of the learner. Larcombe 

suggested that if the teaching material limits mathematics to just number related 

work, the need to recogn ize and make provision for the use of concrete materials 

cannot be overstated. This latter point is seldom a difficulty in infant and junior 

schools. 

Sixth , School assessments are in conflict with a teach ing model based upon 

meeting needs of students. 

Furthermore, practices on the development of concepts need to be considered. 

In his discussion Skemp (cited in Larcombe, 1985: 35) argued that primary concepts 

are derived from sensory and motor experiences, and secondary concepts derived 

from previously abstracted concepts. In relation to students learning mathematics, 

Larcombe (1985: 36) believes, the following seem worth highlighting. 

There is no Mathematical concept except within the mind of the person who 

has it; and the concept he/she has will have been built up and is being built up 

continuously as new perceptions and new discriminations are made. 

Not only must teachers give ample opportunity to pupils to have fundamenta l 

mathematical experiences as they see and handle concrete materials (which wi ll 

increase the like lihood of making perceptions), but teachers must also try to establish 

whether or not these have been made and develop strategies for facilitating 

perception. The most obvious strategy here is that of promoting discussion and 

developing dialogue in order to focus attention of the pupil upon what is there to be 

seen and experienced. In practice, however, in so many classrooms, discussion is 

not seen as a planned legitimate activity. It arises only if someone happens to ask or 

to say someth ing. 
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It is important that we recognize not only perception but also the abstraction 

and formulating of rules as a function that must happen within the mind of the learner, 

if any concept is to develop. In practice (in schools) the rule is given to be memorized, 

reca lled, and brought into use later rather than being abstracted by the learner. 

The worked example followed by practice is the least effective strategy for the 

learner deficient in the concept (Larcombe, 1985: 37). 

The presence of concrete experiences is fundamenta l to the development of 

concepts. 

Clearl y the building blocks for the conceptual hierarchy are the lower order 

concepts. The richer the sensory exploration and observation of concrete materials 

the greater is the likelihood of appropriate discriminations being made. Therefore, the 

greater the provision for subsequent higher order concept formation. 

But, in our school systems we rush towards sums and symbolic representation 

so that writing and recording take up the learners' energy and thought rather concrete 

experiences. 

Besides these , Stones (1994: 21) stated that the greatest pedagogical 

problems will arise when insufficient time is allocated to provide the basic experience 

essential for the learners to learn the critical attributes of the concepts they are 

intended to learn. 

Driscoll (cited in Clemens and Battista, 1992: 448) related difficulties that 

students have with drawings to the notion of concept images. For instance, middle 

school students had a great deal of difficulty identifying right triangles when they were 

drawn with non-standard orientation (legs not vertical and horizontal). If students 

concept images do not include relevant and irrelevant attributes of the concept they 

become too restricted for proper identification and use of future examples. 

In general, in most of mathematics teaching activities so much time is spent 

concentrating on number related work which has little visual outcome. There is great 

scope for developing diagrams and models to express number patterns and facts. 

Teachers have a great opportunity to adorn their mathematics work area with pictures 

and objects from the natural world . To supplement th is, Blankin and Kelly (1994:117-

118) described that mathematics should focus on practical and problem-solving 
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issues. It must be used on the day-to-day life of the learners and must be used for 

societies need and activities at large. It should be visible and meaning full. This of 

course, requires the changing of traditional role of mathematics teachers. 

2.6 Availability of Instructional Materials in Schools 

The provision and effective use of school inputs are the responsibility of 

education management at all levels. Lockheed and his associates (1991: 41) pointed 

out that the concept of effective schools encompasses the system of school and 

administrative relationships. They stated that the impact of enhanced inputs ultimately 

depends on how well schools use the available resources. Schools vary considerably 

in this respect. In spite of the barren conditions of many schools in the developing 

world, a few are able to teach students the knowledge and skills called for in the 

curriculum. 

In developing countries the basic elements of an orderly school environment 

are frequently missing. The stock of instructional materials is limited, and the physical 

surroundings are detrimental to learning. In this section the sources and availability of 

instructional materials will be reviewed. 

Sources of Instructional Materials 

In the first place, Clark & Starr (1986: 420) pointed out that materials for 

learning could be found almost everywhere. There are local, state, national, and 

international sources of free and inexpensive materials . According to Heinich and his 

associates (1999: 107), many local government agencies, community groups, and 

private businesses provide informational materials on free loan. Public libraries often 

make videotapes, prints, and filmstrips available. Other state and federal government 

agencies make materials available for use in schools. Nationally, one of the most 

prolific sources of free and inexpensive materials is the federa l government. 

They added, in the United States, the U.S. Government Printing Office and the 

National Audiovisual Center offer special access to materials. 
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International organizations such as the Organization of American States 

(OAS), the United Nations (UN) , and the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) 

also operate information offices. 

To obtain the materials, the teacher determined to use in classroom, he/she 

can write a letter to the suppl ier identified . 

At school level School Pedagogical Center (SPC) and school library are the 

main sources of instructional materials. Teachers , students and SPC coordinators are 

also sources of Instructional materials. 

Supports to Improve School Inputs 

According to Lockheed and his associates (1991: 56), providing instructional 

materials has been a feature of international donor activity of the past decade. They 

revealed that of the 232 World Bank Education Projects approved between 1970 and 

1983, 48 (21 %) supported the preparation , provision, or distribution of educational 

materials and textbooks . In addition to international support countries can develop 

national , regional , local and school level supports to improve school inputs. 

1. DeveloQ)ng National Institutions and support Agencies. 

Such institutions and agencies help to improve school inputs. Even small 

countries (Lockheed et ai, 1991: 128) may have to set up a clearly defined unit for 

developing instructional materials , carrying out the design, development, and 

testing necessary to achieve high quality, and managing the shortage and 

distribution of materials. Experience in Bangladesh, Ch ina, Ethiopia, and the 

Phil ippines suggest that textbook agencies, whether autonomous or divisions of 

the national or federal education ministry, are essential to establishing and 

sustaining a program of materials development. 

2. Encouraging Regional Initiatives. 

Encouraging loca l initiatives also help to improve schools. The central ministry 

shou ld establ ish mechanisms to encou rage school initiatives . One such 

mechanism, Lockheed and his associates (1991: 130) suggested, is the school 

improvement fund . This is a financing program that supplements regular 
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budgetary support for schools by authorizing intermediate level administrators to 

make grants for projects proposed by individual school. Support should be 

provided for programs that complement national/regional inputs. Grants might thus 

be made for supplementary reference materials, non-textbook instructional 

materials, in service training, etc. 

3. Intermediate Level Support 

Providing intermediate level support is necessary to schools. School inspection is 

critical to identify school problems. Once intermediate level staff identifies 

problems, they must have the authority and resources to help schools resolve 

those problems (Lockheed et ai, 1991: 130). According to ovens strengthening 

commun ity involvement may also have importance to school. 

4. School level support 

At school level principals, teachers, SPC coordinators, and students can play their 

respective role to support the school in improving instructional materials shortage. 

Lockheed and his associates (1991: 44) argue that effective schools have strong 

principals who devote considerable time to coordinating and managing instruction , 

are highly visible in the school , and stay close to the instructional process. At the 

same time instructional leadership is in many ways a shared responsibility. They 

said that in developing countries principals over burdened with administrative 

tasks. As to them (1991: 133), to manage their schools effectively, principals 

requ ire a high degree of control over matters such as using material inputs, 

developing staff, mobilizing and using community resources with in general 

guidelines, and evaluating the progress and problems of their teachers, students 

and school. In all cases, granting authority to principals must be coupled with 

giving them adequate and appropriate training and resources. Teachers, students, 

or SPC coordinators can prepare multimedia instructional materials. According to 

Heinich and his Colleagues (1989: 86), one often-overlooked source is the 

teacher. He/She can produce drawings, charts, graphs, tables, and models and 

can communicate effectively using these graphic media. As Clark & Starr put it: 
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Occasionally, teachers defend dull, humdrum teaching on 
the grounds that the school administration will not give 
them adequate materials. Usually such complaints are 
merly passing the buck, although they may be signs of 
incompetence: for at the expense of a little ingenuity and 
initiative, boundless supplies of materials are available to 
even the poorest schools (Clark & Starr, 1986: 420). 

They argued that materials for learning material is free or inexpensive. 

Teachers can start by collecting pictures from periodicals; can duplicate diagrams, 

graphs, reading materials, worksheets, etc. 

Likewise, Heinich and others (1999: 97) suggested that teachers and students 

can prepare board games, posters, activity cards, wal l charts, geometric shapes, 

flash cards, charts, graphs, etc. 

SPCs are the main sources of available instructional materials . Moreover, they 

are places to find and produce instructional materials at different levels. These 

centers support teachers and students in the preparation of instructional materials 

and prepare materials based on lessons content. Therefore, the SPC coordinator can 

be an important resource for the teacher. As SPC-coordinator (Heinich et ai, 1999: 

43) gains a better idea of the teacher's need, arrangements can be made to contact 

area media collections (public, academic, or regional) to borrow potentially useful 

materials . 

School library is also the source of print materials. Most school libraries 

participate in regional cooperatives, which share materials (Heinich et ai, 1999: 43). 

Indeed, the SPCs were charged with responsibilities of providing a list of 

comprehensive services and professional advice to teachers and students in their 

area. SPC coordinators are required to accomplish the following services: provide 

cooperative supervision of activities of students using the SPC; systematically 

acquainting students with the proper and effective use of instructional materials; 

organize all instructional materials for convenience, availability, and effective use; 

keep school administrators informed of the needs and services relating to the 

instructional materials program; provide professional service throughout the day; 

conduct periodic inventories of instructional materials wherever located; maintain a 

clearing house of information including up-to-date file ; encourage public support of 
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instructional materials services; with cooperation of teachers, keep collection 

functional by systematic weeding; encourage teachers to order instructional materials 

and services for in advance of date of use; assist teacher in selecting instructional 

materials for classroom use; inform teachers of new instructional materials that have 

been acquired ; assist teachers in planning for effective use of instructional materials, 

provide facilities and assistance in the production of instructional materials. To 

accompl ish al l these the coordinator should trained in Personnel management; 

Material production; Educational psychology, Library Science; Media service and 

evaluation techniques. 

Similarly, the school librarian is required to give the following services: guide 

teachers and students in their selection of books; assist students to develop 

discrimination in reading, viewing, and listening; assist students to use resources of 

the library in the promotion of their assignments, cooperate with teachers in providing 

materials and preparing exhibits for bulletin boards and other displays; and provide 

professional materials. 

2.7. Utilization of Instructional Materials in Mathematics Teaching and Learning 

Process 

Teaching-Learning process is a means through which the teacher, the learner, 

the curriculum and other variables are organized in a systematic manner to attain 

predetermined goals and objectives (Aggarwal, 1996: 55). So, the process involves 

the selection, organization and delivery of information in appropriate environment and 

the way the learner interact with that information. Heinch and his associates (1999: 

26) pointed out that there needs to be some considerations about utilization of 

instructional materials in the teaching and learning process. As to them, selection of 

instructional materials to suit a particular learning outcome is of particular importance. 

Integration of quality instructional materials is also of importance. The effectiveness of 

instructional materials depends on how they are integrated into the larger scheme. 

According to Schramm, 

Motivated students learn from any medium if it is 
completely used and adapted to their needs. Within its 
physical limits, any medium can perform any educational 
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task. Whether a student learns more from one medium 
than another is at least as likely to depend on how the 
medium is used as on what medium is used. (Schramm, 
1977: ivY 

To this end, principles in the utilization of instructional materials have been provided 

by different authors (Brown et ai, 1977; Aggarwal , 1996; Heinich et ai, 1999). Utilizi ng 

instructional materials has requiring the teacher to prepare, present and follow-up 

(invite and answer questions about instructional materials). 

If the teacher is going to use instructional materials effective ly, he/she must 

plan systematica lly for their use. The teacher begin instructional planning by 

assessing his/her students characteristics and the lea rning objectives to be attained. 

With this in mind, the teacher is in good position to select the types of instructional 

materials or delivery systems to be used and to consider specific materials that 

he/she might need . 

Furthermore, sound principles provided by Heinich and others (1999: 26) help 

the teacher to increase the impact of using the material. The principles are the 

following: select material with appropriate attributes; introduce it to the learners by 

relating it to prior learning and indicating it how it is related to today's objectives; 

present it under the best possible environmental conditions; el icit a response from 

learners; review the content; and evaluate its impact. 

So, in this section we consider the principles and criteria in the selection, 

planning and preparation, and using instructional materials in classroom. 

Selecting Instructional Materials for classroom Instruction. 

Ideally, material presented to a student should be sufficiently with in his/her 

field of experience so that he/she can learn what needs to be learned, but enough 

outside the field of experience to challenge and extend that field (Heinich , et ai, 1989: 

4) . 

Supporting this idea, Larcombe (1985:41) stated that in the earlier stages of 

the formation of a concept low noise (irrelevant properties of lower order concept) 

with little distracting detail is desirable; but as the concept becomes more strongly 
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established, increasing noise teaches the student to abstract the conceptual 

properties from more difficult examples. 

Similarly, Romiszkowski (1974) stated that there is evidence that too much 

realism or detail may hinder the communication of teacher's message. He argues that 

there is increasing level of abstraction and increasing use of symbolic conventions as 

the teacher proceed along the sca le given below. 

Pictures ----t) Diagrams ---+) Graphic Representations 

Consequently, the further a visual lies along the sca le, the more must a 

student learn how to read the conventions before the visual will communicate the 

intended message. 

Likewise, Amare (2000: 12) said the mode of information reception affects the 

mode of thinking . He added the argument that student learning is positively correlated 

with Amount of Invested Mental Effort (AIME), which is a perquisite for learning 

(Amare, 1999: 54). McLuhan (1964) said those media that encourage maximum 

involvement of the senses are most effective in the teaching-learning process. 

According to him with cool media, the learner gets more chance in involvement but 

with hot media, the involvement is limited resulting in limited learning. 

So, in the teaching-learning process teachers are expected to select 

instructional materials that give more chance to the learner. Besides what has been 

said so far educators provide principles and criteria that may serve teachers well in 

making their day-to-day decisions about their selection of instructional materials 

(Aggarwal, 1996; Brown et ai, 1977; Koumi , 1994; Romiszkowski, 1974; Heinch et ai, 

1999; Haney & Ullmer, 1980). 

As to them materials must be examined in light of the specific objectives of the 

lesson, the needs and interest of learners, what attributes are need for proper 

communication of the idea involved, comparative merits and distinctive teaching 

functions, practical and technical factors, and the consistency of the materials with the 

method of teaching . 

Furthermore, the criteria to be considered in selection of instructional materials 

include: the content, the purposes, appropriateness, cost, technical quality, 
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circumstances of use, learner verification and validation of usefulness and quality 

(Brown et ai, 1977: 75). 

In general, inappropriate selection of instructional materials can hamper the 

teaching-learning process. They are not an end by themselves but means to an end. 

Therefore, they must be used at the right time , in the right place and in the right way. 

To do this selection of appropriate materials is the main prerequisite. Scholars, 

however, have debated about what criteria should be applied in selecting materials. 

The net result of studies is an understanding that different criteria are suitable for 

different situations. Recent research, reviewed by Heinich and others (1999: 44), 

confirms that certa in criterias are critica l in the appraisal of materials . Among the 

questions to be asked about each specific piece of instructional materials are the 

fo llowing: 

• Does it much the curriculum? 

• Is it accurate and current? 

• Does it contain clear and concise language? 

• Will it motivate and maintain interest? 

• Does it provide learner interest? 

• Does it provide for learner participation? 

• Is it of good technical quality? 

• Is there evidence of its effectiveness? (e.g ., field-test result) 

• Is it free from objectionable bias and advertising 

• Is a user guide or other documentation included? 

Planning & Preparing to use Instructional Materials in Classrooms 

Having either selected, modified, or designed own materials, the teacher must 

plan how the materials will be used and how much time wi ll be spent using them . 

According to Heinich and others (1999: 31) all effective instruction requires careful 

planning. 

Then , previewing the instructional materials help the teacher to exploit it's full 

potential and avo id unnecessary mistake (1999: 47) . Next, the teacher needs to 

prepare instructional materials to support instructional activities he/she plans to use. 
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Here, the first step is to gather all the materials that you and the students need. In 

doing so, Aggarwal (1996: 158) provided principles of preparation. They are : as far as 

possible, locally available materials shou ld be used in the preparation of instructional 

materials; teachers should receive some train ing in the preparation of instructional 

materials; teachers themselves should prepare some of the materials; and students 

may be associated in the preparation of instructional materials. Moreover, the teacher 

should determine in what sequence the materia ls wou ld be used. What will the 

teacher do with the materials as a presenter? What will the student do as lea rners? 

Some teachers keep a list of the materials needed for each lesson and an outline of 

the sequence in which the activities will be presented. 

The contribution of instructional materials to the teaching learn ing process 

largely depends upon how the teacher structures the learning situation. According to 

Brown and others (1977: 63-67) instructional materials could be used in introduction, 

development, organization , summarizing or evaluation of the lesson. 

Next, prepare the environment; wherever the learning is to take place, the 

facilities will have to be arranged for proper student use of the materials. Certain 

factors are often taken for granted for any instructional situation . For instance, 

comfortable seating, adequate ventilation, climate control, suitable lighting are some 

of them. Next, prepare the learners because studies on learning tell us very clearly 

that what is learned from an activity depends highly on how the learners are prepared 

for the lesson. 

Heinich et al (1999: 48) and Brown et al (1977: 61-63) provided activities 

teachers do to prepare learners. To prepare the learners teachers should: introduce 

the materials; make it clear why the material is being used at the particular time it is; 

briefly descri be what the materials covers; stress what is important to be learned from 

the materials; tell students what they will be expected to do after using the materials 

(e.g., define, draw, measure, etc). 

Using Instructional Materials in Classrooms 

As it was mentioned earlier, research and practica l experience show that much 

of the effectiveness of instructional materials depends on how they are integrated into 
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the larger scheme. As to the reviewed util ization techniques earlier, having selected 

the instructional materials with appropriate attributes, the teacher should introduce it 

to the learners by relating it to the prior learning and indicate how it relates to today's 

objectives , elicit a response from learners, review the content, and evaluate its 

impact. 

The increased availability of instructional materials and the shift from teacher

centered to student centered learning increases the likelihood that students will be 

using the materials themselves rather than watching as the teacher presents them to 

the whole class. Learners must practice what they are expected to learn and should 

be reinforced for the correct response. There should be activities with in the lesson 

that allow learners to respond to and receive feedback on the appropriateness of their 

performance or response. 

Dunne and Wragg (1994: 18) stated that ski lls are relatively straightforward 

actions, physical or mental , that can be practiced in isolation. For instance, drawing 

an angle with a protractor and adding numbers by using wooden blocks are examples 

of skill. A mental skill, such as solving problem, is shown to the child by taking it 

through and practicing it often includes the child using the same language. Teachers 

should guide the learners in their observable work. 

To improve attitudes of students towards learning mathematics, teachers can 

deal with a range of practices in day-to-day activities of students. Such practices 

provided by educators (Bolster et ai, 1978: Kogelman & Heller, 1994: Larcombe, 

1985). For example, building a fence requires an understanding of "perimeter"; the 

concept of "area" comes in when we carpet our reading room; and sewing a round 

tablecloth makes use of the geometry of a circle. Examples of everyday mathematics 

can be found in a daily newspaper; in advertisers' claims as well as in business news 

analysis, sports statistics, science reports. Therefore , teachers can use these to 

change the way how mathematics is taught in school classrooms. 

Larcombe (1985: 75) has pointed out that those who are advocating forms of 

individualized learning trust in the interaction between the learner and the learning 

materials. That is , active involvement is being the key. To do this , the nature of the 

assignments given to facilitate active involvement must be very carefully selected . 
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The teacher or other learners may be alongside to discuss, raise questions, and 

make comments, but it is as the assignment progresses that learning takes place 

(McNeil , 1996; Larcombe, 1985). For example, the teacher can give assignments for 

students about relationships among the metric system; using graphs to solve 

problems, reading and making curved graphs; squares, square roots, and the right

triangle relations; using percent in computing interest, discount on clothes & shoes, 

instolment buying; conversion of currency, temperature measures, electricity 

measures; reading their electric meter, telephone bill; dealing with price fluctuations, 

the consumer price index; word pictures, reading tables & graphs, etc. 

This is, of course, in considerable contrast to the conventional situation where 

first the teacher presents the teaching points and looks for the learning to take place 

in the learner. However, in student centered approach the key role of the teacher has 

shifted from being an expositor of mathematics to a director and tutor of individual 

learners (Larcombe, 1985: 76). In line with this, Heinich and others (1999: 48) 

described the role of the teacher as a facilitator, helping students to explore the topic, 

discuss the content, prepare the materials for the topic, or present information to their 

classmates. 

Williams (1963: 51-52) suggest practices related to using pictures in 

classrooms. As to him, for teaching meter reading such as thermometers, 

speedometers, gas or electric meters, pictures of their dials or scales large enough to 

read are introduced , so that computation tasks on practical value. For the study of 

buying and selling, the teacher introduces the term first cost, margin, overhead, profit, 

and selling price, which are more meaningful if accompanied by a diagram and 

pictures. Students should be taught about insurance and taxes so that they are 

informed of social implications as well as arithmetical concepts. Students who collect 

pictures of the items on which there is a luxury tax will note what are considered 

luxuries by our lawmakers. When learners are learning to identify common shapes 

such as circle, square, rectangle, and triangle they can collect pictures of objects to 

be mounted on charts or displayed on bulletin boards with the title. Pictures of 

containers col lected from advertisements are used - cans (cylinders) or boxes (cubes) 

- to round out a collection on industrial uses of solid geometric figures. Learners can 
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use information in pictures to bui ld prisms, cylinders, cones, and pyramids of different 

shapes and volumes. 

Students can learn from visuals in two ways. These are by interpreting visuals 

(decoding) and by creating visuals (encoding). The former is the skill to read and 

translate the visuals into verbal messages and the later is the skill to create visuals as 

a tool to communicate effectively with others. The development of both decoding and 

encoding skills require practice (Heinich et ai, 1999: 65-68) . Larcombe (1985: 81 -92) 

provided mathematical practices that encourage different activities. 

Practices to Encourage the use of Language 

Larcombe (1985: 81) pointed out that the act of describing objects or pictures 

can reveal a great deal about the way the learner observes things . Use of 

manipulative assist students in creating definitions (Clements & Battista, 1992: 449). 

Practices to Encourage concrete work 

The first means of encouraging concrete work must be to create a workshop 

atmosphere in the room where apparatus, models , and other mathematical artifacts 

are seen to be part and parcel of the room. In such atmosphere, it will be appropriate 

to encourage such works as: making models to represent structure and number 

operations; investigating spatial arrays; measurement; and representation (Larcom be, 

1985: 82). 

Practices to Encourage Discrimination and Perception 

Students have failed to develop confidence in making perceptions and relating 

one area of their experience to another. The best chance teachers have is to expose 

them to many situations where there is a need to classify and compare like and unlike 

attributes. This will mean an emphasis on simple logic work related to various aspects 

of shape, number, symmetry, etc. Comparing apparently identical pictures with some 

things the same and some different, collecting similar and different collections of 

pictures, objects, etc., can all provide rich practice for sorting in response to such 
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questions as "What is the same about all these?" or "Which is the odd one out here?" 

etc (Larcom be, 1985: 84-86). 

Practices to Encourage problem Solving 

The student must not be judged on the basis of skill in communicating but 

upon observation, discrimination and wil li ngness to compare the possibilities 

(Larcombe, 1985: 86-89). For example the following activities help the student to 

develop such skills. 

Given spoken, written or illustrated problem or problem situation. Students are 

required to select from given alternative solutions which they feel an 

appropriate 

Given a set of statements about a model, object, or picture . The student must 

judge which is false and which is true. 

Given a series of pictures , etc, with one missing. The student must choose 

from a given set of possible alternatives, which one will "fit" to make up the set. 

A variety of visual and manipulative puzzles where the "missing piece" must be 

selected from a set of possible pieces. 

Practices to Give Opportunity to Enjoy Aesthetic Experiences 

Larcombe (1985: 90-94) has provided activities related to certain problems 

which he has noticed with many students. The activities include, problems with 

location , problems with copying accurately, problems with circles, and problems of 

repeating the same thing twice. 

2.8 Factors Affecting Utilization of Instructional Materials 

Educators classified factors affecting util ization of instructional materials into 

three like, logistic/ material factors, financial / economic factors, and human/pol itica l 

factors (Koumi, 1994; Nkuune, 1995; Aggarwal, 1996). These factors are considered 

as constraints for selection and use of instructional materials. 

Human /political factors include individual feel ings of insecurity with unfamiliar 

media or, conversely, individual preferences for the more glamorous media (Koumi, 
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1994: 57). In line with this, Laver (Cited in Nkuuhe, 1995: 228) provided teachers and 

students factors that influence instructional material selection and use. Student 

factors include; their preferences, perceptual difficulties, experiences and background 

(urban, rural), interests, level of motivation , individual differences, physical disabilities, 

and others. Likewise, teachers' factors include their own skills, knowledge, attitude 

and preferences. Aggarwal (1996: 159) added that lack of interest and ability of 

teachers, indifference of students, and language difficulties are among the human 

factors . 

Logistic/material factors include, ineffectiveness of the materials like unplanned 

utilization make them to not prove their full usefulness. When the materials used 

without a definite purpose they lose their significance and importance (Aggarwal: 

. 159). 

There is no doubt on the economic and pol itica l constraints facing our schools. 

These often affect the budget. Consequently, shortage of instructional materials will 

greatly affect their selection and use. 

Nkuuhe (1995: 227) summarized the factors that influence utilization of 

instructional materials . These factors are: 

• the task to be learnt and the teaching method selected (lesson objective 

and content); 

• characteristics of the learners such as their experiences, interests, 

motivations; 

• characteristics of the teacher such as that persons; ski lls, attitudes and 

preferences; 

• material factors including economic and political constraints as well as cost, 

time availability ease of use and maintenance of the material. 

Finally, based on this brief review of the definition of IMs, their contribution 

within the teaching and learning process, the guiding principles on their utilization, 

and the factors affecting utilization of them, this study attempts to assess the 

availabil ity and utilization of IMs for mathematics instruction in selected Sidama Zone 

primary schools. 
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CHAPTER THREE 

3. RESEARCH DESIGN AND METHODOLOGY 

3.1 Method of the study 

The principal objective of this study was to assess the availability and 

uti lization of IMs for Mathematics instruction in the selected ten primary schools 

(second cycle) of Sidama Zone. 

A Descriptive Survey method was used, since this method is more appropriate 

to gather data re lated to the problem under study. 

This study investigated the congruence between the intended material inputs 

(by curricular materials) and the observed materials in schools. To achieve this the 

main input variables considered in the study were: 

- The support made by Z.E. D and W.E.O to schools towards improving IMs for 

Mathematics instruction; 

The avai lability of Mathematics curricular materials and non-textbook IMs intended 

by the curricular materials; 

The attitude of Mathematics teachers towards the preparation and use of IMs in 

the teaching-learn ing process; 

SPC contributions to Mathematics instruction; 

School principal's contributions to Mathematics instruction; 

The process variables given due emphasis in the study were: 

Teacher's activity in planning preparing and using IMs in classroom instruction; 

Student's involvement in learning mathematics by using IMs available in the 

school. 

3.2 Sources of Data 

The universe of the study encompasses Z.E.D and W. E.Os Educational 

Support section offi cials , school principals, s pes & their coordinators, Libraries, 

Grade 7and 8 Mathematics teachers and students in the government schools of 

Sidama Zone in SNNP. Relevant documents from the Z.E.D, W.E.O and schools also 

served as additional source of data. 
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3.3 Sampling Procedure 

The study was the cases of ten government schools in the three Weredas of 

Sidama Zone. To select the Weredas a purposive sampling technique was used. 

The names of the Weredas were Awassa Zuria, Shebedino and Dale. Neighboring 

Weredas, accessible to transport were purposely selected for convenience. This 

permitted the researcher to reach two or more schools in a day to make classroom 

observations. More over, the selected Weredas have 23 government schools listed 

in the record of 8th grade national examination file up to 1992 E.C., which is half of 

the total government schools in the zone at the same level. 

An ava ilable sampling techn ique was used to select target populations from 

the zone and Wereda Educational support section officials. The same technique was 

used to select all school principals and SPC- coordinators. From the 23 schools in 

the selected Woredas, 5 rural and 5 urban schools were selected using purposive 

sampling technique by considering their accessibi lity to transportation. Then from the 

selected ten schools one section from each grade was selected and taken as a 

sample for the study. In doing so, simple random sampling was used in schools 

which have more than one section in the sample grades. Mathematics teachers and 

students in the sample sections considered as respondents to the study. Hence 20 

teachers and 100 students (5 from each section) were taken as respondents to the 

study. 

Using the above procedure, the selected government schools are shown in 

'Table 1. 
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Table1 : List of Target school s & Number of Math teachers in grades 7 & 8. 

Total No of No of Teachers 
No Wereda Name of the school grade 7and 8 having Diploma 

math in Majoring I 
Teachers Minoring Maths 

1 Awassa Zuria Tabor Primary & Junior S. 
Schoo l. 12 6 

2 Awassa Zuria Awassa Haik Primary & 
Jun ior S. School. 3 1 

3 Awassa Zuria Tula Primary & Junior S. 
School. 2 1 

4 Shebedino Leku Primary & Junior S. 
School. 4 1 

S Shebedino Abela Lida Primary & 
Junior S. School. 2 1 

6 Shebedino Morecho Primary & Junior 
S. School. 2 1 

7 Shebedino Di lla Anferara Primary & 
Junior S. School. 2 1 

8 Dale RasDesta Primary & 
Junior S. School. S 1 

9 Dale Yekatit 25 Primary & 
Junior S. School. 4 1 

10 Dale Bokaso Primary & Junior 
S.School. 2 1 

To obtain adequate information for the study three types of data collection 

tools were used. They are questionnaire, observation and document analysis. 

1. Questionnaire 

Five sets of questionnaires with closed and open-ended items were used to 

collect data from officials , principals, SPC-coordinators, teachers and students. 

The questionnaires, which were initially prepared in English, were given to two 

experts having a qualification of M.A. in Cu~ricu lum and Instruction. The experts 

were involved in assessing and commenting the extent to which the items were 

appropriate in securing relevant information to serve the purpose of the study. Based 

on the feedback from the experts some modifications were made on the items. Then 

the questionnaires were translated into Amharic in order to alleviate any 

unnecessary complication in responding to the items. A language expert whose 

qualification was M.A in Ethiopian Languages and Literature made the translation. 
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Subsequently four of the drafts of the questionnaire were tested on two 

government schools, having grades 7 and a,selected from Awassa Zuria Wereda for 

pilot study. Later on, the items in the pre-tested questionnaires were revised to find 

out statements that might be open to questions. Lastly, the questionnaires were 

retyped after making slight modifications. 

The finalized Amharic version questionnaires were administered to 20 

teachers, 4 Wereda and Zone Educational Support Section Officials, 10 principals , 

10 SPC-coordinators and 100 students. 

The questionnaire for Mathematics teachers consisted of items regarding: their 

background; the sources they use to obtain IMs; the availability of curricular 

materials and non-textbook IMs in the SPC; their evaluation of the contribution of 

SPC to Mathematics instruction; activities to involve students in production and use 

of IMs; their agreement or disagreement towards the given statements about using 

IMs; their evaluation of the frequency of using IMs whenever necessary; the use of 

suggested IMs (used or not used) and the reasons for not using them; and their 

attitude towards teaching the subject and the importance of utilization of IMs for 

Mathematics instruction. 

The questionnaire for Z.E.D and W. E.O Educational support section officials 

consisted of items regarding the kind of material inputs support they give to schools; 

their evaluation of the support given; the budget allocation, the expected lifetime of 

textbooks and the mechanisms to replace the used out books; and the distribution 

mechanisms. 

The questionnaire for principals consisted of items regarding the kind of 

material input support made to schools from the Z.E.D., W.E.O.s, NGOs and 

community members; the working hours of SPC & Library; their evaluation of the 

participation of mathematics teachers in SPC; the effort the school has made to 

improve shortage and utilization of IMs; the response to the effort made; the student 

to textbook ratio; the strategy they follow to solve the shortage of IMs; their 

evaluation towards the contribution of SPC; and the reasons they sine about the 

shortage of IMs and the rank of these reasons. 
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The questionnaire for SPC-coordinators consisted of items regarding their 

training the availability of guide materials to perform their responsibilities, the source 

of budget for SPC's activities; their evaluation of the degree of support from 

principals, Z.E.D, W.E.Os, NGOs and community members; the availability of 

cu rricular materials; the participation of teachers and students in SPC; the sources 

of IMs available in the SPC; the frequency of using available materials in SPC by 

Mathematics teachers; the problems of SPC by rank, and their evaluation of the 

contribution of SPC to the teaching leaming process. 

The questionnaire for students consisted of items regarding their most favorite 

subject, ranking subjects based on their feeling towards them; whether they have a 

text book or not and where they use it; the availability and utilization of SPC and 

Library; avai labi lity of Mathematics reference books in the library; their participation 

in SPC & Library; their first semester Mathematics achievement; their attitudes 

towards the subject, and the evaluation of their different Mathematical abilities & 

skills. 

2. Observation 

To Supplement the information obtained through questionnaires , a structured 

observation sheet using two sets of formats was used. So, SPC & Library, and 

classroom instruction were observed using the forms prepared to collect factual data 

for the study. 

In observing of SPCs a checklist was used to assess the quantity of available 

IMs in the SPC; the arrangement & the source of available IMs; the space to produce, 

display, and store IMs; the row materials & the tools to produce IMs were examined. 

In the library, a variety of Mathematics reference books; number of seats; kind of 

services given to teachers and students were observed . 

In the classroom observation, a checklist was used to observe the classroom 

environment and teacher's use of IMs. Besides the checklist, a rating scale was also 

used to rate teacher activity and use of IMs (See Appendix-) 
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3. Document Analysis 

Documents at different levels were analyzed to generate data relevant to the 

study, at the regional level, 8th grade national examination roster; at the zone level the 

document showing the distribution of curri cular materials in 1991 & 1992 E.C. were 

analyzed. At the school level teacher lesson plans; SPC borrowing list fi le, SPC 

participation file, students first semester Mathematics achievement list were analyzed 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

4. PRESENTATIONS, ANALYSIS, AND DISCUSSION OF DATA 

In this chapter the data collected through the questionnaires, observation and 

document analysis are presented with the help of tables. They are then followed by 

analysis and discussion of data to give answers to the nine basic questions, wh ich 

were raised in Chapter One. 

4.1 Presentation and Analysis of Data 

This section presents and analyzes the co llected data. Here the data are 

presented in tables and analyzed using percentages, frequencies and descriptive 

statements . The numerical va lues that are presented in percentages were calculated 

to the nearest whole numbers. Besides, the figures in the parenthesis of each table 

are percentages. 

Table 2: Demographic Characteristics of the Respondents. 

Respondents 

No. Item Teachers Principals SPC 
coordinater 

N-20 (100%) N- 10(100%) N- 10(100%) 
Sex 

1 a) Male 16(80%) 9 (90%) 10(100%) 
b) Female 4 (200/0 1 (10%) - -

2 Age 
a) 20-30 4 (20%) 2(20% 1 (10%) 
b) 31-40 12(60%) 6(60%) 7 (70%) 
c)4 1-50 3 (15%) 2(20%) 2 (20%) 
d) 51-60 1(5%) - -

3 Educational level 
a) 12+2 13 (65%) 6(60%) 3(30%) 
b) 12+1 5(25%) 3 (30%) -
c) 12+TTI 2(10%) 1 (1 0%) 7(70%) 
d) Other - - -

4 Years of Experience in the 
current job 
a) 6- 15 11 (55%) 8(80%) 4(40%) 
b) 16-25 7(35%) 2(20%) 6(60%) 
c) 26-35 2(10%) - -

According to Table 2, about 80% of teachers , 90% of principals , and 100% of SPC

coordinators were male respondents at the school leve l. Regarding their age the 
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majority of respondents were found to be between 31and 40 years of age. That is, 

60% of teachers, 80% of principals and 70% of SPC-coordinators age is between 

31and 40 years. Pertaining to their qualification, 65% of teachers, 60% of principals 

and 30% of SPC-coordinators have diploma obtained from different colleges. Twenty 

five percent of teachers and 30% of principals and 70% of SPC-coord inators have 

12+ TTl certificate. Regarding to their experience in the current job, 55% of teachers, 

80% of principals and 40% of SPC-coordinators have experiences between 6 and 15 

yea rs. Only 20% of the teachers have experiences between 26 and 35 years. All the 

rest have experiences between 16 and 25 years . 

Box-1: Classification of sample schools as Rural and Urban 

Wereda Name of urban schools Name of Rural Schools 

Awassa Zuria Tabor Primary & J.S. Awassa Tula Primary& J.S. 

Haik Primary & J.S. 

Dale Ras Desta Pri.&J.S. Bokaso pri. & J.s. 

Yekatit 25 Pri .&J.S. 

Shebedino Leku Pri .&J.S. Abelalida Pri-& J.S. 

Morecho Pri. & J.S. 

Dilla Anferara Pri.&J.S. 

Source: Z.E.D. 

According to Box-1, the sample schools in each Wereda were classified into 

groups. Two schools from Awassa Zuria, two schools from Dale and one school from 

Shebedino Weredas were taken as urban sample schools. Others were classified as 

rural schools depending on the classification of Z.E.D. Therefore , 50%of the sample 

schools are in urban and the rest, 50%, in rural. 

As it can be seen from Box 2,IMs suggested in the syllabuses of grade 7and 8 

Mathematics could be broadly classified as two-dimensional and three-dimensional 

IMs. In grade 7 Mathematics different types of graphs, charts, pictures, and tables are 

among the suggested two-dimensional IMs. 
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BOX-2: IMs Suggested by Grade 7 and 8 syllabuses & Teacher's guides 

Grade Unit Suggested IMs. 
7 1 Graphs on coordinate system. square with 100 equal unit subd ivision; 

Pictures of parts of whole; table of proportions; charts showing algorisms for 
solving problems of percent; Survey of line, bar and circle graphs. 
Picture of number ray; Slide rule; survey of ru les for addition, multiplication 

2 and division with rational number; 
Balance; Survey of rules of transformation; picture of number line 

3 Ruler; compasses; model of circles, survey of theorems on circles; protractor; 
4 summary table of the unit. 

Numerical table ; models of right prisms; right cyl inders; cubes; rectangular 
5 riqht prisms; trianqular riqht prisms; summarv table of the unit. 

8 1 Charts showing: properties of operations with rational numbers ; the rule for 
multiplying two binomials; the ru le for multiplying two binomials; the rules for 
converting products into sums. 

2 Tables and venn diagrams showing representations of relations; graphs of 
sim'ple relations; ruler; charts showing sequences, the four quadrants of 
coordinate plane; Squared paper, flashca rds conta ining rule of 
transformation ; charts containing rules for removing brackets charts showing 
the steps for solving word problems 

3 Numerical table charts showing the relationship between squaring and 
extracting square roots; charts. which show the steps how, the point, which 
corresponds to -.12. is obtained by construction. 

4 Figures representing a path, closed path, simple closed path; models 
showing different plane figures; 

5 Set square; charts with similar triangles. 
6 Charts containing steps for constructing similar triangles using similarity 

theorems. 
7 Protractor; set square; ruler; flash cards containing the similarity theorems; 

models of cylinders and prisms; models of different pyramids; models of 
circular cones; models of spheres. 

Source: Grade 7 and 8 Syllabuses. 

Different types of models and objects such as slide rule, balance, ruler, 

models, compasses & Protractor are three-dimensional IMs suggested in the 

curricular materials. In Grade 8 Mathematics graphs, charts, pictures, tables, Venn 

diagrams, squared papers and flash cards are among the suggested two-dimensional 

IMs. Different kind of geometric models and objects like ru ler, set square, protractor 

are three-dimensional suggested IMs. 

Table 3: The Availability and Working Hours of spes and Libraries in Sample Schools. 

Alternatives NO. OfSPC No. Of Library Remark 

a) Avai lable 10(100%) 7(70%) 1 SPC do not work at all. 

b) Not available - 3(30%) 1 SPC opened in 20d semester. 

a) Full time working 6 (60%) 2(20%) In 3 rural schools Library is not 

b) Half time working 3(30%) 5(50%) available. 

Source: School principals and SPC- coordinators. 
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According to Table 3, 100% of the sample schools have SPC and 70% of them 

have libraries. Moreover, 60% of SPCs and 20% of libraries opened full day while 

30% of SPCs and 50% of the libraries work half day (by shift system). One of the 

SPCs (10%) is not active, only an empty room and its coordinator is available. Thirty 

percent of the schools located in rural areas do not have a library. 

According to the observation data (see Annex-A), no Mathematics syllabuses 

and teacher's guides were available in the sample 10 SPCs. But, in 3(30%) SPCs, 

both grade 7 and 8 mathematics student textbooks were available. One textbook for 

each grade level was found in the SPCs provided by government sources. Pictures of 

parts of whole found in 2(20%) SPCs and the avai lable quantities were 2 in one and 7 

in the other. They were made by teachers and SPC-coordinators. Sl ide rule and 

survey of rules for addition of rational numbers were made by teachers and found in 

1(10 %) SPC. Their quantities were 1 and 2 respectively. 

Rulers and compasses were found in 4(40%) SPCs and made by teachers and 

SPC-coordinators. In 7(70%) SPCs, models of circles were found in few quantities. 

Protractors were found in 4(40%) SPCs and made by teachers and SPC

coordinators . Models of right prisms (not cubes) and models of right cylinders were 

found in 4(40%) SPCs. The sources of the models are teachers, SPC-coordinators, 

NGO and the Awassa College of Teachers' Education. 

From the same sources, models of cubes were found in 5(50%) SPCs. Models 

of triangular right prisms were found in 3(30%) SPCs. Setsquares were found in 

6(60%) SPCs and provided by government. Models of different prisms (not right 

ones) donated by NGO and was found in 1(10%) SPC. Models of different pyramids 

were available in 4 ((40%) SPCs. Models of circular cones were found in 3(30%) 

SPCs. Models of sphere were found in 2(20%) SPCs. 

The detailed data of quantities of the available IMs per SPC were given in 

"Annex-A" and the sources of the IMs were mostly teachers and SPC-coordinators. 

Annex-A reveals that from a total of 157 avai lable IMS in 9 SPCs only 15 were 

two-d imensional IMs found in 20% to 30% of the SPCs. More over, most of the 

avai lable IMs produced by teachers and SPC coordinators. On ly few are donated by 
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NGOs and government sources, Besides this the distribution of the quantities per 

school show that few number of each type of IMs were found in most SPCs, 

Table 4. Availability of Grade 7&8 mathematics curricular materials and IMs 

suggested in them as perceived by Teachers. 

No, Of Teacher respondents 

No Item Yes No 

1 Do you have the following 

Curricular materials? 

a) Grade 7/8 math syllabus 1 (5%) 19(95%) 

b) Grade 7/8 math Teacher's gu ide 11(55%) 9 (45%) 

c) Grade 7/8 math student Textbook 20 (100%) -
2 How do you evaluate the availability 

of mathematics IMs in the SPC for the 

grade level you teach? 

a) Adequate -

b) Average 8 (40%) 

c) Very few 10(50%) 

d) Not at all 2 (10%) 

According to Table 4, out of 20 mathematics teachers 5% of them have the 

syllabuses while 95% of them were not have it. Fifty five percent and 100% of the 

teachers have teacher's guide and student's textbook respectively, Moreover, about 

40% of teachers were perceived that the availability of non-book IMs for mathematics 

instructions in the SPCs were average while 50% of them indicated they were very 

few, Only 10% of teachers indicated there were no IMs in the SPC, 

From Table 5, it could be possible to imagine that how the problem is serious , 

According to the principals, the text to student ratio range from 1:8 to 1 :30 for Grade 7 

and 1:8 to 1 :25 for Grade 8, Mathematics teachers have indicated that the ratio 

ranges from 1:7 to 1: 15 and from 1:6 to 1 :20 for Grades 7 and 8 respectively, There 

are inconsistencies of information from principals & Teachers, This might be due to 

the fact that some students have purchased their own textbook and reduced the ratio 

to some extent. 
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Table 5: The Ratio of Mathematics student textbook to Students 

Respondents 

Name of the Principals Teachers 

School Grade7 Grade 8 Grade7 Grade 8 

Tabor 1 :9 1 :10 1 :8 1 :10 

Awassa Haik 1 :10 1 :10 1 :9 1 :8 

Tula 1 :8 1 :8 1 :7 1 :8 

Ras Desta 1 :10 1 :10 1 :10 1 :10 

Yekatit 25 1:30 1:25 1 :15 1:20 

Bocakso 1 :10 1 :10 1 :8 1 :7 

Leku 1 :15 1 :13 1 :12 1 :10 

Morecho 1:20 1 :20 1 :15 1 :15 

Abelalida 1:20 1 :10 1 :8 1 :6 

Dilla Anferara 1 :10 1 :8 1 :12 1 :8 

It seems that principals referred only to the numbers of textbooks distributed by 

the school with out considering these purchased by the students themselves. 

According to Table 6, all respondents agree that there are mathematics IMs 

support from the Z.E.D !W.E.O, but all the officials and 70% of the principals evaluate 

the support made was low. Indeed, about 30% of principals said that the support 

made by the education offices were moderate. Regarding the kind of support made to 

schools, Z.E.D and W.E.O Educational Support Section officials confirm that Grade 7 

& 8 Mathematics syllabuses were provided to schools. But, 100% of the principals did 

not agree to it. However, all respondents agree that teacher's guides, student 

textbooks and blackboards were provided to schools by the offices. 

Pertaining non-textbook IMs such as other mathematics reference books, three 

-dimensional models, compasses & protractors, rulers, graph boards, bulletin boards, 

graphics, and different color chalks, all respondents agreed that no support were 

made in the past five years as to their knowledge. 
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Table 6: Types of Mathematics IMs Supported by Z.E.Df W.E.Os to Schools. 

No Items Z.E.D W.E.O Principals 
Official Officials N=3 N=10 
N=1 
Yes No Yes No Yes No 

1 Are there any Math IMs support from ZED 
!W.E.O to schools? 1 3 10 

2 Types of Support made? 

a) "Grade 7/ 8 math syllabuses 1 3 - 10 
b) Grade 7/8 math Teacher's Guides 1 3 10 
c) Grade 7/8 math Student Textbooks 1 3 10 
d) Black board 1 3 10 
el Non-textbook IMs - 1 - 3 - 10 

3 How do you evaluate the support given to 
schools by Z.E.D !W.E.O? 
a) Satisfactory - 1 - 3 - 10 
b) Moderate - 1 - 3 3 
c) Low 1 3 7 

4 Balance between subjects in supporting 
IMs 
a) Ba lanced - - -
b) Not balanced 1 3 10 

Regarding the balance between subjects in supporting IMs all respondents 

agree that there is imbalance between subjects. They argued that right from student 

to text ratio up to non-text IMs support there are differences between the subjects. 

Especially natural science and social science subjects benefit more than 

mathematics. 

Table 7: Number of Mathematics Student Textbooks Distributed in the Zone for 

the past two-years and the year 1993 E.e. 

Year (E.C) Grade No. Of Textbooks Distributed Total number of 
students in the zone 

1991 7 2747 14905 
1991 8 3410 12553 
1992 7 6224 19460 
1992 8 2068 11700 
1993 7 0 -

1993 8 0 -

Source: Z.E.D. Educational Support section& 1991 E.C Educational Statistics 

Annual Abstract, R.E.B, SNNPR. 
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From Table 7, it is possible to see the total number of textbooks distributed to 

schools and the total number of students by grade in Sidama zone. If the books were 

distributed evenly, student to text ratio would have been 5: 1 to the nearest whole 

number for Grade 7 and 4:1 for Grade 8 in 1991 E.C. Assuming that 50% of the 

books distributed in 1991 E.C returned to schools there were 7598 grade 7 

Mathematics books and 3773 Grade 8 Mathematics books available in the zone in 

1992 . . So, the student to text ratio to the nearest whole number was 3: 1 for grade 7 

and 3:1 for grade 8 in 1992 E.C. 

According to the source from Z.E.D there were no textbooks distributed in the 

year 1993 E.C. Regarding the total number of students in1993 E.C there was no data 

obtained till the date of data collection period to this study. 

Any way the number of text books returned to schools in 1992 E.C were not 

equal to the distributed books and the actual conditions in the sample schools did not 

show that much number of books due to different reasons (see Table 5). 

Table 8: Availability of skilled Manpower, in spes. 
No Ilem SPC- Coord N=10 Remark 

1 Educalionallevel 
a) 12+2 3(30%) 
bj12+TTI 7 (70%) 

2 Additional training in Material 
production &evaluation techniques 

a) Yes 3(30%) 
b) No 7(70%) 

3 Frequency of the training 
a) Once 1 (1 0%) 
b) Twice 
c) Four times 

1(10%) 
1 (10%i 

4 Duration of each training 
a) One month 1 (1 0%) All are given before 
b) Two month 1 (1 0%) 1984 E.G 
c) Two for one week & 1 (1 0%) 

Two for one month. 
5 Evaluation of the training 

a) Very good 2(20%) 
b) Good 1 (1 O%i 

6 The SPG-coordinator assigned by: 
a) W.E.O 3(30%) 
b) Principal 
ci Staff 

5(50%) 
2(20%) 

7 Any additional respons ibility 10 the The teach ing load 
SPG-Goordinator? ranges from9 to 16 

A) Teaching 8(80%) periods per week. 
S) Unit leader - One of them had 
G) No 2(20%) mental problem. 
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According to Table 8, out of 10 SPC coord inators, 30% of them have col lege 

diploma and 70% of them have TTl certificate. But, this is not sufficient to be SPC

coordinator and it needs additional repeated training to the manpower available in 

the schools. Regarding this 30% of SPC-coordinators took training while 70% of 

them did not. Among these 30%, 10%of them took training only once, 10% twice 

and 10% four times before 1984 E.C. The Duration of the trainings ranges from one 

week to two-months. Twenty percent of them evaluated the training(s) were very 

good and 10% as good. Regarding their assignment to the position out of 10 SPC

coordinators, 30% of them were assigned by W.E.O, 50% of them by principals and 

20% of them by the staff. From the data in the table 80% of the SPC-Coordinators 

have additional teaching load ranging from 9 to 16 periods per week. Twenty 

percent of them have no additional task due to health problem. 

The data in Table 8, reveals that there is no uniform criteria or guide to assign 

SPC-Coordinator and there is no responsible body to assign manpower to the SPCs. 

Table 9: Budget Allocation to SPC I Library 

Item 
Respondents 

Z.E.D. N=1 W.E.O. N=3 Remark 

Is there any budget allocated to In 1993 E.C. NGO I 

strengthen SPC/Library allocated some budget 

a) Yes - - to purchase reference 

b) No 1 (1 00%) 3( 100%) books. 

Source: Z.E.D & W.E.Os educational support Sections. 

According to Table 9, all respondents at the Zone and Wereda level confirm 

that there was no budget allocated to SPCs ILibraries still now. But, this year some 

amount of budget allocated to purchase reference books to strengthen libraries, 

covered by NGOs. But, up to data col lection time the budget was not released. 

Sample school principals and SPC-coordinators in Table 10 evaluated the 

level of organizations support given to SPCs. 

Regarding the NGOs, out of 10 principals, 20% of them rated as moderate and 

10% of them rated to be low. Seventy percent of both respondents were rated no 

support at all. The principals of the two schools have informed the researcher that 
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they wrote project proposals to NGOs to strengthen the SPCs and have got positive 

responses. With respect to the support made by school administrators out of the 10 

principals , 30%, 40%, 20%, and 10% of them were rated high, moderate, low and no 

support respectively .Out of 10 SPC-coordinators, 20% of them were rated high, 50% 

of them were rated moderate, 20% of them were rated low, and 10% of them were 

rated no support at all . 

Table10: Evaluation of Level of Organizations Support to SPCs by Principals & 

SPC-coordinators. 

School Education 

Level NGOs Administration Community College 

p C P C P C P C 

High - - 3(30%) 2(20%) - - - -

Moderate 2(20%) - 4(40%) 5(50%) 2(20%) 2(20%) 2(20%) 2(20%) 

Low 1(10%) 3(30%) 2(20%) 2(20%) 4(40%) 3(30%) - -
No 7(70%) 7(70%) 1 (1 0%) 1 (1 0%) 4(40%) 5(50%) 8(80%) 8(80%) 

N.B: P- Principal & C-SPC- Coordinator. 

The community support was moderate t020% of both respondents. Forty 

percent of principals and 30%of coordinators rated it was low. But, 40% of the 

principals, and 50% of the coord inators rated there was no support at all. Regarding 

the educational college, 20% of both respondents rated moderate support while the 

rest 80%of them rated no support at all. From this we can see that 20% of the sample 

schools had access to exploit the resource from Awassa college of Teacher 

Education. 

The data in Table 11, shows the effort made by the principals to improve the 

shortage of IMs in the school. Hundred percent of the sample principals have 

indicated that they report to the government educational offices, while 60 percent of 

them indicated that they also ca ll support from the NGO. But, most of the respondents 

did not exploit the support from the community and institutions around them. 
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Table 11: Efforts Made by the Principals to Minimize Shortage of IMs. 

Respondent 
No Item Principals N=10 

Yes No 
1 The kind of strategy (ies) You 

Followed to minimize shortage of IMs? 
a) Report to Z.E.D & W.E.O 10 -
b) Call Support from NGO 6 4 
c) Call Support from the community 3 7 
dj Call support from Institutions 2 8 

2 Do mathematics teachers report the problem 
they face towards shortage of IMs? 7 3 

3 If the response to Item "2" is "Yes", how the 
replay from you was solved the problem? 

a) Partially 4 
b) Very little 2 
c) No solution 1 

4 How do you evaluate your accomplishment! 
performance of the responsibility in 
strengthening the 
Library! SPC? 

a) High 3 
b) Average 5 
c) Low 1 
d) Very low 1 

5 Give incentive to mathematics teachers who 
prepare and use IMs 6 

Most of the respondents (70%) indicated that teachers were reported IMs 

shortage problems, but the replay by most of the respondents were indicated either 

solved the problem partially or very little. Sixty percent of the respondents indicated 

that they give incentive to teachers who prepare and use IMs. Generally, most of the 

respondents rated their performance in strengthening the library / SPC as either high 

or average. 

From the descriptions given above it is not difficult to see that better support to 

SPCs come from school administrators. 

As it is evident in Table 12, out of 10 SPCs in 80%of them raw materials such 

as drawing paper, markers, different color inks, hard boards, and woods were 

available to varying degrees. However, out of these 80%, in 30%of the SPCs the 

available materials were inadequate while in 50% of them it was very few. Out of the 

10SPCs, 20% of them do not have raw materials to produce IMs at all. 
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Table12: Facilities to Produce and Display Mathematics IMs in the spes 

(Observation) 

No. Of Schools 
N2 Items Yes No Remark 
1 Availability of row materials to produce IMs. 8 2 In five schools it was 
2 Ava ilabili ty of curricular materials very few. 

a) Syllabuses - 10 
b) Teacher's Guides - 10 

3 c) Student textbooks 3 7 
4 Availability of guides to produce IMs 2 8 

SPC-facilities 
a) Production room 3 7 
b) Display room 10 -
c) Display shelves 3 7 
d) Workbench 10 -
e) Hand tools 10 - In three schools the 

5 Display room size 5 x 6 tools were very 
a) 7x6 3 limited . 
b) 8x5 3 
c) 14 x 6 2 
d) 15 x 6 1 

6 Arrangement of IMs in SPC is by: 1 
a) Subject 
b) Department 5 
c) Mixed 3 
d) No material 1 

1 

Regarding the guide materials , which help the SPC coordinator to produce IMs 

or a specific subject at each grade, 20%of the SPCs have a guide that describes the 

role of SPCs and published by MOE in 1980 E.C. The rest, 80% of them did not have 

any guide, material. Indeed, the curricular materials also a good guide to find the type 

of IMs needed for a certain topic. The SPC coordinators can refer from them and 

produce the necessary IMs beforehand than waiting the teacher request. But 100% of 

the 10 SPCs did not have the syllabuses and teacher's guides, which are very 

important. Students textbook found onlyin30% of the SPCs while the rest 70% did not 

have the textbook. 

Pertaining the space, production materials, and display place facilities, only 

30%of the SPCs have separate rooms for production and display while the rest 70% 

did not have this facility. These majority groups use the same room to produce and 

display IMs. Display shelves found in30%of the SPCs while the rest 70% use the floor 

and broken tables to display the available IMs. The entire sample SPCs have hand 
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tools and workbench to draw figures, to cut woods, etc in varying degrees. But in 30 

percent of the SPCs the availability of hand tools was very limited. Regarding the 10-

display rooms size, 30%of them have average size while 50%of them were wide .The 

rest 20% of the 1 Odisplay rooms were very wide. 

The arrangement of available IMs in the SPCs were found as follows : out of 

the observed 10 SPCs, in 50% of them the arrangement was subject wise, in 30% of 

them it was by department, while in10% of them it was mixed and difficult to find the 

IMs needed .As it can be seen from the data, in most of the SPCs the arrangement of 

IMs permits easy selection of the available materials. 

The lack of skil led manpower affects the preparation of necessary IMs in the 

SPCs. All SPC-Coordinators in the sample schools evaluated their knowledge of 

grade 7and 8 mathematics curricular materials, which could guide them to prepare 

IMs necessary to the specific content and objective. 

Table 13: The Guide SPC-Coordinators use to Produce Mathematics IMs. 

N2 Items SPC-coor. N=10 
1 How do you evaluate your knowledge 

about grade 7and 8 mathematics 
curricular materials? 

a) Good -
b) Average 1 
c) Low 3 
d) No idea. 6 

2 What guide do you use to prepare IMs 
that help mathematics instruction? 

a) Textbook 
b) My experience 
c) Teachers request 7 
d) B&C 1 
e) at b,c 2 

Source: SPC-Coordlnators. 

According to Table 13, out of 10 SPC-coordinators 10% of them rated their 

knowledge of curricular materials as average whi le 30% of them rated it as low. The 

rest 60%of them rated they have no idea about it. 

Pertaining to the guide they use to prepare Mathematics IMs, 70% of them 

responded that they use the teachers request. Ten percent of the respondents said 
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that they use both their experience and the teacher request, while 20% of them said 

they use the textbook, their experience and the teacher request. 

From the data described above we can see that the skill of SPC-Coord inators 

was not sufficient to support the mathematics classroom instruction. Skilled SPC

Coordinator should investigate the syllabuses of every subject in order to prepare IMs 

beforehand to support the teaching-Ieaming process. But, this did not happened in 

most of the sample schools . Moreover, most of the coordinators wait the teacher 

request, which should not be the case, to prepare the IMs. They shou ld refer to the 

curricular materials and prepare the IMs by themselves or together with the teacher 

and then encourage the teacher to use them in classroom. 

Table14: The Source Mathematics Teachers use to Obtain IMs. 

Teacher Respondents No 
No Items N=20 
1 Which source you use to obtain IMs? 

a) SPC 14(70%) 
b) Library -
c) Neighboring schools -
d) a&b 3(15%) 
e) a, b,& c 3(15%) 

2 Which strategies you use to prepare and use IMs for a 
lesson? 

a) Select the available IMs from SPC 8(40%) 
b) Modify the available IMs 2(10%) 
c) Produce the IMs from local resources 6(30%) 
d) a&c 4(20%) 

3 During se lection of IMs which method you follow? 
a) Participate the SPC-coordinator 2(10%) 
b) Use the syllabuses -
c) Use the teacher's guide 3(15%) 
d) Use the student test book 4(20%) 
e) a& c 2(10%) 
f) a&d 1 (5%) 
g) c & d 
til a,c,& d 

6(30%) 
2 (lO"/o j 

According to Table 14,out of 20 teacher respondents 70% of them said they 

use only SPC as a source to obtain IMs. Thirty percent of the respondents said they 

use the SPC and library while 30% of the respondents said they use the SPC, library 

and neighboring schools. However, using more than one source is better than using 

single source. In this regard , 30% of the respondents use two or three sources to 

obtain IMs. 
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Regarding the strategies to prepare and use IMs, 40% of the respondents said 

they select only the avai lable ones, 10% of them said they modify the available ones 

and 30%of them said they prepare the new once from local resources. Only 20% of 

them said they use more than one strateg ies namely select the available materials or 

prepare new ones from local resources. 

Pertaining to the selection methods, 10% of the respondents said they 

participate the SPC-coordinator, 15% of them said they use the teacher's guide and 

20% of them said they use the student text book. The rest 55% of the respondents 

said they use more than one methods mentioned above. 

Table15: Observation of Classroom Facilities and IMs. In Rural & Urban 

Schools. 

Number of observed class rooms N=20 
Variables AdeQuate InadeQuate Not Available 

U R T U R T U R T 
Blackboard 4 2 6 6 8 14 - - -
Students' desks, 
Chairs or benches 2 6 8 8 4 12 - - -
Table & chair for the 
teacher - - - - - - 10 10 20 
Bulletin board 2 - 2 - - - 8 10 18 
N.B: U= urban, R=rural, T= Total 

The data in Table 15, shows the internal conditions of the classrooms in terms 

of the degree of avai lability of the basic facilities and instructional materials in urban 

and rural schools. The rating was done on the basis of the following descriptions. If 

double non-damaged workable blackboards exist in the classroom, it is rated as 

adequate. But, if single blackboard or double and some of its parts damaged 

blackboards exist in the classroom, it is rated as inadequate. 

Based on this observation made in 20 classrooms, 10 of them located in urban 

and 10 in rural schools. As it can be seen in Table 15, 70% of both the urban and 

rural classrooms have no adequate blackboard. However, out of these classrooms 

40% located in rural while 30% in urban schools. Here note that all the observed 

classrooms have blackboards vary in degree of adequacy. 
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Regarding the student's seat, adequate, rated when no more than three 

students sit on one desk. If four students sit on one desk or student sit on the floor 

due to shortage of desk it was rated as inadequate. Based on this observation it is 

found that 40% of both urban and rural classrooms have adequate seats wh ile 60% of 

them have inadequate seats. 

In 100% of the observed classrooms there were no table or chair for the 

teacher to use. Bulletin board was found in 10% of the sample classrooms located in 

urban schools . 

Table 16: The Major Criteria(s) Teachers Use to Select IMs for the Lesson. 

Alternatives Number of Teacher respondents N=20 

a) The objective 12 

b) The teaching method 6 

c) The color of the material -

d) a &b 2 

The data in Table 16, shows the major criteria(s) that mathematics teachers 

use to select IMs for the content they are going to teach in classrooms. Pertaining 

this, out of 20 respondents 60% of them said they use the objective as a major criteria 

while 30% of them said they use the teaching method. The rest 10% of the 

respondents said they use both the objective and the teaching method as the major 

criteria's. 

The data in Table 17, shows the type of training that the sample mathematics 

teachers took and the program they passed to obtain their diploma. Pertaining this out 

of the 20 respondents, 65% of them said they have diploma at the college level. 

Among these 50%major /minor mathematics whi le 15% were other subjects. The rest 

35% of the respondents said they did not have college diploma. Among those who 

have college diploma, 20% were passed through regular, 10% were through summer 

and 35% were though extension programs. Regarding the training re lated to the 

utilization of IMs at the co llege / TTl level, 50% of the respondents said they took 

while the rest 50% said no they did not. Those who took the training evaluated it as, 

20% very good and 30% good. 
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Table 17: Mathematics Teachers Training on IMs Selection, Preparation & Use. 

NQ Item 
Number of Teacher 
respondents. N=20 

1 College diploma 
a) Major /Minor mathematics 10(50%) 
b) In other subject 3(15%) 
c) No 7(35%) 

2 Type of the program in obtaining diploma? 
a) Regular 4(20%) 
b) Summer 2(10%) 
c) Extension 7(35%) 

3 Qualification other than diploma 
a) 12+1 5(25%) 
b) 12+TTI 2(10%) 

4 Tra ining about IMs selection, preparation& use at the college or 
TTllevei. 

a) Yes 10(50%) 
b) No 10(50%) 

5 If" Yes" how do you evaluate the training in helping you to utilize 
the IMs in classroom? 

a) Very good 4(20%) 
b) Good 6(30%) 
c) no change -

6 Have you taken workshop /seminar regard ing utilization of IMs? 
a) Yes 
b) No 10(50%) 

7 If "Yes" how many times? 10(50%) 

a) Once 9(45%) 
b) Twice 1(5%) 

With respect to the workshop or seminar participation 50% of the sample 

teachers said they tool workshop or seminar in relation to utilization of IMs. 

Concerning the freq uency of participation of seminars, 45% were said only once wh ile 

5% said twice. The rest 50% of the respondents said they did not took workshop or 

seminars. 

The data in Table 18, shows the agreement or disagreement of mathematics 

teachers towards statements given as advantages of using IMs. Most of the given 

statements describe the advantages IMs give in the teaching learn ing process. 

Regarding this, out of 20 respondents 40% of them rated they did not agree in the 

statement "Using IMs attract students attention." Only 10% of the respondents rated 

their agreement to the statement, "Using IMs is simply for use not for their advantage. 

Thirty percent of the respondents disagree to the statement, "Using IMs save the time 
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waste by trying to transmit a concept verbally. " Using IMs develop and improve 

student language ability, but a total of 45% of the respondents rated either disagree 

or have no idea. Fifty five percent of the respondents agree in using IMs help for 

evaluation by students. To the statement, "Using IMs give chance to the student to 

visualize the concept widely and in-depth."55% of the respondents rated they 

disagree. To the statement, 'Using IMs create a relationship between the existing 

material and the symbol representing it."A total of 25%of the respondents rated either 

disagree or no idea. Fifteen percent of the respondents rated their disagreement to 

the statement, "Using IMs initiate interest to learn." 

Table 18: The Knowledge of Mathematics Teachers About the Role IMs Play in 

Teaching-Learning Process. 

Given Roles of Using IMs 
Teachers' Rating .N=20 

N2 A~ree Disa~ree No idea 
1 Attract student attention 12(60%) 8(40%) 
2 Simply for using not for their 2(10%) 18(90%) 

importance. 
3 Save the time waste by trying 14(70%) 6(30%) 

to transmit a concept verbally. 
4 Develop and improve student 

language ability 11 (55%) 7(35%) 2(10%) 
5 Help to evaluation by students 
6 Give chance to the student to 11(55%) 9(45%) 

visualize the concept widely 
and in depth 19(95%) 1 (5%) 

7 Create the relationship 
between the existing material 
and the symbol representing it. 15(75%) 2(10%) 3(15%) 

8 Initiate interest to learn 17(85%) 3(15%j 

According to the data in Table 19, out of 20 teacher respondents a total of 75% 

of respondents mostly use the textbook or both the textbook and Teacher's guide to 

plan the lesson. But, 60% of the respondents mostly use the textbook while 40% of 

them use both the textbook and Teacher's guide in classrooms. Most of the 

respondents, 65%, do not apply any mechanism to make students who have the 

textbook to use it in classrooms. 

During observation, as the data in Table 20 shows, it was found that only few 

students bring the textbooks into classroom. Even those who bring the text did not 

use it because the teachers write note, class work and homework on the blackboard. 
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The researcher asked the teachers why they not let the students to read, write and 

work by themselves from the textbook. 

Table 19: Curricular Materials Utilization by Mathematics Teachers. 

Number of Teacher 
No Item Respondents N = 20 

1 . In planning your lesson which material you use mostly? 
a) The syllabus only -
b) The Teacher's guide only ------------- 4(20%) 
c) The Student Text book only---------- 7(35%) 
d) B & c ------------------------------------ 8 (40%) 
e) a, b, & c -------------------------------- 1 (5%) 

2. The Curricu lar materials you use mostly in classrooms 
a) Teacher's guide on ly -
b) Student textbook on ly 12 
c) a&b 8 

3. Apply different strategies to make students have the 
textbook to use it in the classrooms? 

a) Yes 7 
bj No 13 

The reasons given by the teachers were; shortage of textbook and large class 

size made them not to do so. They added, it was impossible to group students with 

these few number of textbooks. 

Table 20: Students Having the Textbook and Students Bring the Textbooks into 

Classrooms. 

Number Students 
Class Size Having the Text Bring the Text in 

Number of the School Classroom 
Grade Grade Grade 
7 8 7 8 7 8 

Tabor 73 64 14 16 4 4 
Awassa Haik 80 77 13 15 5 6 
Tula 95 86 10 7 - -
RasDesta 103 97 15 10 4 3 
Yekatit 99 81 11 13 2 5 
Bokassa 87 73 6 9 1 -

Leku 110 87 13 14 7 5 
Abelalida 82 93 11 10 3 5 
Dilla Anferara 98 83 12 9 - -

Morecho 89 90 4 5 - -

The data in Table 21 , shows the degree of utilization of IMs by teachers . 

According to the respondents, 15% of them rated they were always prepare and use 
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IMs inclassrooms,50 percent of them rated sometimes, and 35% of them rated very 

few times and not at all. Regarding the number of IMs produced by teachers in the 

past 1% year only 10% of them indicated they were prepared 6 to 7 IMs. The majority 

90% of the respondents said they prepared few or none. Out of 20 respondents on ly 

35% of them said they were prepared worksheets from other resources . 

Table 21 : Teachers Evaluation of Preparation and Use of IMS. 

No Items 
Number of Teacher 
Respondents N= 20 

1. How frequent you prepare IMs and use them in 
classrooms? 

a) Always 3 (15%) 
b) Sometimes 10(50%) 
c) Few times 5 (25%) 
d) Not at all 2 (10%) 

2. Number of IMs produced by you in the past 1 Y, year. 
a) 7 1 (5%) 
b) 6 1 (5%) 
c) 3&2 6 (30%) 
d) 1 
ei 0 

5 (25%) 
4 (20%i 

3. Did you prepared worksheets from other sources for 
students that help to exercise what they have learned? 

a) Yes 7 (35%) 
b) No 13 '(65°/;) 

4. Did you give assignments to the students from Library 
resources? 

a) Yes 10 (From the Test) 
b) No 10 (50%) 

5. Did you give assignment to the students to prepare 
graphs, charts, and models? 

a) Yes 
bi No 

14 (70%) 
6 (30%)' 

6. How frequent you participate students in preparation and 
use of IMs? 

a) Many times -
b) Some times 
ci Few times 

6 (300%) 
8 (40%) 

7. How do you evaluate the contribution of SPC to 
mathematics Instruction? 

a) High 2(10%) 
b) Average 10(50%) 
c) Low 2(10%) 
d) Very low 4(20%) 
e) No contribution 2(10%) 

Fifty percent of the respondents indicated they give assignment to the students 

from the library resources. But, during the discussion with the researcher the teachers 

said that they have very limited resources and in most cases the textbook and 
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national examination booklets were found in the library. So, mostly they give 

assignment from the textbook and examination booklets. 

Regarding participation of students in preparation of IMs, 70% of the 

respondents said they give assignments to the students to prepare graphs, charts 

and three-dimensional models. However, among these 70% respondents, 30% said 

they sometimes participate students in preparation and use of IMs in classrooms 

while 40% said only few times. 

Regarding the contribution of SPC to mathematics instruction 10% and 50% of 

the respondents rated as high and average respectively. Ten percent and 20% of 

them rated as low and very low respectively. Only 10% of the respondents rated the 

SPCs have no contribution to mathematics instruction. 

Table 22: Evaluation of Teachers/Students Participation in SPC/ Library. 

No Items Resoondents 
SPC-Coor. N=1 0 Librarian N=7 

1 

2 

3 

4 

How frequent mathematics teacher use the available IMs in 
the SPCI Library? 

a) always 
b) sometimes 4 2 
c) few times 5 5 
d) no 1 -

Did students came to use the SPCI Library for doing their 
assignments? 

a) yes 1 5 
b) no 9 2 

How frequent students use the SPCI Library to prepare and 
use IMs? 

a) always - 3 
b) sometimes 1 2 
c) few times 4 2 
d) no 5 -

How do you evaluate the participation of mathematics SPC-Coord Principals 
teachers in SPC to prepare IMs? N- 10 N=10 

a) high 
b) average 1 1 
c) low 3 2 
d) no 5 6 

1 1 

The data in Table 22, presents the 10 SPC-Coordinators, 7 librarians and 10 

principals evaluation of teachers/students participation in SPC/ Library to prepare and 
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use IMs. Sixty percent of the SPC-Coordinators and 71 % of the librarians rated 

teachers' frequency of utilization as either few times or not at all. 

Regarding students , 5% of the SPC-Coordinators and 71 % of librarians said, 

students came to SPC/ Library for doing their assignments . Pertaining the frequency 

of utilization of SPC/ Library by students, 71 % of the librarians rated always or 

sometimes. But, 90% of the SPC-Coordinators and 71 % of the librarians rated 

students' frequency of use of the SPC/ Library were few times or not at all. 

The participation of teachers in SPC regarding preparation of IMs is rated as 

high or average by 40% of SPC-Coordinators and 30% of the principals while 50% of 

SPC-Coordinators and 60% of principals rated it as low. 

Table 23: SPC and Library Services at Schools. 

Respondents 
No Items SPC-Coor. Librarian Remark 

N=10 N=10 
1 The SPCI Library give service to: 

a) teachers only 6 -
b) teachers and students 3 7 
c) the community - -
d) no service 1 3 

2 The SPCI Library service hour 
a) full day 6 2 SPCs mostly 
b) half day (shift) 3 5 closed during 
c) no service 1 3 observation 

3 Kind of services given in SPCI 
Library? 

a) Production 9 - Borrowing only 
b) Guidance for use 2 7 for teachers 
c) Borrowing 9 7 
d) Referencel reading room 3 7 
ei Catalo~ue 1 1 

Table 23, presents data about SPC/ Library services given at school level. As it 

can be seen from the table, the respondents reveal that 60% of the SPCs give service 

only to teachers. Thirty percent of the SPCs and 70% of the libraries give service to 

both teachers and students. Pertaining their working hour, 60% of the SPC 

coordinators and 20% of the librarians responded that the SPC/ Library opened full 

day. According to the respondents 30% of the SPCs and 50% the libraries opened for 

half day. The librarians told to the researcher that they mostly give service for junior 
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class students. So, the library opened in opposite shift to these students. Most of the 

users of the library do their homework from the text found in the library. 

Ninety percent of the SPC-Coordinators indicated that they give I Ms production 

and borrowing services. According to 70% of the librarians, guidance for using texts, 

borrowing and reading room services given in all li braries to varying degrees. But, 

borrowing the text and other available books is allowed for teachers in weekends due 

to shortage of books. 

Table 24: Mathematics Teachers Utilization of SPC. 

Respondents 

No Items SPC-Coor. Teachers 
N=1 0 N=20 

1 The period where mathematics teachers frequently visit the 
SPC? 

a) throughout the semester 
1 4 

b) at the beg inning of the semester 
2 6 

c) few times in the semester 
5 4 

d) at the evaluation time 
1 4 

e) not at all 
1 2 

2 Asking the SPC-Coordinator technical or professional help 
in preparation of IMs? 

a) yes 
8 14 

b) no 
2 6 

3 How do you evaluate the provision of raw materials when 
teachers come to SPC to prepare IMs? 

a) adequate 
1 -

b) moderate 
2 6 

c) low 
5 10 

d) no 
2 4 

The data in Table 24, shows the util ization of SPCs by mathematics teachers. 

According to the respondents most of the mathematics teachers visit the SPC at the 

beg inning of the semester or few times in the semester. A total of 70% of SPC

Coordinators and 50% of teachers replayed in support of the above idea . 
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Regarding to asking technical help to prepare IMs by mathematics teachers, 

80% of SPC-Coordinators agree that teachers ask help, but very few times specially 

when they asked by the principal to present their material need plan. To this end, 

70% of teacher respondents said that they ask support from the SPC-Coordinators , 

but they told to the researcher that they get positive replay in few cases . 

Concerning the raw materials support when teachers need to produce IMs, 

20% of the SPC-Coordinators and 30% of teachers rated low provision of raw 

materials. 

Table 25: Students Response on SPC/ Library Services. 

Number of 

No Items Respondents 
N=100 

1 What are services SPC give to students? 
a) support during preparation of IMs 6 (6%) 
b) borrowing IMs S (S%) 
c) students do not allowed to inter into SPC 
d) no idea 

60 (60%) 
26 (26%) 

2 Do you have the mathematics textbook? 

~~ yes 20 (20%) 
b no SO iSO%) 

3 If your answer is "no" where do you get the text to do 
exercise or home work? 

a) from the library 20 (20%) 
b) borrow from a friend 10(10%) 
c) provided to groups by the school 10 (10%) 
d) no way to get the text, but the teacher write it on 

the blackboard 40 (40%) 
4 Do you use the library to study mathematics? 

~~ yes 35 (35%) 
no 65 (65%) 

5 Did you get support! guidance from the librarian? 

~~ yes 20 (20%) 
b no SO iSO%i 

According to the data in Table 25, out of 100 students, 6% of them indicated 

that they have got support from SPC during preparation of IMs. Eight percent of them 

indicated they borrowed IMs from the SPC. But, 60% of the respondents indicated 

that the SPC is not allowed to students while 26% of the respondents did not have 

any idea about it. 
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From 80% respondents who do not have the text, 20% indicated that they use 

the library and 10% indicated that they borrow from their friends to use the text. As it 

was indicated in the data, 10% use the text provided by the school while 40% have no 

way to get the text except copying what is given by the teacher. 

Regarding the library utilization the data shows that 35% of the respondents 

use the library to study mathematics. However, 65% of the respondents do not use 

the library. The reason was, as respondents told to the researcher, there are no other 

reference books except few copies of textbooks in the library. This and the shortage 

of working hours made most of the respondents not to use the library. As it was 

indicated by 20% of the respondents, few librarians give guidance to students in 

finding the resource from the library. 

Table 26: Attitude Score of Teachers Towards the IMs Utilization for Instruction 

Qualification 
List of 20 respondents score Number of respondents score 

out of 100% greater than the mean score. 

Diploma in majorl minor Math. 57, 60, 63, 67, 68, 70, 77, 78, 4 

N=10 82,85 

Diploma in other subjecU 51, 52, 67, 70, 70, 73, 73, 77, 5 

below diploma N=1 ° 83, 83 

Mean = 70.3, S.d ;; 9.3, Neutral Score = 60 

The list of the attitude score for each respondent out of 100 percent is 

presented in Table 26. The mean of the respondents score is calculated and equal to 

70.3. The neutral score is also 60 percent. The neutral score is also 60 percent. As it 

is evident in the table out of 20 respondents, 80 percent of them have got the score 

greater than 60 percent. Twenty percent of the respondents have the score bellow or 

equal to the neutral value. Hence they have negative attitude. 

However, out of 10 respondents who have diploma in major/ minor 

mathematics 60 percent of them have got the score below the mean. Out of 10 

respondents who have diploma in other fie lds or below diploma level 50 percent of 

them have got the score below the mean . Moreover, the measure of the spread/ 
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dispersion of the scores (the standard deviation) calculated and is equal to 9.3. This 

shows there is a greater variation between the scores of the respondents. That is, 

variation between attitudes of respondents. Therefore, though 80 percent of the 

respondents exhibited positive attitude, 45 percent of them (who scored above the 

mean) exhibited high level of agreement to the IMs utilization for classroom 

instruction. 

Table 27: Rating of Teachers on Their Frequency of Using the Stated IMs 

Whenever they are Necessary. 

Key: A- Always, B- Sometimes, C- Few times, D- Not used , 

Ratino 
No IMs A+B C+O Remark 

No % No % 
1 Grade 7/8 math svllabuses - - 20 100 
2 Grade 7/8 math Teacher's Guide 10 50 10 50 
3 Grade 7/8 math student text 19 95 1 5 
4 Other math reference books 9 45 11 55 
5 Fiqures in the student text 17 85 3 15 
6 Worksheets 4 20 16 80 
7 Diagrams and graphs from news paper 

and math books 9 45 11 55 
8 Different color chalk 7 35 13 65 
9 Blackboard 20 100 - -
10 Bulletin board 1 5% 19 95 

The data in Table 27, shows the teacher's rating on their frequency of using 

the curricular materials and other IMs in the teaching-learning process. According to 

the data in the table, student text, figures in the student text, and black board are 

used always or sometimes. The syl labuses, worksheet, different color chalk and 

bulletin board are among the least used or not used IMs. 

The data in Annex-B , shows the teachers' rating whether they "used or not" the 

suggested IMs in the syllabuses of Grade 7 & 8 and the reason(s) for not using them. 

As it can be seen from the table, in Grade 7 most of the suggested IMs in unit 1, unit 

4, and unit 5 were used as indicated by most of the respondents. 
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Among the reasons for not. using the IMs, unavailability of IM(s) was the most 

frequent one that indicated by most the respondents. The possibility to teach without 

the suggested IMs and the need for assistant to prepare the IMs were the next 

frequent reasons for not using the materials. The lack of idea about the importance of 

IM(s) become the third frequent reason. 

Accordingly, most of grade 8 mathematics teachers indicated that they used 

most of the suggested IMs in unit 2 and unit 7. The reasons indicated for not using 

the suggested IMs were almost similar to Grade 7 teachers in their degree of 

frequency, except the need for help to choose the appropriate IMs was more frequent 

reason than the lack of ability to use the IMs in the proper way. 

Table 28: Availability of List IMs (Catalogue) and the 1992 E.C & 1993 E.C 

Borrowing list Files in SPC 

Number of SPC N- 10 

No Type of File Available Not Available 

1 Borrowing list (1992 E.C) 5 (50%) 5 (50%) 

2 Borrowing list (1993 E.C.) 8 (80%) 2 (20%) 

3 Catalogue of available IMs 2 (20%) 8 (80%) 

As it can be seen from the data in Table 28, out of 10 SPCs, the 1992 E.C. 

borrowing list was found in 50% of the SPCs while 1993 E.C. list was found in 80% of 

the SPCs. The list of available IMs (catalogue) in SPC was found only in 20% of the 

observed SPCs. 

Table 29: Distribution of Teachers in the Available SPC-Borrowing Files. 

Category Urban Rural Total 

Number of teachers found in the borrowing files 7 4 11 

Number of Teachers not found in the borrowing files 3 2 5 

Total 10 6 16 
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According to the data in Table 29, out of 16 sample mathematics teachers in 

the schools where the borrowing file was avai lable, the list of 7 urban and 4 rural 

school teachers were found in the SPC-borrowing files. The list of 3 urban and 2 rural 

school teachers were not found in the files. General ly, out of 20 sample teachers in 

10 schools, only the list of 55% of them found in the SPC-borrowing fi les . 

The data in Table 30, presents the frequency of borrowing IMs from the SPCs 

in the past three and half consecutive semesters. These include two semesters from 

1992 E.C. and one and half semester from 1993 E.C. academic years. It also 

presents the type of IMs borrowed from the SPCs in the ind icated period. As it can be 

seen from the table, the highest frequency of borrowing was 10, but in two SPCs only 

the 1993 E.C. borrowing files were available. Regarding the type of materials 

borrowed from the SPCs, most of them are mathematical instruments such as 

compasses, protractor, ruler, T-square , set square, slide ru le. 

Table 30: Frequency of Borrowing IMs from the SPC by Mathematics Teachers 

(1992 E.C. to March 1993 E.C) 

Teacher List of IMs borrowed from SPC In Three Frequencyl Three Semester & 
Code Semesters UP to march 1993 E.C 

T, Compasses, protractor, ruler, models of circles 
3 

T, Compasses, ruler, rectangular prism & triangular 
prism, cyl inder, pyramid, triangular pyramid, right 
circular cone, protractor 

7 
T3 Slide rule • 1 

T5 Pointer clock, models of circles, charts of 
mathematics rules, protractor, compasses, ruler, 
model of rectanqu lar prism, cvlinder 8 

T, Protractor • 1 

Tll Compasses, T-square, protractor 4 
T12 Math graph, parallelogram models, models of 

angles, figures of rectangle, rhombus, charts 
showing arcs, angle in circles, chords; cylinder, 
chart of similar triangles 10 

T'3 Protractor, compasses 2 

T'4 Set square, protractor, models of cyl inder and 
pyramid, trianqu lar prism 4 

T'5 Protractor & compasses, slide ru le 3 
T '6 Charts to show commutative property of addition 

and multiplication 2 
Source: The SPC borrowing list. 'Only from 1993 E.C. fi le. 
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Moreover, solid geometric models are among the most used IMs and it 

appears few charts also borrowed from the SPCs. 

The data in Box-3, shows the list of IMs in the sample teachers 1993 E.C. 

weekly lesson plan. As it is evident in the table, out of 20sample teachers the lesson 

plan of 16 (80%) teachers analyzed . The rest 4 (20%) teachers have created different 

reasons for they couldn't find their lesson plan. 

Box-3: List of IMs in the Teachers Lesson Plan 

Teacher IMs Listed in the 1993 E.C. weekly Lesson Plan up to the observation time 
Code 

T, Textbook, duster, chalk 
T, Textbook 
T3 Number rays, student text, number line, simple slide rue for addition of rational 

numbers, survey of rules for multiplication of rational numbers, diagram of rules of 
transformation and balance, ru ler. 

T. Textbook, qraphs, blackboard . 
Ts Model of circles, charts of mathematics symbols, protractor, compasses, ruler. 
T, Student text, teachers guide. 
TR Chart, squared paper, ruler, colored chalk, straight edqe. 
Tg A square with 100 square units, students text, survey of different graphs, number 

lines, balance, diaqram. 
TlO Charts showing properties of operation with rational numbers, charts showing the 

ruler of removing brackets , Venn diagrams, tables & Venn diagrams showing 
relations, ruler, colored chalk, graphs, set square, charts showing ru les of 
transformation table of va lues, figure representing a path, ruler, compasses, 
colored chalk, straight edge. 

T" Textbook, teacher's guide, different graphs, charts, Venn diagrams, colored chalk, 
ruler, charts showing figures path, simple closed path, models of different plane 
figures, protractor, set square. 

T12 Protractor, textbook, color chalk, blackboard. 
T' 3 Textbook, protractor, compasses, graphs, pictures of plane figures. 
T14 Textbook, qraphs, charts 
T ,S Student text, pictures of graphs, pictorial representation of data, compasses, 

protector, colored chalk, slide rule. 
T17 Student text, different said materials, the corner of the door & window to show 

anqle, protractor, and pictures of ray, adiacent anqles, and colored chalk. 
T,o Meters, ruler, stick, square paper, colored chalk, numerical tables & tables of 

values. 

However, among the lesson plans analyzed by the researcher 7(35%) sample 

teachers have written few common IMs, such as textbook, teacher's guide, 
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blackboard, chalk, etc, repeatedly throughout the semester. To the contrary, 6(30%) 

teachers write a list of many IMs in their lesson plans. 

A simple observation of Table 30 and Box-3 reveals that IMs listed in the 

lesson plans did not match with IMs borrowed from spes. 

According to the data in Table 31, out of 100 sample students (50 from Grade 

7 and 50 from Grade 8) the majority of students were rated that they cannot able to 

perform the basic performances they should able to do. 

Table 31: Students' Rating on their Ability to Perform the Given Performances. 

Ratings N=100 
No Performances I Can At an Average I can't 

No % No % No % 
1 Understand and interpret the data given 

by graphs 20 20 38 38 42 42 
2 Drawing different groups for the given 

data 13 13 10 10 77 77 
3 Construction of geometric figures using 

instruments in the mathematical 
instrument box 18 18 10 10 72 72 

4 Defining different geometric figures and 
models. 12 12 19 19 69 69 

5 Calling the name of different plane 
figures & solid models. 18 18 24 24 58 58 

6 Drawing circles & arcs using protractor & 
compasses. 15 15 11 11 74 74 

7 Measuring line segments using ru lers. 25 25 37 37 38 38 
8 Using a slide rule to perform operations. 7 19 19 74 74 
9 Measure angles using protractor 20 20 31 31 49 49 
10 Find the area or volume of geometric 

figures or solids using formula. 12 12 23 23 65 65 

The observation data presented in Table 32, shows the actual classroom 

environment and teachers' use of IMs. 

In classroom it was observed that due to inadequate seats and large class 

size , in most classrooms students were not have adequate seat. The seating 

arrangement did not permitted easy teacher movement to check students' work. It 

was also observed that in some classrooms students at the backside could not see 

the blackboard and due to this they were forced to stand while writing . 

Pertaining teachers' use of IMs, observations of 60 sessions (periods) were 

made in the 20 sample classrooms (10 from grade 7 and 10 from grade 8). In all 
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observed sessions, 100 percent of sample teachers have write exercises on the 

blackboard to be worked in classrooms or at home. 

Table 32: Classroom Observation Results (Check List) 

Check Total 
No Classroom Environment Variables Yes No Sessions 

No % No % N=60 
1 All students have adequate seat in the classroom (no 

more than 3 students sit on a desk). 24 40 36 60 60 
2 There are instructional displays in the classroom. - - 60 100 60 
3 The sitting arrangement permits easy teacher movement. 24 40 36 60 60 
4 The blackboard is readily viewed from all positions in the 

classroom. 39 65 11 35 60 
Teacher's use of IM s 

1 Give classl homework from tl'le textbook. 60 100 60 
2 Lei students to do cJass/homework on the blackboard. 4 7 56 93 60 
3 Non-textbook IMs listed in the lesson ptan are presented. 14 23 46 77 60 
4 IMs suggested in the curricular materials for the topic are 

presented. 10 17 50 83 60 
5 Let students to use and do exercises from the text by 

themselves. 60 100 60 
6 Draw the needed diagrams/ sketches on the blackboard. 30 50 30 50 60 
7 Repeatedly use the diagrams to clarify the content. 15 25 45 75 60 
8 Writing on the blackboard is legible. 47 75 15 25 60 
9 Resources of the environment are used to provide 

practical applications of the IMs. 3 5 57 95 60 
10 When the teacher use the IM(s) focuses on meaning and 

promoting student understanding 20 33 40 67 60 
11 Involve learners by using controlled practice (e.g.: ~ invite 

and answer questions, discussions, dialogue). 25 42 35 58 60 
12 Check students' performance or demonstration of skills 

expected to be learned from experience (e.g.: ~ drawing 
graphs, construct models, solve problems, defining, 
provinq, etc) . 15 25 45 75 60 

In 100 percent of the observed sessions the teachers did not let the students to 

read and solve problems or do exercises from the textbook by their own. Only in 7 

percent of the session students observed wh ile working the exercise on the 

blackboard. Non-textbook IMs, such as, figures representing pictures of plane figures , 

picture of rays & number lines, protractor, compasses, pictures of adjacent angles, 

pictures of sim ilar triangles, and pictures of similar plane figures obtained by central 

stretching were listed in few lessen plans and observed in 23 percent of the sessions. 

But, all observed the teacher in the classroom drew IMs on the blackboard and 

students copy it on their exercise book. 
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I Ms suggested in the curricular materials for the topic were presented in 17 

percent of the observed sessions. However, in 50 percent of the sessions, teachers 

draw the needed diagrams/ sketches on the blackboard without using mathematical 

instruments and in most cases the diagrams were not listed in the lesson plans. In 25 

percent of the sessions teachers were observed when they use the diagrams 

repeatedly to clarify the content. But, in most cases teachers clean the picture and 

write note or something else and then refer to the cleaned picture when they discuss 

the topic. This might be due to the inadequacy of the blackboard which are single or 

damaged in some cases. In 75 percent of the sessions it were observed that the 

writing on the black board is legible. In most of the observed sessions (95%) only 

blackboard and chalk used extensively by the teachers. Resources of the 

environment to provide practical applications were used in 5 percent of the sessions. 

It was observed when teachers use the corners and their arm to demonstrate the 

concept angle. It was observed in 33 percent of the sessions, when teachers use the 

diagrams and focus on meaning; such as adjacent angles, reflection, rotation, 

stretching constant, name of line segments in the circle, etc, in order to promote 

understanding of the terms. 

Moreover, in 42 percent of the sessions it was observed when teachers involve 

learners by inviting and answering questions. In 25 percent of the observed sessions 

teachers have checked students' performance or demonstration of skills (such as 

choosing from pictures of angles drawn on the blackboard, which are adjacent and 

not, using the given stretching constant to draw a figure similar to the given picture on 

the board, solving equations & inequalities, drawing circles and arcs, labeling the 

name of line segments in the circle, etc,) expected to be learned from the 

experiences. But, in 75 percent of the sessions teachers have not checked students' 

performance or demonstration of skills. In most sessions teachers write on the 

blackboard, ask students questions and let them to copy what is written on the board. 

In some sessions it was observed that the teacher write exercises/ draw diagrams on 

the blackboard and students copy it for the whole period . Teachers have told to the 

researcher that it was their strategy, to write the exercise in one period and to 

discuses it in the next period, to overcome the shortage of textbook. 
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4.2. Discussion of Results 

In this section an attempt is made to discuss the results presented in the 

preceding section. 

Explanation of the data with reference to the basic research questions has 

been made in the following sub-topics. 

4.2.1. Availability of Mathematics IMs in the Sample Schools 

As it has been stated in chapter two, availability of IMs depends on national, 

regional, local and school level supports made by the concerned bodies .The 

Provision of the material inputs and allocation of budget for activities that complement 

notiona l Iregional input are necessary to schools. At school level the principal, the 

SPC-coordinator, the teacher and the student can play their respective role to 

improve the availabil ity of IMs in the school. Here the SPC and library are the main 

sources of IMs in general , and mathematics IMs in particular. 

Type of Mathematics IMs Suggested in Grade 7/8 Syllabuses 

The data in Box-2, presents the suggested mathematics IMs in grade 7/8 

mathematics syllabuses .The IMs could be classified as: objects (mathematical 

instruments), three-dimensional models, and graphics. Graphics include IMs that 

summarize information and ideas through graphs, drawings, charts, diagrams, 

symbols, etc. 

In this study the data were served as input va riable intended by the syllabuses 

and used for the purpose of reference and crosscheck. 

Availability of SPC and Library in the Sample Schools 

In all the sample schools SPCs were available and most of the schools have 

library. Almost one-third of the rural sample schools do not have library. Pertaining 

the SPCs, most of them were nominal and do not give the expected service to the 

teaching-learning process. Though the response given by most of the principals and 

SPC-coordi nators indicate that they work full day the researcher observed that SPCs 

opened during the visit and mostly they are closed. One of the SPCs in Urban sample 
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schools opened in the second semester of the 1993 E.C. academic year and it was 

closed for the past 10 years. Another SPC in rural Sample schools was found empty 

during observation. According to the information told by the SPC-coordinator to the 

researcher it has been used as a store to crops produced by the school. 

All the libraries lack reference books other than the student textbooks . Most of 

them work half day and closed for the other shift. In these schools students have no 

chance to use the library when they have free periods. 

As it was described earlier in this paper, spes and libraries are sources of IMs 

and they should provide professional service throughout the day. But, the survey data 

in Tables (3 & 23), show this did not happened in most of the observed schools. 

Availability of Curricular materials and IMs Suggested in them in the Sample 

Schools 

At school level SPCs are the centers for preparation of I Ms locally and places 

to find the avai lable IMs. They are centers to collect and display IMs for use by 

teachers and students. Having this in mind, observation was made by the researcher 

in each spes using a checklist to see the status of availabil ity of intended IMs by the 

syllabuses. On the way the quantity of each available 1M and its source has been 

recorded. 

Regarding the availability of IMs and quantities avai lable, the data in Annex-A, 

disclose that there are few IMs available in the spes. Among the curricular materials 

only the student textbook has been found in few spes. 

A crosscheck between Box-2 and Annex-A reveals that there were very few 

(9.6%) two-dimensional IMs ava ilable in at most three spes. Though they were one 

or two in number, relatively three-dimensional IMs are available than two-dimensional 

IMs. To verity this, most teachers indicated that very few IMs are available in SPCs 

and in some cases they indicated not at all (Table 4). Therefore, it is reasonable to 

say, that those none-textbook IMs which are available in the schools appear simply 

as samples for vis itors and not for use in the teaching-learning process in most spes. 

During the inventory by the researcher the IMs were found not touched , i.e., they are 
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covered by dust and spider webs. The avai lable quantities also not sufficient even for 

teachers let it not be for students to use in classrooms. 

Teaching-learning process requires at least the provision of textbooks and 

teacher guides. However, the result presented in Annex-A and Tables (4 to 7, 19 and 

25) shows the lack or absence of curricular materials in the sample schools. 

Though all the sample teachers have textbooks almost all of them have no 

syllabuses, and forty five percent of them also have no teacher's guide. At any level, 

teachers need a guide to identify the type of IMs they need for a certa in content in 

order to plan their lesson. A list of IMs were given in the syllabuses and teacher 

guides. However, the presence of these curricular materials in the hand of teachers 

rnay have at least a guiding role in their planning, selection, preparation and use of 

IMs. But also seems that the majority of teachers haven't at least some understanding 

of the guidelines and specifications of the syllabuses. 

The data in Tables (5 to 7, 19, and 25) presented the textbook avai labi lity in 

the hand of students. Though there are inconsistencies in the figures between 

teachers and principals due to the information they have, textbook to student ratios 

indicate the shortage of textbook was the most serious educational problem in the 

sample schools . The results indicate that students either had no textbooks or had no 

regular access to them. 

Furthermore, the lack of textbooks for students can be seen from the number 

of mathematics books distributed in the past two years by Z.E.D. Therefore it is 

reasonable to conclude that there is a serious shortage in the schools to provide a 

sufficient mathematics textbook to the students. As it can be seen in Table 19, few 

students purchase the textbook by themselves. 

The result of this study seems to be in agreement with the finding of Amare 

(1998: 289-298), which indicate the inavailability of IMs as the most critica l 

educational problem in Ethiopian schools. 

The result also seems consistent with the findings of Berhane (1999: 78) which 

indicate most of the spes in Mekele Zone did not seem to have adequate IMs. But, it 

is to the contrary, which indicate the student to book ratio, including Mathematics, is 

one to one (Berhane, 1999: 77). 
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Moreover, Lockheed et al (1991 : 52) reported that in Dominican Republic 

fewer than 20 percent of eight grade students in public schools had a Mathematics 

textbooks. In Malawi it was found that fewer than 30 percent of primary students had 

their own textbook. Similarly, an international World Bank Study (Cited in Lockheed et 

ai, 1991: 53) found that schools in Guinea-Bissau had no teacher guides for any 

grades other than grade one. A survey in Malawi reported that fewer than 15% of 

teachers had received a teacher guide for a subject other than English. As stated 

earlier the findings of this research undertaking appeared to be similar with that of the 

study in Dominican Republic and Malawi regarding the availability of textbooks. But, 

the findings of this study with respect to the teacher guides were somewhat better 

than that of Guinea-Bissau and Malawi. 

Support Made to Schools to Improve Availability of Mathematics IMs 

As it was described earlier, there are international , national , regional , local and 

school level supports to improve the availabi lity of IMs. The state and federal 

government agencies make materials available for use in schools. Nationally, one of 

the most prolific sources of IMs is the federal government. Regional government, 

accord ing to the data in Table 6, provide curricular materials through the Z.E.D. and 

W.E.O. to schools with out payment. But, the finding reveals that 100 percent of the 

Educational Support Section officials at the Zone and Weredas, and principals 

indicated that the support made by the government was low. Non-textbook IMs like 

other mathematics reference books, mathematical instruments, three-dimensional 

models, graphics, different color chalks, and bulletin boards are not provided by the 

Educational Support Sections. 

Regarding the balance in support among subjects all respondents agree that 

there is no balance among subjects. Specially, natural science and social science 

subjects benefit more than mathematics. 

In general, the support regarding non-textbook IMs has not gain consideration. 

These materials provide rich experience that requires high student involvement in the 

process. The findings of this study show that no support made by Z.E.D. regarding 
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non-textbook IMs. This result is in agreement with Amare (1999: 62) finding which 

indicates to appear that planners are not convinced about the clear ro le of IMs. 

Regarding regional support, Lockheed et al (1991: 130) suggests, encouraging 

school initiatives help to improve IMs. They indicate the central and regional 

education offices should establish mechanisms to encourage school initiatives. One 

of such mechanisms is the school improvement fund. This is the financing program 

that supplement regular budgetary support for schools by authorizing intermediate 

level administrators to make grants for projects proposed by individual school. 

However, the data presented in Tables 9 and 10, show that there were no budget 

allocated from the government to schools to strengthen the services given by libraries 

and SPCs. 

Nevertheless, the data show that there is a sign of willingness from NGOs to 

give a grant for projects proposed by few school principals to strengthen their SPCs 

and a grant to purchase reference books for school libraries in Sidama Zone. 

Pertaining the support from the local community which have importance to 

schools, the data shows that almost half of the principals and SPC-coordinators 

indicated that some support obtained from the community. 

The findings of this study, however, contrast to the finding of Berhane (1999: 

68) which indicates the sample schools' SPCs had annual budget allocation in their 

respective schools. But, the result of this study appears to be consistent with Amare 

and Tassew (1996: 37), which indicates schools did not have their own budget 

allocation for the SPCs. Pertaining the support available to SPCs the data in this 

research , shows that schools were the major sources of financial & material support 

from their internal revenue. This result seems in agreement with the finding of 

Berhane (1999: 70) in sample schools found in Mekele Zone. 

In relation to support from the local Institutions the result of this study shows 

that few schools started strengthening thei r re lationship with the Awassa College of 

Teachers' Education . They have got some non-textbook IMs from the college, which 

were prepared by teacher trainees. 

With regard to school level support the principals ; the teachers , the SPC

coordinators and students can play their respective role to support the school in 
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improving IMs shortage. Regarding this, the result presented in Tables 10 and 11, 

show that most of the principals support the SPCs by assigning some materials and 

financial support as described above. 

In this regard, Lockheed and his associates (1991: 133) indicate, granting 

authority to principals must be coupled with giving them adequate and appropriate 

training and resources. But, the findings show that principals repeated ly reported to 

W.E.O. about the lack of cu rricular materials and other resources, though the support 

was low from the offi ces. 

The findings also show that the majority of the principals cal l support from the 

NGOs and some from the community and others from the college. Whatever the reply 

was low. The majority of the principals gave incentives such as moral , special 

material support , better evaluation grades, giving prize at the school day ceremony, 

or letter of appreciation to teachers who prepare and use IMs. 

Therefore, it is reasonable to say that the majority of the principals were made 

a considerable effort to improve their school material inputs. The result of the study 

seems not in agreement with the finding of Berhane (1999: 76), wh ich indicates 

school principals not offer incentives to those teachers who were superior in using 

IMs. 

Educators ind icate that teachers can produce drawings, charts, graphs, tables, 

and models. They can start by collecting pictures from periodicals; can duplicate 

diagrams, graphs, reading material s, worksheets, etc. According to Clark and Starr 

(1986: 420), at the expense of a little ingenuity and initiative, boundless supplies of 

materials are available to even the poorest schools. 

However, regarding this the results of the study shows that very little support 

made by mathematics teachers to improve the availability of IMs. In one way or 

another, the data presented in Annex-A and B, Tables (14, 21 , 22, 24 and 27) show 

that teachers made little support to improve the shortage of IMs by preparing them 

from the local resources. 

For instance, the variety and quantity of IMs in SPCs were very few and 

appeared to be produced long ago; almost no graphic IMs is ava ilable; most of the 

teachers indicated that they prepared very few IMs in the past 1 Y, years; most of 
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them indicate that they did not used the suggested IMs due to inavailability which 

shows their less effort to prepare the IMs; most of them indicate that they select the 

available IMs or ask the SPC-coordinator to prepare the IMs; most of the principals 

and SPC-coordinator rated that the participation of Mathematics teachers in 

preparation of IMs were low. All the above results presented in the study directly or 

indirectly show that the effort made by Mathematics teachers to improve the shortage 

of IMs were low. But, a short glance on Box-2 reveals that most of the suggested IMs 

could prepared from inexpensive materials locally. The crosscheck between Box-2 

and Annex-A shows the inavailability of suggested graphic materials. 

Therefore, it is reasonable to say that Mathematics teachers made little 

support to improve shortage of IMs in the school. 

As it has been described in chapter two, educators indicated that the SPC

coordinators required to accomplish a comprehensive services and professional help 

to teachers and students. However, the results in this study directly or indirectly show 

that there were little effort made by the SPC-coord inators. For instance, Annex-A 

shows few (in terms of avai labi lity) IMs in most of the SPCs which indicates little effort 

made to prepare mathematics IMs, the observation make it clear that SPCs closed 

most of the time which show they did not provide service throughout a day due to 

different reasons, most of the SPCs did not conduct periodic inventories and did not 

have catalogue, most of the SPC-coordinators did not prepare IMs based on the 

lesson content, they wait teachers request and they have no knowledge of the 

mathematics syllabuses (Table 13); they did not encourage students and teachers to 

use the SPC (Tables 20, 23 & 25); most teachers indicate that they did not used 

suggested IMs due to lack of assistance (Annex-B) . All the above results show that 

little effort made by SPC-coordinator to support IMs availability. 

Therefore, the resu lts presented in the study show that SPC-coordinators 

made little support to improve the shortage of mathematics IMs in the sample 

schools . Moreover, they did not accomplish most of their performances. The finding in 

this study was consistent with the finding of Berhane (1999: 76) which ind icate SPC

heads failed to accomplish most of the activi ties which were expected from them. 
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Sources of IMs Found in the SPCs! Schools 

As it has been presented in Annex-A, most of the avai lable IMs in the SPCs 

produced by teachers or SPC-coordinators. Accord ing to the discussion made with 

the SPC-coordinators to know the year of production of IMs, most of the models, 

compasses, protractors, and straight edges prepared 10 years ago. In one sample 

school models of very high quality have been found in the SPC and the coordinators 

indicated that the models were donated by NGO during the former reg ime. The 

mathematical instrument box (set square), the curricular materials , and the 

blackboards was provided by the government freely. The former one were provided in 

the past regime. 

However, it is surprising that most of mathematics teachers indicated that they 

give assignment to the students and participate them in preparation of IMs. The 

observation result does not show student-made IMs. Therefore, it seems students do 

not involve in preparation of IMs. It is also observed that the chalk provided by the 

school, purchased from its internal income. But there was a serious shortage of chalk 

in most schools and it was observed when teachers were obliged to stop their lesson 

due to lack of chalk. Most of the IMs are found in the observed SPCs were produced 

from local resources. 

Availability of Skilled Manpower and Facilities to Produce and Display IMs in 

the SPCs 

As it has been described earl ier, SPC -coordinators are required to give a lot of 

services to teachers and students . However, to accomplish all the expected services 

the coordinators should trained in personnel management, material production , 

Educational Psychology, library science, media services and evaluation techniques. 

However, the findings in this study show that the SPCs staffed by teachers 

who did not trained to be SPC-coordinators. Most of them have TTl certi ficate and 

few indicated that they took training in material production and evaluation techniques 

for a short period of time once or twice. One of the coordinator has got a chance of 

frequent training . All the trainings were given before 1984 E.C. and those who took 

the training evaluated it as good and very good. But, the data in Table 11 shows that 
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most of the SPC-coordinators did not take training . The absence of skilled manpower 

made the position to have no uniform guideline to assign the coord inator. The 

W.E.O. , the principal or the staff could assign any teacher who has lower teaching 

load or who have got health problem as SPC-coordinator. 

Therefore, from the findings of this study it is possible to say SPC suffered 

from lack of trained manpower. The result is consistent with the findings of Berhane 

(1999: 74) and Amare and Tassew (1996: 37) which indicate the lack of skilled 

manpower in SPCs. 

Regarding the facilities avai lable in the school to produce and display IMs in 

the SPCs, the data in Table 15, presents the availability of row materials to produce 

IMs in most SPCs but not sufficient. The finding also shows that the lack of guide 

materials in the SPCs. For instance, the syllabuses and teacher's guide contain a list 

of IMs, which help the SPC-coordinator to identify the type of IMs needed for a certain 

content and prepare it instead of waiting for the teacher's request or order. 

But, on ly student textbook found in few SPCs and no syllabus and teacher 

guide found in all SPCs. To organize the IMs for convenience, availability, effective 

use and to keep the collection functional the availabil ity of the facilities such as 

separate rooms for different purposes, display shelves , workbench , and hand tools 

are the minimum requirements to SPC. 

Regarding this, the findings show that few sample schools have separate 

rooms for production and display of the IMs. The size of the display rooms in most of 

the SPCs greater than 40 sq. meters. From the observation it is possible to say that 

the rooms are wide, the number of IMs is few and this made the SPCs to look like 

empty rooms. 

Few SPCs have display shelves with very few IMs on them. Others use the 

floor or broken tables to display the available IMs. Therefore, from the above findings 

it is possible to say that the size and the number of rooms in the sample SPCs are not 

problems to strengthen their contribution for the time being, though most of them do 

not have separate rooms for production, storage and display the IMs. Most of the 

SPCs do not have shelves which help to arrange and display IMs and help to make 

them found easi ly for use and as well as to make them attractive. 
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Classroom Environment 

The internal conditions of classrooms directly or indirectly influence the 

communication in the teaching and learning process and thereby affect the outcome 

of instruction. The findings in this study focus on the availability of the basic facilities 

and IMs in Urban and Rura l Schools. So, the results presented in Table 15, show that 

most of the observed classrooms in urban and rura l schools have inadequate 

blackboard and re latively the problem was high in rura l schools. Tables and chairs for 

the teacher to use not available in all the sample schools while bulletin board was 

found in two urban classrooms. The data in the same table show that the majority of 

the sample classrooms have inadequate seat for students and the problem is high in 

urban schools than ru ral schools. 

Therefore , the findings show that the majority of sample classrooms do not 

have adequate blackboard and student seat. Moreover, almost all classrooms do not 

have tables and chairs for the teacher to use and bulletin board to display IMs on it. 

4.2.2. Utilization of IMs for Mathematics Instruction. 

As it has been described earlier, the impact of enhanced IMs ultimately 

depends on how well teachers use available resources. The way teachers select, 

prepare and use IMs for the purpose of instruction in classroom greatly depends on 

their training. This is because; the human factors that influence teacher's utilization 

(selection, preparation and use) of IMS are their own skills, knowledge, attitude and 

preferences. But, these factors easily improved by appropriate training. So, in this 

subtopic an attempt is made to discuss the findings presented earlier in relation to 

utilization of IMs. 

Mathematics Teacher's Training in Preparation and Use of IMs 

The kind of training teachers passed through greatly determines their 

knowledge and skills in preparation and use of IMs. Regarding this the results 

presented in Tables (1 4, 16,17, & 18) show mathematics teachers' knowledge & skill 

towards the role IMs play, the source and strategy they use to obtain IMs, and their 

tra ining level. 
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As it can be seen from Table 17, fifty percent of the sample teachers have the 

appropriate training to the level. They have diploma either major or minor 

mathematics. Others have diploma in other subjects or do not have diploma, wh ich is 

below the requirement. Fifty percent of the sample teachers indicated that they took 

training in selection, preparation and use of IMs at the college ITTI level and 

evaluated the training as good and very good. Additionally they indicated that they 

took seminarl workshop once about utilization of IMs. 

To substantiate this result teachers were asked the criteria(s) and the 

source(s) they use to select and obtain IMs for the lesson. Regarding the criteria(s) 

the majority of them indicated that they use the objective as the major criteria and 

some of them the teaching method. There are few teachers, which indicated they use 

both the objective and the teaching method. In addition to this the findings presented 

in Table 17, show teachers knowledge of the sources and strategy to obtain IMs. 

Here most of them indicated the SPC, was their source to obtain IMs while few 

respondents indicated that they use both the library and SPC, and others use three 

sources namely the neighboring schools, library and SPC. Regarding the strategies 

teachers use to prepare and use I Ms, some of them indicated that they select the 

available IMs from the SPC, some indicated they produce from the local resources 

and few indicated they use both selecting from the SPC and produce from the local 

resources. During selection of IMs majority of them indicated that they use pair of 

methods like participate the SPC-coordinator and use the teacher guide, with SPC

coordinator & use the textbook, and teacher guide and student textbook. Pertaining 

the role IMs play in the teaching-learning process most of them rated their agreement 

to the statements that describe the ro le of IMs (Table 18). 

Therefore, from the above findings it is reasonable to say that half of the 

respondents have the required qualification and training to the level. Besides, some of 

the sample teachers have the knowledge of sources and criteria(s) to select the 

appropriate IMs for their lesson. It is also reasonable to say the majority of the 

respondents have the theoretical knowledge about the role IMs play in the teaching 

and learning process. The result also shows that there are a considerable number of 
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teachers who do not have the knowledge of the role IMs play in the teaching and 

learning process. 

Attitude of Grade 7/8 Mathematics Teachers Towards Utilization of IMs. 

Attitude is one of the factors that influence the utilization of I Ms. However, the attitude 

of an individual towards a particular thing or issue emerges from his/her knowledge 

and understanding of the thing or issue. So, grade 7/8 mathematics teachers have 

attitude (positive or negative) towards the utilization of IMs since it is assumed that 

they have the knowledge of utilizing IMs to teach the subject effectively. Based on the 

assumption that attitude of teachers influences the utilization of IMs an attempt was 

made to assess sample teachers' attitude towards utilization of IMs. So, the finding in 

Table 26, shows the attitude score of the teacher respondents out of 100 percent and 

their group by qualification. From the table it is possible to see two respondents from 

each group have score less or equal to the neutral score. Hence, this shows 4 (20%) 

respondents have negative attitude or neutral towards utilization of IMs. The rest 16 

(80%) respondents have the score greater than the neutral score, which show they 

have positive attitude towards utilization of IMs. Therefore, the finding in this study 

appears that the majority of respondents have favorable attitude towards the 

util ization of IMs. 

In addition to this, the value of the standard deviation of the scores is greater 

(9.3) which implies the considerable variation between attitudes of respondents. 

Hence, though 16 (80%) respondents exhibited positive attitude the majority of them 

have got score greater than the mean which show they exhibited high level of 

agreement than the rest to the utilization of IMs. 

The result of the study also shows greater number of unqualified teachers 

exhibited high level of agreement. Moreover, it is reasonable to say that the result of 

the study appears to show the attitude of teachers was not the factor for under 

utilization of IMs. 

Curricular Materials Utilization by Grade 7/8 Mathematics Teachers 

As it has been described earlier, curricular materials include the syllabus, the 

teacher's guide and the student textbook. When the teacher prepares a lesson plan 
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the syllabus helps him/her a lot. It provide, the outl ine of the content of the lesson, 

contains the objectives of learning the content, guides the teaching method , contains 

the periods allotted to the content, suggests a list of IMs, and the time to make 

evaluation. But, it was found that almost all teachers did not exploit the advantages of 

using the syllabus. Likewise, using the teacher guide also give information on what to 

teach and on how to teach, model of diagnostic tests that help teachers monitor 

student learning and modify the daily lessons accordingly, suggestions on how to 

manage the classroom, and activities for classroom use. 

As it has been described earlier, scholars pointed out the importance of using 

textbooks (Brown et ai, 1985; Lockheed et ai, 199 1; Heinich et ai, 1999). As to them 

textbook provides convenient and random access to the message it contains, it is 

user control, often contains visualizations of concepts and information with 

accompanying verbal elaborations and explanations. Using textbook helps to save 

the time wasted whi le a teacher and students copy text on and off the blackboard . 

Having all these in mind, this study assessed mathematics teacher's utilization 

of curricular materials. The findings of the study presented in Box-3 and Tables (19, 

20, 27). As it can be seen from the findings it was indicated some teachers use the 

teacher's guides on ly, some use the textbook and some use both the text and the 

guide in planning their lesson. It is also evident that only one teacher indicated that he 

uses all the curricular materials in plann ing the lesson. Regarding the textbook, most 

of the sample teachers ind icated that they use only the textbook in classrooms while 

some sample teachers indicated they use both the text and the guide in classrooms. 

Most of the sample teachers indicated that they use no mechanism to make 

students who have the text to use the text in the classroom .To substantiate this result 

during observation of classrooms students who have the textbook have been asked 

to tell their roll numbers. In addition to this in all observation sessions number of 

students who bring the text in to classroom recorded and the average number was 

taken. The result presented in Table 20, shows the average number of textbooks in 

each observed grades .It also shows only few students bring their textbook in 

classroom. It was also observed that those who bring the textbook did not use it. This 

is because the teacher writes every thing (the note, illustrations, class work or home 
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work) on the blackboard and the students copy it. Most of the sample teachers gave 

the reason that shortage of textbook and large class size forced them to use this 

method. 

Therefore, based on these findings it is possible to say the fo llowing: A simple 

crosscheck of the results in Table 19 and Box-3 show inconsistency between the 

teachers' response in planning their lesson and the lesson plan observation resu lt. 

For instance, a total of 12 (60%) teachers indicated that they use the teacher's guide 

when they plan their lesson but the IMs listed in the guide were not found in the 

Lesson plan of most of the teachers .It seems almost 5 (25%) teachers used the 

gu ide to plan their lesson. 

Pertaining kind of cu rricular materials the teacher use in classrooms on ly 

1 (5%) teacher observed when he use both the guide and the text, but 8 (40%) 

teachers ind icated that they used the gu ide and the textbook in classrooms. 

Regarding utilization of textbook almost all sample teachers use the textbook 

in classrooms for themselves . They do not let the students use the textbook in 

classrooms. The researcher believes that, though there was a shortage of text book, 

teachers cou ld change the cond ition by using different strategies and making the 

students bring the text book in classrooms and use it. Otherwise, as it has been done 

so far, copying the text on and off the black board wastes half of the semester 

instructional time. Of course, different respondents (students, teachers, librarians) 

indicated that teachers give assignment from the text sometimes. 

Moreover, from the findings discussed above it is reasonable to say that 

almost all teachers do not use the syllabuses and do not have idea about its use in 

planning as well as in teaching-learn ing process. 

Grade 7/8 Mathematics Teachers' Utilization of IMs (which are not Curricular 

Materials) 

The contribution of using IMs in the teaching-learning process has been 

thoroughly described in chapter two and using them requires selecting , planning, and 

preparing for use. Regarding these the findings presented in Annex-B and Tables 
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(21to 32, except 23, 26, 28) show the status of util ization of IMs by grade 7/8 sample 

mathematics teachers found in the Sidama Zone. 

As it can be seen from Tables (21 & 22), the majority (65%) of the sample 

teachers indicated that they prepare and use IMs either always or sometimes . At the 

same time most of the sample teachers (75%) indicated that they prepared three or 

less IMs in the past 1 Y:z year. This indicates that three or less IMs in their response. 

On the other way, if the majority of the teachers prepare and use IMs frequently, then 

the number of IMs indicated as prepared by them would not be small as it is. The 

result presented in the study also shows half of the sample teachers give assignment 

from the library resources as indicated by students, librarians and teachers . 

The findings in this study also show that the majority (60%) of the sample 

teachers rated the contribution of SPC to mathematics instruction is either high or 

average. However, the majority of SPC-coordinators (60%) and principals (70%) 

rated the participation of mathematics teachers in SPC to prepare IMs as either low or 

no. Further more, the majority of SPC-coord inators (60%) and librarians (71 %) rated 

mathematics teachers use of the available IMs as either few times or no. 

Therefore , from the findings described above it is reasonable to say that 

sample mathematics teachers prepared and used very few IMs and used the 

available IMs in the SPC/ library rarely. Besides, sample teachers' participation in the 

SPC to prepare IMs is also low and visits the SPC few times in the semester. 

The result in the study also shows that the majority of the sample teachers ask 

the SPC-coordinators help for the preparation of IMs as indicated by both teacher and 

SPC-coordinator respondents. But, both respondents rated the provision of raw 

materials to prepare IMs as low or not at all. Based on this it is reasonable to say that 

low participation of teachers to prepare IMs in the SPCs might be due to the shortage 

of raw materials. 

Based on the finding of Table 27, the majority of sample teachers use 

textbooks, figures in textbooks, and blackboard frequently and other IMs rarely even if 

they are necessary. 

Regarding the suggested IMs in the syllabuses, based on the result of Annex

B, it is reasonable to say the majority of grade 7 sample teachers did not used IMs 
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like charts, tables, slide rule, survey of rules, balance and survey of theorems on 

circles. But, with little effort most of the IMs can be prepared from inexpensive local 

resources by the teacher or SPC-coordinator. On the other way, it is reasonable to 

say that the most frequent reason (for not using) given by the teachers (inavailability) 

can be improved by preparing the materials using the local resources. But, this did 

not happen in sample schools and it shows teachers participation in preparation and 

use of IMs is low. On the other hand, a close observation of IMs rated by teachers as 

used in classrooms was not available in SPCs (see Annex-A). Therefore, it seems 

teachers used the blackboard and chalk to draw the picture of suggested IMs. But, 

using only the blackboard to present the IMs decreases their variety, quantity, quality 

and increases the wastage of time. Moreover, it is observed that the inadequacy of 

blackboard force teachers to clean the picture and use the cleaned picture to discuss 

the content. 

Similarly, a close observation of the finding in Grade 8 Mathematics teachers, 

it appears only IMs that can be drawn on the blackboard rated as used together with 

few numbers of models in the SPCs. The resu lt also shows most of the suggested 

IMs in Grade 8 syllabus was not used. However, almost all the suggested IMs can be 

prepared with little effort at school level as described above. 

On the other hand , in both grades teachers rated as used IMs like instruments 

and three-dimensional models fou nd in few numbers in the SPCs. The borrowing list 

(Table 30) also shows teachers borrowed such materials from the SPC. Therefore , 

with this few numbers of IMs only the teacher has an access to use the materials and 

it appears student involvement in using the mathematical instrument (compass, 

protractor, set square, T-square) or model limited to sight / vision in the teachers hand 

(Table 31). This shows that the way teachers use the IMs is not appropriate in that 

student involvement is less. 

The findings in Tables (29 & 30) show almost half of the sample teachers 

name were found in the borrowing list fil es for the past 1 Yo year. As it can be seen 

from the table , only 3 (15%) sample teachers used the SPC some what frequently in 

the past 1 Yo year, where as the majority of teachers used the SPC very few times. 

Moreover, the types of IMs borrowed from the SPC are mathematical instruments and 
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three-dimensional models. Of course, there are some IMs listed as borrowed from the 

SPC but they are not found in the SPC or in the teachers' hands. 

Therefore, from the above findings it is reasonable to say only few teachers 

visit the SPCs to use the available IMs. 

The data in Box-3 , shows the type of IMs listed in the teachers weekly lesson 

plans under the column "teaching aids". Some of the sample teachers wrote similar 

common IMs throughout the semester and among these there are teachers not fill the 

column after they wrote few common IMs for one week. 

Therefore, this might show teachers did not bother about the kind of IMs they 

are going to use while planning their lesson or they did not use the syllabuses! 

Teacher guide. From the finding it is possible to see only few sample teachers appear 

to use the guide materials while they plan their lesson. 

On the other hand, observing Table 30 and Box-3 shows, the list of 11 (55%) 

sample teachers found in the borrowing list file whi le 16 (80%) teachers list IMs in 

their lesson plans to use. Therefore, this seems to show some of the sample teachers 

did not use the SPC to find the IMs and this might be due to in availability of the IMs 

or they wrote most of IMs in their lesson plans that they are not going to use them in 

classrooms. 

As it has been discussed so far the findings show that there are few 

mathematical instruments and three-dimensional models in SPC. It is also indicated 

that there are teachers who use these IMs in the teaching-learning process. But, the 

finding in Table 36 shows, the majority of students indicated their skills in performing 

the basic performances found in the curriculum, as they can't do it. For instance, most 

of them rated that they can't draw graphs for the given data and some can't interpret 

the information given in graphs, the majority of the sample students rated as they 

can't use the mathematical instruments to construct geometric figures , the majority of 

them can't define and even call the name of some plane figures and models, the 

majority of them rated as they can't use the compasses and protractors to draw 

circles and arcs and the majority of them rated as they can't apply formulae to find 

areas and volumes of plane figures and solid models respectively. 
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As it has been said earlier, this might be due to the way teachers use the IMs 

in that they did not involved students and the teachers used the instruments for 

themselves in teaching the students. Anyway, based on the finding, it is reasonable to 

say some of the objectives of Grade 7/8 Mathematics curriculum appear not attained 

by the majority of the students. 

As it can be seen from the data in Table 32, the observation result shows that 

most of the urban classrooms have inadequate seats and this made the teacher 

movement limited to support students individually. No displays observed in all 

classrooms and in some classrooms the blackboard can not be viewed easily from 

the backside. 

It was also observed when teachers write the note, class work and home work 

problems on the blackboard and also draw figures from the textbook on it. In most 

classrooms it was observed that the sample teachers did not use the IMs listed in 

their lesson plan. Only few sample teachers use the blackboard and chalk to present 

the IMs listed in their lesson plans. On the other hand, it is also observed when 

teachers use the diagrams on the blackboard but the diagrams were not listed in their 

lesson plans. 

It was also observed when most of sample teachers draw diagrams they did 

not use the ruler, protractor, or compasses even when they are necessary. On the 

other hand, those sample teachers who use the IMs did not let students use the 

materials by themselves. However, most sample teachers observed when they 

involve few students by asking and answering questions. The majority of students 

were observed when they copy what their teachers write on the blackboard. Based on 

the observation it is reasonable to say most of the instructional time was as indicated 

earlier copying the text on and off the blackboard by the teacher and the students 

respectively. 

Factors Affected Utilization of IMs by Mathematics Teachers 

The major factors that can affect the utilization of IMs, as described earl ier in 

chapter two, include the material , financial and human factors. Unplanned utilization 

of IMs is the material factor that affects their significance and importance. The finding 
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in this study shows unplanned selection and inappropriate use of IMs by some 

mathematics teachers made the IMs not to prove their full usefulness. The response 

of most of the sample students also indirectly indicates that the materials used by 

teachers with out a definite purpose. In addition to the above, there is no debate on 

the financial constraints facing our government schools and these constrains affect 

the budget allocation in the schools. The absence of adequate budget in turn affects 

the material inputs in the school . The lack of material inputs in schools leads to the 

shortage of IMs in schools, which consequently affect the selection, and use of IMs by 

teachers and students in the teaching and learning process. 

Having in mind this, the finding in this study shows the lack of finance was the 

major factor that affects utilization of IMs by the sample mathematics teachers. The 

shortage and in some cases the absence of curricular materials, raw materials to 

produce IMs in spes, incentives, additional training on preparation and use of IMs for 

that observed in sample schools. 

The human factors that affect the utilization of IMs by teachers include their 

own skills, knowledge, attitude, and preferences. The findings in this study shows the 

majority of the sample teachers have favorable attitude and their knowledge of the 

role IMs play to the teaching and learning process were also appears good. But, the 

findings also show the sample mathematics teachers made little effort and 

commitment to prepare and use IMs. To the reverse, they concentrate on the chalk 

and talk activities and focus on number related activities. 

The sample teachers give reasons such as inavailability, the possibility of 

teaching without the IMs, lack of knowledge of the importance of some of suggested 

IMs, and need for support to their not using the suggested IMs. From the findings it 

reasonable to say some of the sample teachers lack the knowledge and skills on the 

practical applications of suggested IMs. 
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CHAPTER 5 

5. SUMMARY, CONCLUSION & RECOMMENDATION 

5.1 Summary 

The study was intended to assess avai lability and utilization of IMs for mathematics 

instruction in grades 7 & 8. To achieve the purposes the following research questions 

were raised: 

1. Are the curricu lar materials (of Grade 7 & 8 Mathematics) and instructional 

materials (suggested in them) available in schools/SPCs? 

2. Do Educational Support Sections at the Zone and Wereda levels provide the 

schools instructional materials that help Mathematics instruction? 

3. What are the sources of instructional materials (found in schools/SPCs that 

help mathematics instruction)? 

4. Do SPCs have skilled manpower, adequate budget, and facilities to produce 

and display Mathematics instructional materials? 

5. Do classrooms have adequate facilities , such as, blackboards, bulletin boards, 

adequate seats and a table for the teacher? 

6. Do Mathematics teachers (in the level have the necessary training to) prepare 

and use instructional materials for their classroom instruction? 

7. Do Mathematics teachers have favorab le attitude toward preparing and using 

instructional materials for classroom instruction? 

8. Do Mathematics teachers use the available instructional materials in 

classrooms? 

9. What major factors hinder the utilization of instructional materials by 

Mathematics teachers in Grades 7 and 8? 

The study was carried out in SNNP Region with specific reference to ten 

government primary and junior secondary schools in the three Weredas of Sidama 

Zone. To this effect, the Descriptive Survey approach was employed as a method of 

study. Questionnaire, observation of SPCs and classrooms, and document analysis 

were the data collection instruments. They were used to obtain information from 

Z.E.D and W.E.O Education Support Section officials, principals, teachers , SPC

coordinators, students, SPCs, and libraries of the sample schools. 
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The information obtained through these data gathering tools was analyzed 

using percentages, frequencies, mean, standard deviations, and descriptive 

statements. The summary of the study is presented as follows: 

First, the major sources of IMs in the school are the SPCs and libraries. From 

the ten sample schools, seven schools have library and all sample schools have 

SPCs. 

Second, the findings from different sources indicated a serious shortage and 

absence (in some cases) of curricular materials in the sample schools. The findings 

seems to show the syllabuses of Grade 7 and 8 Mathematics were not available in 

the schools and in the hands of the sample teachers. Forty five percent of the sample 

teachers did not have teacher guides. There is a serious shortage of student 

Mathematics textbooks in the schools, which is provided by the government freely to 

schools for the students . The finding also shows, there are a few number of non

textbook IMs in some SPCs and lack of other Mathematics reference books in all 

available libraries. The IMs found in SPCs were mostly three-dimensional models and 

mathematical instruments. Two-dimensional IMs such as graphs, charts, diagrams, 

venn diagrams& pictures were almost non-existent in SPCs. 

Third, the findings in this study show that Mathematics curricular materials and 

blackboards were provided to schools by the Z.E.D / W.E.O Education Support 

sections. Non-textbook IMs like Mathematics reference books, Mathematical 

instruments, three-dimensional models, graphics, different color chalks and bulletin 

boards were not provided by the support sections. The finding also indicated that 

there is no balance among the subjects in the support made from the sections. 

Fourlh, the findings in this study showed that there was no budget allocated to 

SPCs / libraries from the Z.E.D / W.E.O to strengthen SPCs or libraries. Though it 

was not sufficient, some SPCs have got support from the community, NGO, 

educational institutions and the school, which give financial and material support. At 

the school level, some of the principals made a considerable effort to improve their 

school educational material inputs. The findings also show, the sample teachers and 

SPC-coordinators made little support to improve the shortage of IMs by preparing 

from local sources. 
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Fifth, the observation result made it clear that teachers and SPC-coordinators 

produced most of the available few IMs in SPCs during the past regime. No student

made materials were observed in SPCs. 

Sixth, the findings in the study appeared to show that the SPCs staffed by 

teachers who were not trained to be the resource center coordinators. It was also 

observed that they were teachers who have lower teaching loads and in some cases 

teachers who have got health problems. Moreover, they were not assigned uniformly. 

Sometimes they are appointed by W.E.O, the principal or the staff. Most of them 

found that they did not have got training in preparation of IMs and indicated that they 

did not have the knowledge of mathematics curriculum. Regarding the facilities the 

findings show, few sample schools have separate rooms for production and display 

IMs. Few SPCs have display shelves and few IMs on them arranged by subject wise. 

It was found that the SPCs space do not seem the problem in the sample schools. 

Seventh, it was observed that the majority of sample classrooms do not have 

adequate blackboard and student seats. Almost all sample classrooms do not have 

the facility for the teacher and bulletin boards. The blackboard in some sample 

classrooms do not viewed easi ly from the backside of the rooms. The problem of 

inadequacy of seats was more in urban and of blackboard was more in rural. 

Eighth, fifty percent of the sample teacher respondents have the required 

qualification and training to the grades level. The result also show, most of the sample 

teachers appear as having the knowledge of utilization of IMs. But, it shows a 

considerable number of sample teachers do not have the knowledge of the role IMs 

play in instruction. 

Ninth, the study shows the majority of the sample teachers appear as having 

the favorable attitude towards the utilization of IMs. This result might show the attitude 

of teachers was not the factor for under utilization of IMs which were said earlier. 

Tenth, the observation result reveals, almost all sample teachers except one, 

do not use the syllabuses and do not have an idea about it use in planning the lesson. 

Only few teachers use the guide in planning and only one sample teacher was 

observed when he use it in classroom. Almost all sample teachers use the student's 

textbook in classrooms. However, it was observed that teachers' textbook utilization 
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hinder students from using the textbook by themselves. It appears students' activity 

limited to copying the text from the blackboard, which is written by the teachers. 

Eleventh, as indicated by the sample teacher respondents, the majority of the 

sample teachers use textbook, figures in textbook, and the blackboard freq uently and 

few indicated they use other IMs rare ly even if they are necessary. 

Twelvth, the response from principals, SPC-coord inators, librarians and 

sample teachers shows the majority of sample teacher's participation in preparation of 

IMs is low. It was also observed when most of them use the blackboard to draw 

diagrams and they do not prepare the diagrams from other local resources. 

Thirteenth, the finding in observation of SPCs borrowing fi les and the response 

from SPC-coordinators reveals most of the sample teachers visit the SPC few times 

in the semester or not all to use the available I Ms. Lesson plan observation of sample 

teachers also shows most of them do not list the IMs they are going to use in their 

lesson plan. Those who wrote the list of few IMs in their plan were also observed that 

they do not present the materials in the classrooms. 

Fourteenth, the rating by students and lack of IMs in the schools indicate that 

most of the sample students did not learn some of the basic skills which show they 

were not attained the intended objectives of grade 7& 8 mathematics curriculum. 

Fifteenth, most of the sample teachers were observed when they involve few 

students in oral questions and answers while most of the students copy from the 

blackboard .It was also observed the activity in most of the instructional time is writing 

on and off the blackboard by the teacher and the students respectively. It was also 

observed that most of the discussions focused on sums and products of numbers. 

Only few teachers were observed when they discuss names and concepts using a 

picture drawn on the blackboard. 

Sixteenth, the findings in this study appear to show the factors that affect the 

utilization of IMs. Among these, unplanned selection and use of IMs that made them 

not to prove their usefulness is the notable ones. Moreover, most of the sample 

student's response indirectly seems to indicate that the materials used by teachers 

without purpose. It was also fou nd that the lack of finance is the major factor that 

affects the uti lization of IMs by the sample teachers. Based on the findings in this 
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study it is reasonable to say that the majority of the sample teachers' commitment to 

prepare and use IMs was found less. Most of them indicated that they lack the 

knowledge of the use of some of the suggested IMs and the skill in practical 

application of them. 

5.2. Conclusion 

Based on the findings the following conclusions were drawn: 

1. Almost all sample schools seem to have a place to display IMs intended for 

use by teachers in the teaching and learning process. But, some of the schools 

do not have library, which is the major source of print IMs in the school. rv )r" 

over, only few number and variety of suggested IMs observed in some SPCs 

and almost no other mathematics reference books available in libraries except 

few copies of text. It was also observed almost no suggested charts, graphs, 

Venn diagrams, pictures of different types of plane figures, survey of rules, etc 

available in the sample SPCs and in the hands of teachers. This might be due 

to the knowledge of the sample teachers and SPC-coordinators that they think 

the IMs can be drawn easily on the blackboard whenever they need it to teach. 

In general , based on the findings it seems reasonable to conclude that the 

shortage of curricular materials and IMs suggested in them appear the most 

critical educational problems, which affect the quality of education in the 

schools. 

2. Only the mathematics curricular materials and blackboards seem provided to 

schools by the government educational support sections at the Zone and 

Wereda levels. Other non-textbook IMs appear not to be provided by the 

indicated sections. Moreover, in providing IMs by the above sections it seems 

there is no balance among subjects. To this end, it is indicated that science 

subjects benefit more than mathematics. This might be due to the 

misunderstanding of planners in that mathematics need no IMs to teach. 

3. Regarding the material and financial support made to SPCs and libraries, it 

seems there is no budget allocated to strenglhen SPCs/libraries from the 

government sources. But, some of the resource centers seem to have little 
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material support from the community, NGO, Institution , and the school. The 

school appears the major financial and material source of most of the sample 

SPCs. 

In this regard, some of the principals made a considerable effort to support the 

SPCs / libraries that consequently improve the shortage of IMs. But, teachers 

and SPC-coordinators seem to made little effort in preparation of I Ms from the 

local resources while students seem not participated in preparation of IMs. 

Anyway, among the few available IMs in the sample SPCs teachers and SPC

coordinators make most of them from local resources many years ago. During 

the past regime NGOs appear to support mathematical models and reference 

books to one of the sample schools. 

4. Most of the sample SPC-coordinators appears that they do not have training to 

IMs production and evaluation. Most of them appear do not have the 

knowledge of mathematics curriculum in order to prepare IMs to the level. Due 

to this and many other factors SPC-coordinators contributed little to 

mathematics instruction. Therefore, it seems reasonable to conclude that the 

sample SPCs suffered from the lack of skilled manpower. Regarding the 

facilities most of the sample SPCs have single room for production and display 

IMs. Lack of production tools, raw materials and display shelves seem the 

common problems of the SPC. The lack of these materials inhibits preparation 

and display of IMs. But, the space doesn't seem the problem of SPCs for the 

time being in the sample schools. 

5. The majority of sample classrooms do not have adequate seats and 

blackboards so as to conduct the teaching and learning process in a 

comfortable environment. In all sample classrooms teachers do not have a 

chair to sit and table to put the IMs he/she uses in the classroom. Bulletin 

boards appear not available except in few classrooms. Therefore, it is 

reasonable to conclude that the sample classrooms lack the basic facilities and 

IMs needed to the teaching and learning process. 
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6. Half of the sample teachers have the required qualification and training to the 

primary second cycle level. Most of them also have the theoretical knowledge 

of the contribution of using IMs and their source. But, there are a considerable 

number of sample teachers who do not have the training and knowledge of the 

contribution of using IMs in order to prepare and use them in classrooms. 

7. The majority of the sample mathematics teachers appear to have a positive 

attitude towards the utilization of IMs in classroom instruction. Therefore, it is 

likely to conclude that the attitude of the sample teachers doesn't seem the 

factors to hinder the utilization of IMs in the sample schools. 

8. Almost all the sample teachers seem that they do not use the curricular 

materials appropriately either in planning or in classrooms. This seems due to 

the lack of the materials or lack of knowledge on what material to use, when to 

use and how to use. The majori ty of sample teachers appear not to use the 

available textbooks in the way that students use them in classroom and home. 

The majority of teachers appear to prepare and use IMs rarely, and some 

borrow from the SPCs to use the available IMs few times in the semester. This 

also seems due to the lack of raw materials to prepare the necessary IMs in 

the SPCs or the center closed when teachers need to borrow IMs. The 

shortage of variety and quantity of IMs in SPCs may also account for the 

sample teachers limited visit to the center. 

Most of the sample students appear do not able to perform some of the basic 

skills they supposed to be able. It seems that they do not attained some of the 

objectives of grade 7 and 8 mathematics curriculum. This may be due to the 

lack of the necessary mathematical instruments and other IMs in the hands of 

students and sample teachers do not focus on such skills due to lack of their 

own skills to use the instruments. 

Therefore, it seems reasonable to conclude that the majority of the sample 

teachers do not use the available IMs in the SPC/school. 
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9. The lack of finance seems the major factor that affects utilization of IMs by the 

sample teachers. Moreover, unplanned utilization, shortage of IMs, and lack of 

skilled manpower and resource to prepare IMs also affect the selection and 

use of IMs by the sample teachers. Besides, the absence of commitment and 

the lack of knowledge and skills in practical application of suggested IMs in the 

classroom by the sample teachers appear to affect the utilization of IMs by 

them. 

5.3 Recommendation 

An attempt was made to collect relevant information regarding the availability and 

utilization of IMs for mathematics instruction in primary second cycle government 

schools. Thus, based on the preceding conclusion it is possible to recommend that: 

1. Instructional materials are the critical ingredients in learning and the intended 

curriculum cannot be easily implemented without them. To this end, the 

resource centers in the schools are the sources of I Ms and have a great role to 

play in providing quality education at the classroom level. Therefore, spes and 

libraries must have to be strengthened or established in the schools in order to 

play their respective roles in improving the availability of IMs, which help to 

effective teaching and learning process. 

2. The students' national examination achievement is one of the measures of the 

outcome of the teaching-learning process in the school. Thus, the result must 

be provided to schools subject wise so that the schools can analyze their 

weakness area, which might help to investigate the problem in the teaching 

and learning process and make the necessary effort to improve the situation. 

3. As it is known, reaching the desired level of enrollment without improving 

student achievement may not be meaningful if large numbers of students do 

not learn the curriculum of the level. Moreover, if the government does not 

invest in improving quality education, enrollment may also be severely 

constra ined. To this end, increasing student enrollment, while also providing 

quality education is too costly for country like Ethiopia. Increasing student 

learning requires at least the provision of textbooks. Therefore, education 
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management members at all levels must be aware of the role of IMs which 

enhance student achievement and must provide educational material inputs to 

schools. Besides, it is time to the SNNP Region government to give emphasis 

to the quality aspect of education and must invest in providing sufficient I Ms 

and budget to strengthen the resource centers. 

4. At the school level principals, teachers, SPC-coordinators and students can 

play their respective roles towards increasing the availability of non-textbook 

IMs by preparing them from inexpensive local resource. Participating students 

in preparation of charts, graphs, survey of rules, and models also help to 

improve the raw material shortage in SPCs by reusing the materials. 

5. The findings show that mathematics teachers and SPC-coordinators lack the 

guide materials which could help them in identifying the necessary IMs for a 

specific topic I content. Providing syllabuses & teacher guides to SPCs & 

teachers can help them to have prehand information to prepare the IMs before 

hand. 

Moreover, training must be given to teachers' linked with utilization of IMs 

which have a great importance in improving their knowledge and skills on the 

practical application of the suggested IMs. 

6. The initiatives started by few school principals like working project proposals to 

find support from NGOs to strengthen their school resource centers and 

creating link with the surrounding educational institutions to find material 

support must be encouraged and extended to other schools. 
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Annex-A: Availability of Grade 7 and 8 Mathematics Curricular Materials and 

IMs Suggested by them in SPC. 

NQ Type of IMs found in SPC 
Distribution 
of available 
quantities 

The source of IMs. 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 

7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 

18 
19 
20 

Math syllabuses 
Math Teacher's guides 
Grade 7 Math student Textbook 
Grade8 Math Student Text book 
Pictures of parts of whole 
Slide rule for addition of rational 
numbers. 
Survey of rules 
Ruler. 
Compasses 
Model of circles 
Protractor( s) 
Models of right pri sms (not cubes) 
Models of right Cylinders 
Models of cubes 
Models of triangular right prisms 
Set square 
Models of different prisms & 
cylinders (not right ones) 
Models of different pyramids 
Models of ci rcu lar cones 
Models of sphere 

1,1,1 
1,1,1 
2,7 

2 
2 
2,1,1,1 
2,1,1,1 
1,3,3,6,3,2,1 
1,4,2,1 
2,7,4,7 
1,1,1,3 
2,20,4,4,7 
1,4,3 
1,1,1,1,1,2 

5 
5,2,3,1 
2,2,1 
1,1 

-
Provided by government 
Provided by government 
SPC-coordinators made 
Teachers made. 
Teacher -made 
Teacher made 
Teacher-made, SPC-co. made 
Teacher-made, SPC-co.made 
Teacher-made, SPC coor 
Teacher-made, SPC coor 

Teacher made, SPC-Coor. 
made donated 

» 
» 
» 
» 
» 

Donated, teacher -made, SPC
coord made 

Teacher made 

Source: Inventory by the researcher and SPC -coordinator 
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Annex-B: Grade 7/8 Math Teachers' Rating on Suggested IMs Utilization for the 

Past 1% Years and the Reason for not Using 

N.B: The reasons for not utilizing are given as follows. 

A. The IM(s) are not available 

B. I need help to choose the appropriate IM(s) 

C. I need assistant to prepare the IM(s) 

D. I can't use the IM(s) in the proper way 

E. I have no idea about its importance 

F. I can teach without the IM(s). 

Ratinas N=10 

Unit IMs Suggested in Grade 7 Syllabuses Used Not used Reason(s) 
for 

No % No % not using 
1 • Graphs on coordinate system 7 70 3 30 A,C,D 

• Square with 100 equal unit subdivision 7 70 3 30 A,C,E 

• Pictures of parts of whole 8 80 2 20 A,C 

• Table of proportion 6 60 4 40 A,C 

• Charts showing algorithms for solving 
problems of percent 5 50 5 50 A,C,F 

• Survey of line, bar, and circle graphs 8 80 2 20 A,C 
2 • Picture of number ray 9 90 1 10 F 

• Sl ide rule for add ition of rational numbers 3 30 7 70 A,C, D, F 

• Survey of rules for add., multi. , dividing 
with rational numbers 2 20 8 80 A, C, E, F 

3 • Balance 2 20 8 80 B,D,E, F 

• Survey of rules of transformation 4 40 6 60 A,E,F 

• Picture of number line 10 100 . -
4 • Ruler 7 70 3 30 A, F 

• Compasses 7 70 3 30 A, F 

• Model of circles 6 60 4 40 A, F 

• Survey of theorems on circles - . 10 100 A, E 

• Protractor 7 70 3 30 A 

• Summary table of the unit - - 10 100 A,E 
5 • Numerical table 2 20 8 80 A 

• Models of riqht prisms 6 60 4 40 A,B,C, F 

• Models of right cylinders 7 70 3 30 A, F, C 

• Models of cubes 8 80 2 20 A,C, F 

• Models of rectanqular riqht prisms 8 80 2 20 A,C,F 

• Models of triangular riqht prisms 8 80 2 20 A, C, F 

• Summary table of the unit - . 10 100 A,E 
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Used Not used Reason(s) 
Unit IMs Suggested in Grade 8 Syllabuses 

No % No % 
for not 
usinq 

1 • Charts showing properties of operations with 
rational nos 4 40 6 60 A,B 

• Charts showing the rule for multiplying two 
binomials 4 40 6 60 A,B, E 

• Charts showing the rules for converting products 
into sums 3 30 7 70 A,B 

2 • Tables and venn diagrams showing 
representations of relations 5 50 5 50 A,E 

• Graphs of simple relations 10 100 - -
• Ruler 6 60 4 40 A, F 

• Charts showing sequences 5 50 5 50 A 

• Charts showing the four quadrants of coordinate 
plane 9 90 1 10 A 

• Squared paper 2 20 8 80 A, E 

• Flash cards containing rule of transformation 1 10 9 90 A,E, F 

• Charts containinq the rules for removinq brackets 6 60 4 40 A,E,F 

• Charts showing the steps for solving word 
problems 6 60 4 40 A, F 

3 • Numerical table & Table of Values 3 30 7 70 A, E 

• Charts showing the relationship between 
squaring and extractinQ square roots 2 20 8 80 A,F 

• Charts which shows the steps how the point 
which corresponds to V2 is obtained by 
construction 1 10 9 90 A,D 

4 • Figures representing a path, closed path, simple 
closed path 7 70 3 30 F,A 

• Models showinq different plane fiqures 4 40 6 60 A, F, 
5 • Set square, Ruler, Colored Chalk, Compass 3 30 7 70 A,C,D, F 

• Charts with similar trianQles 4 40 6 60 A,C,F 

• Charts containing steps for constructing similar 
triangles using similarity theorems - - 10 100 A,B,C,D,F 

6 • Protractor, set square, ru ler 3 30 7 70 A,C,D,F 

• Flash cards containinQ the similarity theorems - - 10 100 A, C, E 
7 • Models of cylinders and prisms 8 80 2 20 A,C 

• Models of different pyramids 8 80 2 20 A, B,C 

• Models of circular cones 8 80 2 20 A,B,C 

• Models of sphere 8 80 2 20 A,C 
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iIII "7. <;' t. ar r.,.-:7. 'I 9"'1 a h 11\.() m-'5 h m.e,ll> II I). : : i19" I" 1 on,<j: ), J'i1t. A "19" : : ., A6 11' ~ar r"7.() m-T 
~n'i'ar9" un(;7{ 11'1'''-1> M"1 '0;' h"7.arA O</'C O"7.i1'1'C h1.1'."7.J'11 )'t.;>""!III).:: 1.11.1"1 ()ar.,.ar 
'1.1'.(; 1·A '5 TlIlIC O:t-.l!""7.J' hA'O run~Q;I. 9"i1;>"~ 1 )'</'C'1I1I).:: 
-?"tt p "V:- T 
hllU O;l-'f 'Ifl.T 1'J'</;1"'f )'''16o''fl' UDA(i'f 1I.,.()"!!far r"u" 9"AhT O"'()mar :t-1<j: aril'l' O"1Il</'on'l' 
unA()·1 J'UDAh-l> :: h"16o"fl' UDA(i'f 'IA.,.()"!!far Oh<j:T fl;l-ar 'I.e )'''fl'C UDAll h1,<t()m-'5 hm 
.e,ll> IIU·:: 
1. P;I- O11.l!" () f'l.T ( ) 
2. M :"?, __ _ 
3. )'1).1 r"7.J'Il-I·9"~OT Tin:" 1l9" __________ _ 
4. r'}9"UCT .I'.(;7{ 

u. 12 + TIl ( ) 
II. M.~ I\.TIIo"1 ( ). "1.e~c ___ ---::: "?,j!c ___ _ 
dt. M.~ 1\."6 ( ). "1.e~c "?,j!c _ __ _ 
on. /1.'1 hl1'~ .e'f. 

5. N ·UDt.4<OT M.~ -01-:.e-9""-' ''-:*''"9''- 1l9" 
6. rf'lllm',.OT r on9''u601 pAm" TI:"l6o.,-9"-=-=,,-:'1=-on-;l-:-T------ -

U. UD.I'.o'i' ( )T hl9 '1.9". Mh 19 '1.9". 
II. ht.9":'· ( )T h19- '1.9". Mh 19- '1.9". 

7 . 0),1).',. '1.11. r"7.J'Il"'9"~OT h<j:A .I'.(;7{
S. 0"'9"1T r"7.J'Il"'9" ... T rnl'l.II.J'T lIijT 
9. 0),1).',. '1.11. h~""o T9"UCT I\.'l r"7.J'Il·"9"~T T9"UCT IJII 
10. O),m,ll>'I.e Oon9"UC~T J'1111f1.'1!far '1UD;I-'} 
II. r ;>'0;' I).~;I-,!, .P1'1 () J''I1'l ( ) 
-?"tt P INI T T 
hll.U 0;1- 'f '1f1.T 'I' J'<fll"'f h"'()m-'} )'''16o''fl' UDA(i 'f arll'l' Tnhll'i'ar1 &..I'.fl.1 OODhOll .eUDAfI.:: 
h "1 6o"fl' 'I A .,.() "!!f ar .1'." '!" h "fl' C OD All O.,.() mar fl;l- .e 'f. : : 
1. hlLU O;l-'f h-l'II(;II~T arll'l' 1I'i. ... 1I T9"UCT r ODc7{ UDPltJ' 11.11'1 r"1.e'fllar r:" 'i'ar ~ar 1I11ar 

J'9""fI.? (hh1.l!" O'l.e ununllll .e;''IA): : 
u. r.,.IIJ'f. "/6oc::.'f 
II. r.,.IIJ'f. ;,c·y.:r· 
dt. of; /I. n:li: 1 
UD. r.,.11 J'f. '!" J!.110 'f 
IV. 1\1I01l 
(;. rOD9"U~ UD9" 6.P 
(). r"'~l(;ar m'''16J' UD6dt<j: 

71. T9"UC;I-'f 'J.lI'5T 
</'. MIIo'f 
O. r'l'4< C IV/I. '" 
.,.. O,ll>A '0;' "11l.,."1C 
!f. 0'l.e·0606 arll'l' J'fI. 

r'L"'lI UD'U<j:T 

2. 1I"7..PIl.,.9" ... ·} T9"UCT r"7.J'Ilt.A"I"T1 r'}9"UCT UDC7{ OD"I6.PI"'f 1I"1.,"iT ',1.1'. 9"1"fl'~T 
r"7.1111f1.T f'}'i'ar1 ~ar? 
U. 0..,. OD6d,<j: dt. O)'IJ'lCl.ar r"? 11 11.'\ T inT 
II . rT9"UCT ~lOA(j'l..f' ~lOhA UD. 1).11·19" 
() . /1.'1 IJII .ellf. --_. 
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3. hCM' r"7.,f'flt..A"1IPT1 rt/lll T9"UCT onclI on"lt,PIP" 1I"'1"11'}' rT>;,m'1 n"7Ir"f!" ~aJ- 1I1~ 
'1.11. r"7.m4'oo--}·? 
u. OT/n.." rT/"70AfI'I.,f' "7ohA aJ-fl'l' . I-)II-T on9"(.'I' 
II. 0 Till. ." aJ-fl'l' ,f'1] :H' aJ-1 "77i"lf A 
dt. Onl-)flCl.aJ- 1-)11- ~1(!," Monflfl. onfllrT 
on. O:J>A 11;1' "7fl-t~/C 
/p. (VI 1-)11 Y-,f-

4. IIn1J1: r"7.,Pfl-t9"-~""'-}"""·-'I.""'I)-·O--:T'-9"-UC·[- Y-IIT -tfl"7"7. rln'T1 rT9"UCT onclI on"lt,PIP" 
O"7.onCm-O·'t- 'l.1L r·'t->;'aJ-1 flAT Y-h·r ... iI-? (hh1J1: O"'Y- onAfl onflm-}' Y-;I' ... A) 

u . r·"l-/n.·1:1 r"7ohA -tmt MT4.IIlJ. II. (tIlOf'l.1 hm4'''7I1lJ. 
dt. rOD9"U~1 on9"t,f' hm4'''7I1lJ. on.fI. ... 1-)11 1'-,f-

5. 1''1.1),0 -}'9"UCT onclI OO"It,f'IP,.1 0"7. onCm-'1 O"7.,f'H:>~;;;-O::-;·[-'--'l.-1I.--::0C:-n-:1I:-~-;::'i''''''aJ-.,-c:-h-=·H~ 'I'~'i' onflt..CT 
1'''7. m().<;. T rT'i' aJ-1 ~aJ-? 

U. rT9"UC'" '}It"71 un. 4'AlI r"7.fl·O OOII'~·1 
II . r"7fl-t"7C H.!'.1 /p. fl. ... 1-)11 Y-,f-
dt. 4'1100- r"7.,f'flJ.'.fl~-aJ-1 

6. 1I"7.,f'fl-t9"~·'t- rh'i'A J.'.(.1I h"7.h-tIl-T 1''1.1)11 P'C'}'rT9"UCT "7·l;t,f'fI.,. aJ-fl1' hCfllP .I'AIPT1 
y-tJ(J(J.:: 
U. (tIlOfl II. ron9"U~ 009"1.,1' dt. r'r"7taJ- OOodt'i' 

7 . rT9"UC-}' oq.Jl:1P1 IIOO1J.'.'i' nHaJ-T(.aJ- r"7.m4'oo-T r-}''i'aJ-1 ~aJ-? 
u. (tllOf'l.1 II. ron9"U~1 un9"t,f' dt. r'r"7taJ-1 OOcldt'i' 00. fl. ... 

8. roo9"U~ OD9"t,f' <DY-9" (tIlOf'l. I-)IIIPT OaJ-fl"l'faJ- h-t1l1fJ' T OOClI oo-u-1tC":,f'C"::IP:-::,.:--aJ-fl'l' 04''''11-
fl.11· my-9" fl.M. r"7.,.II-T 9"1 ,f'Ufl.1: '1'faJ-? 
U. 0"19" lIn.IP1: fl.1"j../fI.()~ hy-,.II-9" II . '1'-1:-1'-1: fl.1"j../fI.()~ hy-,.II-9" 
dt. u-1I-9" fl.1"j../fI.()~ Y-" ... II-
00. lI. ... 1-)11 1'-1110 

9. rdt.l)lI r-t"7taJ- OO-"7-t-,f'-OO-cl-dt-'i'-"'h-C-fl-9'-O"7.,f'fl-t9"~'1'faJ- h'i'fI.,. aJ-fl'l' 1I-t"7t9'1: 9"1 ,f'UA 
-tIlC<),A? U. h1 JI: OOcldt'i' lin 1 JI: -t~/t II. n 1 JI: OOcldt'i' IIlJ.IIT -t"7t 
dt. fl.... 1-)11 Y-111O 

10. Oh'i'A aJ-fl'l' hHaJ-T(.aJ- r"7.m4'oo-T r'r-'i'aJ-1 ~aJ-? 
u. (tIlOf'l.1 /p. "u" h'l "dt"1 
It. OD9"'U?') UDcrt~ t... Hilt! "he; II th"'} 
dt. r-t"7taJ-1 00"71.,1' OOOdt'i' (). u-1I-19" hm4'''7I1U-
00. "u" h'l "11"1 l'i. lJ.1I-19" nAm.p9"9" 

11. -t~/t9',. 1''1.1)11 ODodt4.'faJ-1 U-A'l.1I. h'i'A aJ-fl'l' Y-HaJ- h1I\.ODm-'1 h1I\.m.pOO-OT ,f'J.'.C:>II-? 
u. hJ.'.C:>IIlJ. II . MJ.'.C"19" dt fl. ... 9" ... 7i 1-)11 

12. >.Cfl9' nhU-~ '1.11. dt.1)·n1 (t,f'fl-t9"~ IIT9"UC": Y-IIT r"7.J'flt..A1-T1 rT9"UCT uoclI 
OO"ItJ'9''f- Olrfl9' nH:>1>:-taJ- 9"1 J'UA nHaJ-T(.aJ- Y-m4'''7I1-? 
U. lJ.A 'l.lf. dt. n"l9" '1'-1:'[- 'l.1L 
II. n 1111 JI: 'l.lf. un. nH:>1>:=C -tmq."'L MaJ-q.9" 

13. fI.()1 Tn II"7H:>J>:Tr II'!'T "7aJ-"J,'1 'I.1)·n lIunfltJ'r 9'Ch7i-}' II"7H1i':T'I lIunl)()II--}' 
r"7.J'flt..A 1- rclUt..T un"ltJ'9'":(' n-}·/n.." Y-()"Ii1-? 
u. nn -I: U-'l.:r Y-() "III- II. 0 -I: fI Y-If'J 9" Y-() "III- dt. n Y-() '1'9" 

14. r'l.l)·n -}./unclI ooultJ'9'":('1 II"7H:>i':T9" 1I'~ nh"1'1(J. IIoom.p9" O/1f1.1>:tn-t:l.'9" J.'.(')( I'<DM' .. T 
flAm'l my-un T9"UCT hll? u. M II. 1'119" 

15 . r'l'J'4l "14" unAfl9' "M" hll'~ -}·9"UC." i'hC(l1 rT9"UCT ODClI OD"ItJ'9'~: h OOIr(''I''1 nm 
:l' 4' 9" h7f7i II-A 'i' A Y- ... 11· ? 
u. n"l9" h'lf7ifl.A'i'A II. unm~ h'lf7ifl.A'i'A dt. M'lf'lfIl9" 

16. rT9"UC''t- unclI ooult,f'9',.1 hll1)(i':-}''1 nm:l'4'9" "' Y- '1-t/1(. <DCh1l'T <DY-9" f'l,"7.'1C "'Y
-t I"j 'i' II aJ- .I' aJ- :J> II-? 
u . n1J1: 'l.1L -t1"j'i',f'IIU' un. -tl-)'i'~ MaJ-q.9" 
II. U-II T '1.11. -t1-)'i'J'IIU- /p. fl.... 1-)11 Y-111O ____ _ 
dt. hl"flT 'l.1L n ... y-

17. -t1"j'i'1IaJ- hll'~ 09"1 J.'.(.1I r-tH:>i': <DCh1l'T <D1'-9" f'l,"7.'1C ~aJ-? 
U. OhAA un. OT/n.T 
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II . 0/'1 IV. O.!..~t.A 
th. OlD t. II t.. 11.'\ "'11 f.1M 

18. r1, ... .!./l.o-r wCllj'lT w f.9" f'I. "'IS C r·I-(II)).I]'I'1D-1 "'-'i-1'-C-1I-uv-'-r:O--f.-"'-II-fJ.? 
U. IIh11: .,.1 II. IIl"fI-r "'1 tho fl.1 "'11 f."II1fJ. 

19. r1, ... 1,f.0-r1 wCllj'lT wf.9" f'I."'lSC m"''''I.:r1D-1 h1.1',.·r f.1°O"lOD-:r-:A-=?----
U. 0"19" '1'<;' ~OC tho 1'+1'1;' ~OC 
II. oof)hlll;' ~OC 00. fl.1 "'11 f.1110 

20 . II h C fI!" I' -r9"UC -r 00 C If 00"1 t J'!" 'f hID-.,. -r 9" tr ~ "11',0. h 1:--"'-h:-1:::-::::C1.=-A:-:r:-::"'l./I. -r I' -r I;' ID- ~ID-? 
U. r"'lfl1''''IC A9"1: tho wCllj'lT/f'I."'l.'iC 
II. r"fI.~/1'*9" -r9"UC-r 00. fl.1 "'11 f.1M ___ ---:_ 

21. O-riO,-r!" r-r/"'I0A01.J' "'IohA "'11 th. ... ·01 lI"'Ifl1''''IC OO"'lC ~~-r flh.:r"'l~-r r"'l.J'~C11D-1 
M1''I'o). h1.1',..:r· f.1un-/OD-:rA? 
U. 0"19" h'i'TI;' ~ID- II. oof)hlll;' ~ID- tho 11+"'1;' ~ID- un. 0"19"' 11+1'1;' ~ID-

22. r-r9"uc-r onclf ooP/tJ'!"'f1 h 1!1.J'II;J~A!"-1· f"'loh/l.1 M-/'l]llt(!"'f) mf."'1D- J'ID-:PI\.? 
U. h!"1 mf.<f: h"l"iiJ'IItJ. tho mf.<f: MID-+9" 
II. h!"1 mf.<f: M 11tJ.9" 

23. 0-1-10.-/, "'IohA ID-fl'I' 1I"'l.J'fI-I·9"<;'O-r fll'i'A ~t.lf f"'l.m"'''''' f~"'l1 -r9"UC-r DDclf DD"ItJ'!"'f 
09"1 ,PUA ~t.lf f.1I;'/I.? 
u. O</: tho '1'</:-r DD. 9"19" 
II. oof)hIIl;' IV. Tm+"'I. fIII"'I11D-+ DD1DD-r hA'fA9" 

24. OM.!.ID- h11: '}DD-r HI-A 1.'~ ID-fl'I' lI"'Ifl1''''IC DD""/C ~~-r f"'l.J'"III· f~""O -r9"UC-r DDclf 
DD"ItJ'!"'f Oh"'llll.lD· h"'l.1J. 4,"'4<(I'f 9"1 J'UA flC1''I'A/hH;J~T'I'A? _-,-___ ---:=-:-__ 

25. hCfI!" f~"'l1 -r9"'UC-r DDclf DD"ItJ'!"'f1 hTIIJ'f fI'i't. h.!.1M "'I9°"1-r9"' tr~ hII;J~1' DDm 
"'9" fllw-rC -/·..,IlC!" htr~T h-riO • .p M1'II~C r1'flm!"-r "'I0t.:riJ' M ? 
U. f:PA "'I0t.:riJ' 1,fl1'-!'-I;'A 
II. fotJ.'i' "'IOt.:r il' TfI'I'·Y.1;' to. 
th. w CIl j'I T'i / f'I. "'l. 'i' C + 1:"'l. J' 1,fI '1'1'1;' A 
00. rh'i'TI;' -r/o1:A 1'fl'I'1'I;'A 
IV. 9"19" '}f.~-r "'IOt.:ril' hATflm"i9" 

26. T"'It!"'f r-r/ooclf oo"ltJ'!"'f1 h1!1.fI<;' fo.-r fit. 1Df.9" Mf.oo1-r fI'I'TID- J'ID-:P/I.? 
U. h!" fl. MID-+9" 

27. f th. ... 11 -r9"UC-r ooC~· oo"'tJ'!"'f1 T"'It!"'f h 1!1.fI<;''i' ffl<;'-r19" h 1 !I. m"'''''' O-r 0"'l1:t. "I t.11: 
hCfI!" 9"1 J'UA 1.~ 'I't.-r h 1:C1'1'A? 
u. flOC"':r 1.~J'-r 00. 9"19" 'I't.-r M~t.IJ.9"' 
II. hAt>: hAt>: IV. fl.1 "'fI f.1M _________ _ 
tho 'I'</:-r 1.~ 

28. OhCfI!"'i O-r/"'Iohll- M1'llllt(!"'f) oo ... hA J'flID-1 rflt. "'1J.~-r h 1.1',.-r Moo"l""':rA? 
U. 0"19" '1'<;' ~ID- tho 11+1'1;' ~ID-
II. oo ... hfll;' ~ID- 00. Oflt. h11''I'w+9'' /p. fl.1 "'fI f.lIf. 

29 . o-r/o..p o.1,.ooOth'i' ID-fl'I' fI~""O -r9"UC-r "'I"1.,.7f r"'l.tr~ oo~U'i'-r 09"1 J'UA ~t.lf f.11;'1\.? 
u. 004: tJ.'l.:r f.11;'11- un. 1'mq,"'I. fIII""/11D-+ UP1oo.:r. J'1I"I1'I;'A 
II. 'I'</:-r f.11;' II- IV. fl.1 "'fI f.1M ______ ___ _ 
tho 9"19" rfl9" 

30. 1''''I6!'''f!'' hoo"'lt,p oo(jthf. OTQ;l,""/t fl.1 "'I"1.,.7t' r~ ... ·o oo(jth'i'.:r·1 0.-/. oooth'i' 1111,1D
h1!1.m"'OD- 11""/1:(,.., fo.-r fit. wf.9" Mf.1DD1-r fI'I"I'1D- J'ID-:PI\.? 
U. h!" fl. MID-+9" 

31. h1'fl,pl!- oo(jth'i'-r 'I' J'<f: !" 'f1 ooo(l'Ofl'O !"cll7i1' 'f1 hH;> ~1,1D- fI 1'''"/ t!"'f!" (1'1' -/'ID- .PID-:P I\.? 
u. h!" II. MID-+9" 
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1 
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-ru ¥'liTT 
hlW 0:1':f. h-l'IIt.II,,".r ?"h1N·:r· 1D"1l'l' r'U,l1 .r?"Uc.r ouC~· OU"lt.l'9':f.1 ~CIl9' Oh'i'A 1D"1l'!' 
r""t.m</>tJDo.r 1I?"1 ~-H'.If~ r""t.1AIJ." r""f.1AIJ. Y"IfI:f. f.11;'1I-:: 1I~.I'1il"}!I- ?"h1.1'.r 0""10. 
oull"""":"9'1T M oull"""".r9'1 (D f.?" llI\-I'm</>fl "'" Yltl1 -n~n. hl\,l1!":" "~ID" </>'" rll~?"" 0~/1I.r 
?"C""I.9'-}1 O""t..I'ouflh-,. (D· M ?" r".r " ?"Ah-) .I'1:C1-:: 

r:',/uucli OU"lt.l'!":f.1 OIl'i'A ID" Il 'I' r?" m </> ou ID" hi,...,..., II U· hAil...,...,?" ~ ID" </> ." I' II ~ ?" 
r-l''''lt!''"f1 </>Al1 lI°ult·O ~"'" 
-I'~/t!":f.1 1I""~:Jo:Jo.r ~ID" 
~\ 1P~1I- ll oum</>?" IlA ~"'" 
Ylt111 O:JoA 11l" 1I...,1l-/·'III'i' ooo'1"hC r""t.I]Il~1D"1 

111. 1I°u.foml1 ~ID" 

r-""'lt!":r'1 1'*'* :r-I\-:1' 1I"'lltJ'."" 1I~/ilOC ~ID" 
r -'·"'It!":f."} -"-/I]6o,!! -I'It.rc: 1I"'lltJ'." ~"'" 
O·""'lt!":r· 1I""t.J'.t.1"'" "9"1"'1 ~\ 1P~t.il~ ~ID" 
-}?"uC-'" f.OA'I' .,AlJ" -"a;t,I]"I." 1I"'I1:t.., ~(D' 
rhl1l1.lD" 1 fl '}-) II "'II] h 1 ~ID" 
r:'·?"uc.", 'i't. Y"I 'O O-l'"ifll 11-... :1' -/. "'I t 9' 'fl 
~1P~ 1~"o. 1I...,1:t.., ~ID":: 

.r?"UC.", OM. -}" O'!'A</>:" llooouAh.r 11-1''''1 t (D. 
lJ 1: A 011 ""t. fl /Tlo ~ID": : 
ml]6o,!!1D" 4iohI-tA" ~Cfl·1 O""t. (D1l II-.r ?"AIl1'- :f. 
Of"'" ""l-thA "'1-~.r IlOU'i'mC ~ID" : : 
r """'lc 'i''I1.r1 II °U</>O</>O ~ID" : : 

guru " ,fTT 
hlLU 0:1':f. h-l'II t. II ,,".r r.r/""cii UO"lt.l'9':r· 1D"0'l' ~CO!" O'l. lt l1 ""?"Uc~.r9' oucli UO"lt.l'!"'fl 
O""t. .I'M. A 1·0.r 11t 11-11- I' h m:Jo </>?" 9'1 J'. t.1i (D f.?" MOD m </>?" 9'1 r""t.1 AOID" 1 h -I'fl /Tlo:,. h "'It-"'" :f. 
1D"0 "l' h1!1-1 Ouo?"t."I' 0-/·10.1D" I>II?" 1'"".-" ?"Ah-) 0"'l1:t.-1 .rlt f..:: 

r-}foucli OU"lt.l'(9':f.) II-A11L ~m hAC: hAC: '!'</:-} 11t hA-I'm 
</>"'11111- -I'm i/o...,. M II- -I'm i/o...,. M lJ. </>?"h-?" 

r7l;'/r sl;' ll'i'A <h. "1'0 fl./IOO 
r7l;'/rsl;' h'i'A <h. "1'0 ron?"u,," uo?"t.r 
r 71;'/r s l;' ll 'i'A " .. "111 r-,·""t lD" """'It.l' ""lJ",'i' 
I\, 'I rY;fll1 .r I...,,,, '" "if "" lJ '" 'i'.r 
O-,-~1t1D" UDlJ"''i' (D'o'!' .I'll- ruM·"f 
!"ch tH· :f. 
O-'-II.1'f.. ;>IL{o:f." r'l.ltl1 .r/uo(j",,,,.r "'"Il'l' 
r""t.11- rulJl\- "f1Y .,6oc:"f 
1'-/'11.1'1' </>II?" .1''I'I'1D"1 moo",!,,:f. 
r"l'4iC lPl\,il 
1''''1''1.1' lPl\,il 
.j; I\, Ii. 1(1 

I' " .. It 11 .r/r""t..I'ltf. .LA'1":f. 
r" .. ltl1 .r/f""t..l'ltf.. 1i.!l.1'" .LA'1":r· 
I>?" 1; ID" -/. C 
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1170;' ~" so;' h<;:&\ f'U/ 'O T9"UC'''' 1\1I01l" fOD9"U~ OD9"ty tIl'll'l' f-l'm4l"""'" fT/ODC~ OD"It y!p 'f 
0"'1. <~'I'II'T '11C'f 'f-UC1/(, 'P&\:: ~CIl!P 'l Il&Otll' NH': 'lOD,'" -/-/}&\ O-l''1rJ.tIl' 'Ut Oh<;:&\ tIl'll'l' f-l'm 
,~o"' 'l :rtll''} ".J" 9"&\h."}-T Y&\-I'm4>""''l~:tIl''} f"X" 9"&\h'''' O·'-'1rJ.tIl' l> t\9" yt:c,/-:: Y&\-/-m4>oo,O."}''} 
9"h'} y • .,. h;r:Y· h-/·f'lm-·l · w J'.9" f 601l!P,} 9"1'11 YT O&.~&\ OOUwh&\ M, '} f"'l.whlltll',} &.~&\ O-l"lrJ.tIl' 
l> 1I9" til' Il 'I' J'.71- :: 
Y&\·f-m4>9"h·n."}· 9"h'}Y''''! 

U. f'Nouc~ oP"ItYtIl' Ohll'lrJ.f. Ml\.t\ ~tIl' 
1I. htr&o ~ 'I. tIl',}/-I'Il"'1"'1. tIl''} f ."}'/ODC il' uP"ItY II no &oil"! ~c.<I;r M9" &o&\"! ~tIl' 
m. fT/ODC~ OD"ItY lI"'1U;>'f..·.,. t..'IT M 9"&o&\"! ~tIl' 
OD. 0 -I''lrJ. til' IJ. 'l. ;r t\ uP m 4>9" M "'1 &\ 'f &\ ~tIl' 
/p. OD~/tYtIl''} II ODm4>9" trll"'1&\ .,,:&\ ~tIl' 
t. . l\.~ 9"tn,r,'" IlIl!PT M1- __________ _ 

f 7 0;' h<;:&\ I\tIOll ~J'. -I'm h&\-/-m Y &\ -I'm'" ""'O."}· 
9"060<;: f-l'm4l""'T fT/uPC~ uP"It,r!P'f :P~MIJ. 4>9"/}9" 9"ln,rT 

I • Graphs on coordinate system 

• Square with 100 equal unit subdivision 

• Picrures of parts of whole 

• Table of proportions 

• Charts showing algorithms for solving problems of percent 

• Survey of line ,bar ,and circle graphs 
2 • Picrure of number ray 

• Slide rule for addition of rational numbers 

• Survey of rules for add.,multi. ,dividing ,vith rational numbers 
3 • Balance 

• Survey of rules of transformation 

• Picture of number line 
4 • Ruler 

• Compasses 

• Model of circles 

• Survey of theorems on circles 

• Protractor 

• Summary table of the unit 

5 • Numerical table 

• Models of right prisms 

• Models of right cylinders 

• Models of cubes 

• Models of rectangular right prisms 

• Models of triangular right prisms 

• Summary table of the unit 
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2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

• Charts showing properties of operations with rational nQs 
• Charts showing the rule for multiplying two binomials 
• Charts showing the rules for converting products into sums 
• Tables and venn diagrams showing representations of relations 
• Graphs of simple relations 
• Ruler 
• Charts showing sequences 
• Charts showing the four quadrants of coordinate plane 
• Squared paper 
• Flash cards containing rule of transformation 
• Charts containing the rules for removing brackets 
• Charts showing the steps for solving word problems 
• Numerical table 
• Charts shOlving the relationship between squaring and 

extracting square roots 
• Charts which shows the steps how the point which corresponds 

to V2 is obtained by construction 
• Figures representing a path,closed path, simple closed path 
• Models showing different plane figures 
• Set square 
• Charts with sintilar triangles 
• Charts containing steps for constructing sintilar triangles using 

similarity theorems 
• Protractor ,set square,ruler 
• Flash cards containing the sintilarity theorems 
• Models of cylinders and prisms 
• Models of different pyrantids 
• Models of circular cones 
• Models of Sphere 
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.')·1\-OC flq. .1'.'''7..1' hOOI'l"l'i' (W· :: 

flD(.P,aI- 1'19" ______________________________ __ 

00T'4 f' b11: 
nlLU fI;I'1"- ~II-.')' 'I'.I'4J9'1"- h -"I'lm-:" JI"7&-6f." 00&\(\" al-1'I'1' .')· hhll'i'lD"") &0.1'.11. ") flon hfl1\ 
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L f'LI)-O :"r uCr OO"7C "7M'~/C 'L.I'.:" f"7..I'"lH· fr9"uC:" OOCJf OO"lt.l'9'1"-") O-l-oolln-l
,.'1- 1D(.p,aI- 1I.')·9"UC·r n. ·r·1"- f"7.l'lmal- .e:?'i' M ? 

U. JIll II. fll9" 

2. f'l'.I'4J "I" ooAI'l9' "M" htf~ hll.u fI;t-1"- h-l-H('H'f.:" f'Ll)1\ :"9"UC:" oocJf 00"16.1'9'1"-
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( ) I\lIfI(\1"- f'£I)·O 
( ) fooru'f. oo9"t.l' f'LIj·O 
( ) f-l-"761D" OO"76J' ooll"<h'i' f'LIj·O 
( ) f-l-/IJ'V- "7"l4>/f oo'U'i'r f'LIj·O 
( ) '1".1'..1\001"- 1\/1. ").I'.C T6119" l;&-"7..e: IDH-I-
( ) /19";7"(\1"-'i' TC'r&-h-l-C'1"-
( ) ~/l'Ioot.l'9'1"-
( ) 'I'4lC 1'l1l.P' 
( ) f"l&-'i' 1'l1l.P' 
( ) f"7I).I' 1'l1l.P' 
( ) ;1'C·y.1"- "I&-r::.1"-'i f'r/lJ'V- 1'101\001"-
( ) f·rll.l'V- hllc ·Yoh 
( ) -I;lI.o.lf") 
( ) 0.11.1' 
( ) &oAr 
( ) t>9"l;aI--I-C 

3. II.')·/n.·y.:r· 11..,. OO',h'i':"'i' f·l-/"7f1M-t.l' "7onA f"7..1'11 flJ>:r M ? 
U. JIll II. fl\?" 
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4 .f'!' f<ll (3) OOA{11" M hll'~ hH.U (J;I':f I]fI·-r aJolI'!' tIf-r>;' aJo ~ aJo (J;P: -r f"7.f"aJo hh 1.f: 
(J .... ,e OOAII oollm-r ,e:r- .... A 

u. (1(1. .,. OOII.It 'i' "1 "l.y "If 00 1I.It 'i' -r 00"1 'If 
fl . fI:" 1 ~J(JAotY "1ohA f-r /UDCJI ooultfl":f fI"1I1:>;P:-r f"7.ylI&.A1. '!',(, oj>!":f OO"I~r 
.It. (J"1oM'e Y.t.JI t\1' u:>i!: f-r /OOCJI oo"/tYI":f OO"l'lf 
00. 11. .... I]fI Mf. 

5. f-r 100C JI 00"/tfl":f1 -fl-"1"-m- "-=-h:-c--'f:-"7.-Y-"-aJo---='-(J-:-;;P:"'":'-·--:-,,=-, J'.-:-:::'-' -f-=f.--c;l'-A--c?=---

U. (J"l?" (J</: ~aJo 

fl . (J4: ~aJo 

.It. 1/q.".>;, ~aJo 
00. (J"lr l'q..,.>;, ~aJo 

6. fl'1 I fOlt.!l -N o..f-:f ?;Io.-r {\-r/~J(JAO'lf "1oM:" f"7.fY.C"':'·1 .f::>'i' h1J'.-r ff.;I'A? 
u. (J4: ~aJo 
fl . ool]ht\ >;' ~aJo 
,h . 1/q.1">;' ~aJo 

7. f~1 I fOlt.!l -)·/o.·f-:f ?;Io.-r flO..,. ODII.It'i'-r f'>tYY.C1·-r1 .f::>'i' ',1J'.:'· ff.;I'A? 
u. (J4: ~aJo 

fl . ODI]ht\>;' ~aJo 
.It. 1/q.1">;' ~aJo 

8. f\fI(J(I~:' fODrU';' ODrtfl":f1 f"'''1taJo1 oo"1tf ODII,h'i'-r" f-NODCJI 00"/tfl":f1 
fr;l'f'lt-Q;b(J -)' OD11.f: h1J'.-r ~Ol' ? 

u. (Jq." 71 fI -r/o..y.:f (JOO71'1' 
fl. (J~' (JOO1"111-r (J"7.li&. 1 Olm, 
.It. 11..... I]fI ,e 1f1?; 

9. f-r 100C JI 00"/tfl":f1 fI.,-"1-:e.,-":>------;p:"-r--:"=--oo- m---:-.y-r':':,:-::(J--:.,.-OO-:-fI h:-.,..,......,(J:-~-:-~-/--:(J:-Ol-t.--: ... :-.aJo-f1"f'lm Olcll 1fT I 

f'l."7."C M ? 
u. M fl. fflr 

10 f'!'f<ll (9) OOAIII" hfl hll'~ flr1 YUA t".'> fI"11 h1y''''''''m ,e"ltlfJ.? 

11. {\-r/o.·f·:f f"7.f'lmaJo f-r /OOCJI oo"/tYI":f .f::>'i' (J.,.flYf. f-r/'i,eH·:f ool]hA "7.~"'I!~;I''I'aJo r1 
YUA ~aJo ? 

u. "7.~"'e ~aJo 
fl. "7.~" 'I! h,ey.flr 

12. "7.~"'e I]AlI'~ flf-r>;'aJo f-r l'i,e~-r ( .y.:f ) Y!l .... A? 

13. fh-t.f: f (7 ) >;' Ol,er f (8 ) >;' ll'i'A f·L .... ·(J 
h{)-f'Yf-r r1 fUA ~aJo ? 

14. hh1A"lfI·-r aJo"l!' f"7.l1'~· ODO.lt'i'-r1 (\OD".I]_). f"7.Y.t."1 '!'t.-r I]fI 'l"l!'';' 0.·IAfJoA1? 

15. 'lflf.-r 'I'll:" 'iOD;I'-r f-r-ODt.of: f1"1,fo f (7 ) >;,,, f (8 ) >;' ll'i'A f·L .... ·(J f"'''1taJo ODO.lt'i'-r1 
'(J.,.)." fhY1!l1!',.1 ODII.It'i' fI "'''11, ODli"). '1':> 0. 1AfJoA 1 ? 

'i.r ll'i'A Y.t.JI .(JII-r '1':> 
1991 7>;' 
1991 8>;' 
1992 7>;' 
1992 8>;' 
1993 7 >;' 
1993 8>;' 
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"'Pdl ... WI f..~1iCl\t 
flJth·tlr<;, .... 1fl·.,.(,·ha1 T9·UC·'" ll'i'A 
I' .f:U(. r (.:1' 1e"l6-r 
M 0 aoC)r 

n-!-"7t f"t '1"'1 oum.e~ 
OUr? f' b1,e-r 

hlw n;r"f 1f1.T 'I' J'4I9'"f "'''76-6f!> OUAt>"f tI-!-IP"I'I'CP- -'I'lllltl >;' CP-1 tl.J.'.fl.1 noollMI 
ooAfllal:: "'''76-6f!> 1A-!-IP''1'1'CD J.'."I'I" "'6f!>C ODA{J n1-f'lmCP- (I;r lI'i' 1tl.1 

1: ?;r I> .f:"? Il'i' A 
2: rTruc'''' 11.'" M-·-- ---
3: hrT"76-'I'cp- I' ... 1JP'''t1l ·}·ruc·f-:r· oolJhA fT>;' ""1 n.enA'I' 

TCDP,tlu/'}'CD'II;lIa? ( ... 1,1',.1 'n7') 
u. "'''7C>;' 00. 'i.'l'n f'l. 'W-iloit 
II. ~ 1"11\.11>;' IP. MI.IlIl 71. ;rtll 
dt. r ... 'i' 00'i'7' *1* (.. 11.°7.flTt 4'. it"'"l6-tl. 

4: n'l' .1'41 '3' 1.e h'f'H('II~'''' ·"'ruc·r·'f CP-fl'l' n.enA'I' 1I°°"7C J'IIu11a11 
'i'1"1T nJ.'.(''II; M4'9"'I'I6f!>/: : 

1~ 4~ 7~ 
2>;'1 5>;'1 8>;'1-----
3>;'1 6>;'1 9>;'1 ____ _ 

5. f'i.'lfl ''''9"UCT oo"7tJ' oo~dt'i' Mulal? 
u. MOf II. fllOfr 

6. f'i.'lfl ODbdt'i' IJllulalooodtf.1 frTm4'oocp-/r9"Tm4'''tCP-
u. ll'i'A CP-fl'l' ~CP- dt. U <;' II 
II. UD'f('J' 11.-'1' ~CP- on. "'Am4'rnT9" 

7 . nTIn.", 11.1- ooo,h'i' r'i.'lll TrUCT1 1I"7'1'<;'T Tm4'''7I1Ulal? 
U. ~m4'''7I1u- II . "'Am4'rnTr 

8. nTIII.'" 11.1- ooodt'i' frTm4'rl"t/hU'~ r'i.'lll ''''rUCT1 1I"7'1'<;'T f"t(.P,. 
f1-IIJ'f.. oobdt'i'·f-"f nn.1- oobdtf. ""{J'I' r1 J'UA .e1>;'A:: 

U. n4: M dt. 'n~"'1 M""~r 
II. oolJhtl>;' ... 11 00. 9"1r fllr 

9. 1'11.1- ooodt'i' U1tl.CP- ooodt'i'T1 n"7'lf'''' CD.er ... ·ne noo"-lI"1 (..f:f-ulal 
.1''''' :I'M 

U. "'9'1 J''''':I'A II. U :·y.'f "'J'CP-~9" dt. ~CP,;r "'Amfh-r 
10. nTIII.'" 11.1- ooodt'i' f"'I''''m4'rl''t/hU'~ r1l1J''''1 lI'i'16.I:: 

11. r'L'lll ooru6-"fu- hn.,,· ooo,h'i' oollU'i"'" "-A;J"fU· fr'}'IP~T rn.T P'6-
CD .e r M .e 001T f'l 'I' 1-'1' "fu- .1''''':1' II-? 

u. ·nll· '1.11. f'l'l'1-CP-<;' A dt. f'l'l'1-CP-1 "'J'''''</lr 
II. 'I"tT 'l.1~ f'l'l'1-CD'<;' A 

12. r'L'lll oorU6-"fu- IITruc", f"tJ'fl"-A'J.T1 f"·IIJ'f.. "l6-r;:"fr 7'C·f-:r· r 
fit}'''?·}·t p'M-:r·<;, 'l"Y..1I-:r·1 n"tJ'H;JJl:nT 'l.1~ 1-"7t9'"f1 J''l-'l .... 1I-? 

u. 'nr~ 'lI~ J''lT ... II· II. "'Ar;: "'Ar;: J''l·}· ... II·dt. "'J''l''''f.9" 
13. n'l'J'4I '1 2' 1.e f1-111o.T1 f-'l'ruCT ODc'II; OO"ltJ'9':r· oo9"U6-"fu

nll'i'A ""1'1'1' noo"lA CD.er f1-II;J:e:CP-1 .el' noor"lT 1I"7p'1-"7tJ' .em 
,p"7I1·? 

u. ·n", '1.11. .em4'''7I1· II. "'Ar;: "'Ar;: .em4'''7I1· dt .... .em'p lJDo9· 
14. nTIII.'" n ... u-~ 'lll. fTruCT "7nM'l.J' "71>hA M? 

U .... 11 II . fllr 
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15. n7oill,'" f709''UC:'' "'1nA.B'l.f "'1ohA. t)/\ "''''1t-I''1- n"'1ohtl- f"'1..m</>-·r 
h 1 .9.. 70 ~OI-? 

u . f7oiODcif OD"!6fl"1-1 n"'1H:> J>: r 
1\. n"'1ohtl- ftl-r1 friODCif ODvltfl"":f· nOD'!'1l 
m. "''''1t-I''1- ',1.1\.1(1. hJ!.&.</> 1:9" 
OD. tVt t) 1\ J!.1/tO 

16. n:" i(H, f·r i"'1nA.O'lf "'1ohA. ' '''''161''1- f"'1..m</>- hll'~ f"'1ohtl- U~'" 
f"'1..f~C·I"'f'OI- h1~ 9"1 J!.00~~A.? 

u. "''''1t-I''1- n"'1oht\· f~'iOPcif n"'1..fH:>)I: 'I.IL J!.(.P,A. 
1\. hll&.~'I.0I-1 friooCif OO"!t-f n= ?"(.'I' J!.('P'A. Tf ,n6-6-A. 
m. n"'1ohtl- fl\0I-1 ~1C u·/\· h't1:1m</>?" fn(.;r;rA. 
00. 11.1 t)/\ J!.1/tO 

17. n 'rill, '" f'Ulll r?"UC'r n-f;t\. n.1C1 J!.IP"lM 
U. hI" J!.IP"lA. 1\. hJ!.IP'I'?" 
,h . f-f; t\. n. '1(1 IlC"V'r nht)'1f1.01- fl\?" 

18. f'L'HI r9"UC:" n-f;t\.n. '1(1 f"'1..(t'l' hll'~ Mr9"UC~' M"I"" fl\u /n i u't'n 9"11: ~"'"? 
U. n"l9" 'I'?-~"'" 1\. 'I'?- ~"'" m. 'I'?- hJ!.~I\?" 
OD. n"l9" 'I'?- hJ!.~I\?" 

19. f'L<'t ,n r?"uCr fh1~O;:"," f't."'1..Il.,.C "'"m.ru/7Ii h1.9..r ~"'"? 
u . h75% n~,e ~OI-

1\. h74% - 50% '11\"'" OOt)hA. ~"'" 
,h. h50% n;r":f· ~"'" 

hlLU n;r1- 1\.,.(t",,7o "''7'11!'1- f"fI\·;ru1 in1i OOm1 w,e?" ~(.if h.,.IP",,')· h"'16-""'1-
"'"Il'l' n OD9"(''I' n.,.1f1."'" 1>1\9" , ~ , 9"A.h:'· n"'11:(''7 '71\'1,:: 

.,..4. .,. '7'1 c.' "f h "f<\1\1J. 
n ODm 't-

hA.1-A.9" 
h "f~1\1J. 

I n'76-'i' f.,.(t"" ooA.oh,r· 1-1 oo(.P,7o<; 00"'(.1?" 

2 l\'rflm'5 P,;r f.,.l\ff.. '76-C:1-1 OO"!A. 
3 f.,.l\ff.. fitN''L7ot- flOi\·"f1 n"'1~oot-f<; 

f.,.l\ff.. OD"!t-fl""f1 n oom</>9" oo"!A. 
4 f·l-t\ff.. f.,.(tm ~0t\·1-1<; '1".9..1\·1 ='7I\'R 

!Definition! 
5 1>9" T(I"f1<; "'i1!'~'6-h'''C nODm'P?" (tchA.<; 

hCI>":f'1 OO"!A. 
6 n',fI'IJ!.1: ?-A. n OOm</>9" flt\.·r· ":f·1 OO~6-r 
7 "'"1l1 001lOOI!'1-1 ""I\t):'. 
8 n"'ic.'706-h.,.c h 111\· 1-1 OOI\t):'. 
9 f·l-t\ff.. f ith"'L 'r t- ~Ot\. 1-1<; '1".9..t\o 1-1 

OOM?" 
10 f.,.l\ff.. fith"'L7ot- 1l0t\·1-1<; '1".9..1\.1-1 ODm 

1<; J!.II7o 00&.1\'7 
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fl. hhlJ'lll.CJ1' ;h·O(..,.MI 00. flA IJfI f.1f1l1" __ 

IS. -r/fl.-,. r:r,/oocJI" 00"ftYl""':1 fI~/~"-r "~('1aJ' 'I'd, 9",,11- >.1 .... :r· ~aJ·? 
u. '1'-:- ~CJ1' fl. oolJhfl'i' ~aJ' m. l':P.,.'i' ~CJ1' 

16. r"~1/ rW(.'<;CJ1'1 lI"/fl.-r fI -N"70AO'lY "7ohfl. r"tIP{])o-)'1 .I':;>'i' >.1 .... -r yr.;)·A? 
u . h'i'''''i' ~CJ1' fl. DDlJhlI'i' ~CJ1' ,h. 1I:P''''i' ~CJ1' oO.rfl9" 

17. DD1"1P';t-'i! yt>.lf~ .l':C.~·y.'f- (NGO's) fI:r-/"7/"7ohfl. r~LIP{])o:r'1 .I':;>'i' >.1 .... -r yr.;t-A? 
u. h'i'''''i' ~CJ1' fl. oolJhlI'i' ~aJ' ,h. 1I''I>-,.'i' ~CJ1' oO.rfl9" 

IS. ,},-O(' -h'l{].e; r hlJ'lll.CJ1' n~ 'lfloOo J'l"'f- fI -r/"7/"7ohll· r"tIP{])o-}1 .I':;>'i' ',1 .... -r yr.;t-A? 
u. h'i'''''i' ~CJ1' fl. DDlJhlI'i' ~CJ1' ,h. l':P.,.'i' ~CJ1' DD.rfl9" 

19. r-r9"/fl.", M-"'<;'<;C fI·N~II"7ohll· r"tf'lm·-r·} .I':;>'i' >.1 .... -r .rr.;t-A? 
u. h'i'''''i' ~CJ1' fl. DDlJhlI'i' ~CJ1' m. 1I:P"''i' ~CJ1' DD.rM" 

20. r'i. "f1l DD9"ut-1 r-r/00/DDultrl"'f'1 o",ooflh.,· fI>'CfI!J' 'f-"lt-rCJ1'1 h ooAn"'CJ1' YW·:PfI.? 
U. :PCJ1':PfI. fl. hYaJ' <#l9" 

21. hooAn"'CJ1' hlf~ r>'cfll" 9""7i 'f-"lt-rCJ1'1 9"1 YUA &.:tA 'OflW' J'9"e;fI·? 
U. O·"~" lJ.'l.;t- fl. Ooom~ ,h. 0"19" O'l'</:"" oo.hA-"&.;t-?" 

22. oo9"Ut-~ 1J00flh:tr CJ1' 'f-"le'f- CJ1'fI'I' r"'wf'l~:r'1 f. 'f.:: 

23. O-r/fl..." CJ1'fI'I' r°'l.M.,.(J}<1 r-r/oocJI" oo"ftyl"'f- >''I'(.-r floo:P(.'i' >'Cfll" r"th-,.fI·-r 
r-r'i'(J}<1- hlJ:t.l': ~CJ1' ? /hh1-.I': O"f. oooollfl f."'''A/ 

U. fl oo1-"lP'-r "7oot>.h-r fl . O"lt\, oo'i'-rm. oo&'fI"I 
m. M;t-f.1 0"7""''i' 00. "'''7tl'' 'f'1- 0"7""''i' 
11' . w"~'f-1- 0"7""''i' (. . t\, ,, IJfI f. 1f1l1" 

24. r-r/oocJI" 00"ftYl"'f-1 h/I(J)<-r(. (J}< fI"tyu;>~e; On'i'A W'fI'!' fI"t- m--:.,,-oo.--00- 9"-cUt-1 r"tlP,!, 
"70(.;t-'" M? 

u. M fl . rfl9" 
25. 0009"Ut-1 "19"1"7 w:P-r "'''7tl'''f- r'i."fll oo9"ut-'f!1'rW' r-r/ooc1f 00"ftYl"'f-1 On'i'A 

CJ1'fI'!' oom<l'''7r(J}<1 fI"tmf..,,(J}< '!' Y4l/l"'f-/ r~LIP{])o')' (J}<m.'} Oh'O','i'W' >.1 .... ·} ~CJ1'? 
U. hht--r O"f. fl. 'I'M, m. hlJ.fI-r O;t-'f-

26. O-r/fl.-" r'i."fll -r9"UC-r r"'''7t(J}< oo"7ty OO?"m'i' fI"'''7tl'''f- r"tIPt-IXI.CJ1' >.1 .... -r ~W'? 
u. 0:Pe;7i .en,!,,,r,,,t>. fl. O:r·/fl..." oom~'i' !tt-f. 
m. 0001"1P'-r W6f.'- mil .e;/'~,,=r"'A 00. t\,,, IJfI f. 1f1l1" 

27. r7'i' >.e; rs'i' n'i'A r'i."fll ooll"m'i'-r h1.1': ooll"m'i' lIfI1'} "'''7t .,.c-'<;=-C=-<).:-A-c?=-. -----
r7'i' h1.!': oo?"m'i' fI "'''7t/l'''f-/ 
rs'i' h1.1': OOll"m'i' fI "'''7t/l'''f-/ 

28. -r/fl.-rl" r-r/ooc1f 00"ftYl"'f-1 0·"11l.W'e; O.,.lffl 0011.1': fl oom'''9'' -rtJ.(.-r f'l'l':tA 'Ofl(J}< 
r"ty9"~ hlf~ h,lU O;t-'f- h-,.u(.,,-:-:r· flr·r>;'CJ1' O.eOA'!' n'O~-r f'l'!':tA? 

U. flfl..,. ooll"m'i'-)' fl. fI ·N"70A?'lY "7ohA m. flfl..,. oo.ht-
00. flp'Ame; /WCnrT/ fI."te;c/ 11'. t\,,, IJfI f.1f1l1" 

29. r-Nfl.·} ;H&.l"'f- lJ.fI. hoo?";ht-1 r"tmO<l'(J}<1 rp't- W'm.-r r-,.~,,-e;::--CJ1'-m.-----:;t-"7 fI"7.1':('"I 
fI·Nfl.;t-r(J}< r ·N"70AO·ty r"7oM:r'1e; fl..,. ooll"m'i"}1 "7~t·"f..-re; "7me;hc f.mO:P'lr'l'A:: 
>'Cfll" f.u-n ;H&. ~ .} >.1 .... -r ",w'!''Ii'l'fllJ. .e"fI·? 

U. Oh'i'''''i' ~(.1f fl . OoolJhlI'i' ~(.JI" m. 01':P.,.'i' ~{.JI" 
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APPENDIX·F 
Classroom Observation Instrument 

A. General Information 
1. Wereda Name of School _____ -=:--:-________ _ 
2. Grade and Section Observed Date ______ _ _ _ 
3. Class Size Length of Observation time _-,-_______ _ 
4. Teacher Qualification Teaching Experience _____ _ 
5. Roll number of Students having Math's textbook _________ _ 

6. Number of students having math's textbook during observation _____ _ 
7. List of IMS Presented in the Classroom _____________ _ 

8. The source(s) of IMS Used ________________ _ 

Classroom Observation Results (Check List) 

Classroom Environment Variables 
Yes 

1 All students have adequate seat in the classroom (no more Ihan 3 
students sit on a desk). 

2 There are instructional displays in the classroom. 
3 The Silting arrangement permits easy teacher movement. 
4 The blackboard is readily viewed from all positions in the classroom. 

Teacher's use of IMs 
1 Give class/homework from the textbook. 
2 Let students to do class/homework on the blackboard. 
3 Non·textbook IMs listed in the lesson plan are presented. 
4 IMs suggested in the curricular materials for the topic are presented. 
5 Let students to use and do exercises from the text by themselves. 
6 Draw the needed diagrams/sketches on the blackboard. 
7 Repeatedly use the diagrams to clarify the content. 
8 Writing on the blackboard is legible. 
9 Resources of the environment are used to provide practical applications 

of the IMs. 
10 When the teacher use the IM(s) focuses on meaning and promoting 

student understanding. 
11 Involve learners by using controlled practice (e.g.: - invite and answer 

questions, discussions, dialogue) . 
12 Check students' performance or demonstration of skills expected to be 

learned from experience (e.g.: - drawing graphs construct models, solve 
problems, defining , proving , etc). 
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APPENDIX·G 
OBSERVATION FORM: SPC & Library 

Form 3-03 
Wereda Name of the School ___________ _ 

1. SPC room(s) size X ___ _ 
2. Arrangement of IMs in SPC is by: 

Subject () Grade & subject ( 
Department ( ) Mixed () No arrangement at all ( 

3. The available IMs in SPC which cou ld be used for mathematics Instruction are: 
Produced by teachers () Purchases ( ) 
Produced by SPC coord inators () Borrowed ( ) 
Produced by students () Donated ( ) 

4. Row materials (such as graph papers, different color markers, different color inks, materials to 
construct models, etc) for production of IMs for mathematics instructions are: 
Avai lable ( ) Not available ( ) 

5. A ·1 bTl f th r . It · I . SPC val a I Ity 0 ma ema ICS curncu ar ma ena s In 
Curricular Materials Grade Available Not Available 

Syllabuses 
7 
8 

Teacher Guides 
7 
8 

Student Textbook 
7 
8 

6. Ava ilability of different facilities in SPC: 
Facility Available Not Available Remark 

Room for production of IMs 
Room for storage of IMs 
Room for coordinators office 
Display shelves 
Workbench 
Hand tools 

7. Record of frequency of teachers' IMs utilization in SPC (borrowing List). 
Available ( ) Not Available ( ) 

8. List of IMs (catalogue) found in SPC. 
Available ( ) Not Available ( 

9. Availability of the following IMs in the school: 
IMs Available Not Available Quantity 

Bulletin board 
Graph board 
Television set 
Film projector 
Video 
Computer 

10. Library working hour. Full time ( half time ( 
11. Library size X 
12 Capacity of library ----- seats 
13 . The availability of the following materials in the library: 

Materials Available Not Available Remark 
Book shelves 
Reading tables 
Math's reference book 
Subject cata logue 
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14. Library services given to teachers: 
Reference room ( ) Information about arrivals ( 
Borrowing ( ) Othe rs services _____ _ 

15. Library services given to students. 
Reference room ( ) Guidance for use 
Borrowing ( ) Others ___ ___ _ 

OBSERVATION CHECKLIST: SPC (inventory form) 
Wereda Na me of sch 001 ."-_-::-.,----,-:::--:-_--.,,.-,-,--
Assessment of the availability of IMs suggested in the syllabusl Teachers Guide of Grade 7 &8 
Directions: If the suggested IMs available in the SPC write the available quantity in the column. 
Indicate the source from where it comes (e .g.: - Teacher made, student made, borrowed, purchased, 
donated, etc.). 

Unit 
Suggested IMs in the Syllabusl Available 

Source 
T.G. (Grade 7) quantity 

1 • Graphs on coordinate system 

• Square with 100 equal unit subdivision 

• Pictures of parts of whole 

• Table of proportions 

• Charts showing algorithms for solving problems of 
percent 

• Survey of line, bar, and circle graphs 

2 • Picture of number ray 

• Slide ru le for addition of rational numbers 

• Survey of rules for add, mult, dividing with rat ional 
numbers 

3 • Balance 

• Survey of rules transformation 

• Picture of number line 

4 • Ruler 

• Compasses 

• Model of circles 

• Survey of theorems on circles 

• Protractor 

• Summary table of the unit 
5 • Numerical table 

• Models of right prisms 

• Models of right cylinders 

• Models cube 

• Models of rectangular right prisms 

• Models of triangular right prisms 

• Summary table of units 
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, 
T 

Assessment of the availability and use of IMs suggested in the syllabus/ Teachers Guide of 
grade 8 

Unit 
Suggested IMs in the Syllabusl Available Source T.G. (Grade 8) quantity 

1 • Charts showing properties of operations with rational nos 

• Charts showing the rule for multiplying two binomials 

• Charts showing the rules for converting products into sums 
2 • Tables and venn diagrams showing representations of relations 

• Graphs of simple relations 

• Ruler 

• Charts showing sequences 

• Charts showing the four quadrants of coordinate plane 

• Spuared paper 

• Flash cards containing rule of transformation 

• Chats containing the rules for removing brackets 

• Charts showing the steps for solving word problems 

3 • Numerical table & Table of values 

• Chart showing the re lationship between squaring and extracting 
square roots 

• Charts which shows the steps how the point wh ich corresponds to 
v2 is obtained by cQJlstruction 

4 
Figures representing a path , closed path, simple closed path • 

• Models showing different plane figures 

5 • Set square, Ruler, colored chalk, compass 

• Charts with similar triangles 

• Charts containing steps for construction similar triangles using 
similarly theorems 

6 • Protractor, set square, ruler 

• Flash cards containing the similarity theorems 
7 • Models of cylinders and prisms 

• Models of different pyramids 

• Models of circular cones 

• Models of spheres 
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APPENDIX-H 
OBSERVATION OF DOCUMENTS 

Form 3-04 
1 Ob servatlon 0 ISPC B L" t S h IN orrowmg IS " C 00 ame 

Grade 
Teacher Types 01 IMs borrowed from SPC by Mathematics Frequency per 

code Teachers of grades 7&8 in 1 Y, year semester 

2 Ob 1 d 7&8 M th servatlon 0 gra e a ematlcs T h L eac ers esson plans 
Teacher IMs listed in the lesson plan (in the 1993 E.C.) 

Code 
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